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                     PRESIDENT' S MESSAGE

                        B C Association

  Regretfully, in October, 1993, the B C Association suffered
the loss of  its long serving  President, Bill Remple. He was
laid to rest with full and. deserving honours in which members
of our Association participated.

  The year 1994 marks the fiftieth anniversary of some of the
hardest, most important battles in which our Regiment engaged
in during the World War II. Many will remember the Liri Valley
and the Hitler Line in May, 1944; culminating in the capture of
San Fortunate Ridge and the eventual breakout into the Lombardy
Plains, now regarded as one of the classic battles of World War
II. Finally, the difficult, wet, but succcessful battles of the
canals, including the Naviglio, Savio and finally the Senio.

  Tribute was paid to those who participated in these  battles
at our annual General Meeting and Dinner in Vancouver on Feb-
ruary 5th and at our Luncheon in Victoria on August 14th, both
of this year. At the latter function we were honoured to have
three former Commanding Officers present. Major Gen George Kitch-
ing. Brigadier,the Hon Henry Bell-Irving and Colonel Jim Stone.
At the Vancouver function we welcomed the President of the Sea-
forth Highlander Association, George Campbell/as well as Wally
Ross, President of the Edmonton Association.

  1994 is also the 80th Anniversary of the outbreak of World
War I. It was a special bonus to have with us therefore, at our
Victoria function, a veteran of that war and of our Regiment,
Major Dave Petrie, now in his 99th year.

  In view of time taking its toll on many of our members and
the resulting  decrease in those able to attend our functions,
following extensive discussion it has been decided to hold only
one function per year by this Association, alternating between
Victoria and Vancouver. These will be luncheons combined with
our annual General Meeting and may be attended by spouses or
companions of members, as well as friends and relatives. Our
next function is expected to be held in October, 1995, in Van-
couver .

  I would like to thank the Edmonton Association, for its sup-
port and interest and. also our members for their continued par-
ticipation and help.

  A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to all.

                                              Fraternally

                                                  John Dougan



                              PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

                              Edmonton Association

Fellow 49ers -

   1995 will mark the 50th Anniversary of war's end. There will be celebra-

tions in Holland and the United Kingdom as well as here in Canada as we re-

member the good times and the bad.

   Last December we remembered the Battle for Ortona. We were joined in our

celebrations by the local Italian community and as a result we were issued

an invitation by the City of Ortona to visit them in October. Thirty six of

us will be in Italy from October 12th to 27th where we will be hosted by the

City of Ortona and by the Military Historical Museum at Voghera, a city fur-

ther north and near Milan.

   To have been elected your first non-veteran President has been a moving

experience for me and I find myself at a loss for words to adequately ex-

press just how much I am honoured.

    It has been known for some time that sooner or later those members who

have come into the Association by way of the Militia would have to become

actively involved if the Association is to survive. I am happy to report

that some of our Executive members - lan Edwards, Glen Jones, Lem Mundorf,

have taken the initiative and are organizing a party aimed at those who

served from 1945 to today to try and generate some interest.

    It will be our intention to keep a good balance between the veterans

and the Militia groups. The challenge will be to develop new ideas without

throwing out the old!

    We must give credit to the past Executive of the Association for its con-

tinuing success. Ed Boyd did a great job of putting together the Ortona cel-

ebrations. And behind it all our own Barney 01 son who just keeps on doing

the job each year after year - thanks Barney!

Fraternally,

        Walter H. Ross
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@@@@...__@@                    g ^ Association                     @@@@@@@
                          ANNUM- MEETING and BANQOET

i
      At 1800 hours, Saturday, February 5, 1994, Association members assem-

i bled  at  the  Sandman Hotel, Vancouver, for  our annual dinner and general
| meeting. Our numbers were somewhat reduced so the 'assemble' did not take

 that long.
      To get our proceedings started the "Parade" to the tables was led by

 Larry Smeaton, Piper for the evening, and the tune was "Bonnie Dundee".
 Closely following him were members of the head table; His Honor 'Budge'
 Bell-Irving; George Campbell, President of the Seaforths Association; then
 Wally Ross, newly elected President of the Edmonton Association; our acting
 President, John Dougan; and finally Ken McKenzie, Secty, B C Association.

      John Dougan, in his opening remarks, paid tribute to our late President
 Bill Remple, for his outstanding leadership, devotion and loyalty to our As-
 sociation and its members over many years. His sudden passing left a void
 difficult to fill.

      The a/President called for a moment's silence and this was followed by
 the piping of "Flowers Of The Forest".

      Grace was then presented, most ably, by Alon Johnston.
      John Dougan emphasized the significance of the year 1994: 50 years ago,

 in 1994, and in Italy, the Regiment successfully fought some of the most bit-
 ter and important battles of the war. The Hitler Line in May in the shadow
 of Monte Cassino; the Gothic  Line  in  September, and  culminating  in  the
 breakthrough into the Po Valley; the battle for the canals in October, Nov-
 ember and December, the Naviglio, the Savio and the Senio.

      At the President's request. Jack McBride then gave the Toast to the
 Regiment. Jack mentioned that his original contact with our Regiment came in
 1930 and was renewed in 1940, shortly thereafter becoming Battalion
 Quartermaster. He believed that the success of the Regiment was due to the
 high 'esprit de corps' of the older members of the Battalion. He recalled
 the day in which the Regiment lost five of its Commanding Officers; Rowan
 Coleman, Alan Macdonald, 'Slim' Clarke, another dark and Frank McDougall.
 And the Regiment recovered from this grievous loss.

      Secretary Treasurer Ken McKenzie then presented his annual report to
 the assembled members and the report was duly approved.

      At this stage of the proceedings Jack Rosser brought forth the Nominat-
 ing Committee's suggestions for the coming year. The reply to the request
 for nominations from the floor offered up no candidates and as a result the
 proposed Executive was unaminously approved and. our officers for the follow-
 ing year are:

                            President - John A Dougan
                    Secty Treas - Ken McKenzie

                          Directors: Art Bird, Ed Bradish, Doug
                   Rogers, Jack Haley (new), Les Taplin  and

                                  Alon Johnson

      The  attention  of  the  members was then directed to new business. The
 President began by referring to the dwindling ranks of members able to at-
 tend the two functions being held each year. He raised the possibility of
 having only one function each year, alternating between Vancouver and Vic-
 toria. This could also be combined by our attendance at some of the func-
 ions of the Seaforth Association held in Vancouver. George Campbell, Pres-



@@@@@@@@@                   B C Gen Meeting                    @@@@@@@|

 ident of the Seaforths warmly supported the idea of our participating and    j
 mentioned in particular the Seaforths Ortona Dinner held in December of each |
 year and a Vimy Dinner held in April.                                        |

      The question was raised - the possibility of members spouses or corn-    j
 panion being able to attend functions held in Vancouver as they are allowed  I

 to attend those held in Victoria. With some comment and debate and on a mo-  |
 tion by Jack Rosser it was seconded and unanimously agreed that the Execut-  |
 ive should decide on any future action.                                      J

      A special word of welcome was extended to Wally Ross, President of the  |
 Edmonton Association.                                                       |

      The meeting was then adjourned and those present moved on to the lounge j
 to engage in relating of the present day activities of members as well as a  |
 few tales from the past.                                                    J

      It was a reasonably good year for our winter meeting regarding the at-  (
 tendance. There were some fifteen of our own members, four Seaforths, three  J
 members from the Edmonton Association and two guests.                        |

      'Scotty' ADAMSON, who usually spends his winters down south, but this   |
 time 'round had medical problems to attend to which kept him here was pres-  |
 ent with 'bells on'. Hon 'Budge' BELL-IRVING, complete with a Loyal Eddies   J

 tie and Seaforth blazer, a most consistent supporter of our functions, was  |
 able to be present. George CAMPBELL, President of the Seaforth Association,  j
 was most welcome as were Ralph CRAVEN, Hugh McKAY, Wally ROSS, from Edmonton. |

      John DOUGAN, our new President, handled everything with proficiency. He 8
 has just returned from a trip to Australia, will probably now ready himself j

 for a trip to Holland in 1995 to take part in the "War End" celebrations    |
 there. Wilf GILDERSLEEVE and Wally HOLMES turned out and were quickly absorb-|
 ed amongst old friends. Alon JOHNSON did a very fine job saying the Grace   |
 despite his recent minor operation. Ray LEWIS turned up again not having    |
been amongst us, on doctor's orders, for a couple of years. Ray is looking  Jk
 good. Mike MARKOWSKY and Dave LaRIVIERE attended, both of them in fine fet- |
 tie. Keith MacGREGOR also hasn't been with us for a couple of years but gov- |
 ernment work has brought him back to this neighborhood.                     |

      Jack McBRIDE, as previously mentioned gave the Toast to the Regiment,   @
 and very ably. Jack also had himself a minor operation so he was able to    jj,
compare notes with Alon Johnson. I also learned from Jack that we would be  jl
on the same Panama cruise later this month (February). John McCONNELL was   j
doubtful about being present at the dinner, but he made it. Doug ROGERS han-j@
 dies our receipts at the 'gate" for these occasions and he does it well. As H
 did Jack ROSSER who each year looks after our bar^making sure we don't run  i&

 short. As previously mentioned. Jack SMEATON was our piper for the evening,  g
Jack is a former RSM of the Seaforths.                                      J

      Les TAPLIN rounds out our list of attendees. Les did a remarkable job ' j
of organizing our stay at the hotel, especially our well-received dinner.   J

      We now look forward to our luncheon get-to-together which we will be   if,
holding in the first part of August, and reported elsewhere in this issue
our magazine.                                                              H

                                                     Fraternally              J|

                                                         Ken McKenzie         B



                              Edtnonton Association                  @@@@@@@
[
j                           ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

i     A small number came out on this Saturday afternoon, January 15, 1994,
| to listen to what had taken place over the past year as far as our Edmonton

 Association was concerned.
      At 1500 hours President Ed Boyd called the meeting to order and there

 was then the customary two minutes of silence in memory of absent comrades.
      The minutes of the January, 1993, annual meeting were accepted as writ-

 ten in issue #96, the FORTYNINER. Bob Hidson moved that they be accepted,
 Roll ie Castagner seconded, and the motion was carried.

      President Boyd then called for the reports from the various committees
 for 1993:

      FINANCE - given by Barney 01 son. Treasurer, and showed a small profit
      for the year. No request was needed for an increase in our membership
      dues for the coming year. The motion -to accept the report was seconded
      by Bill Shaw and carried unanimously.

      MAGAZINE - The report for the '93 issue of our FORTYNINER was given by
      the Editor, Barney 01 son. Fewer magazines were mailed out this year
      than previously, due somewhat to the decrease in numbers of Association
      members and there were not as many members from our Militia unit for
      the year. The magazine was similar in size to that of previous years,
      enough material having been gathered together from many of our members.
      We do not anticipate receiving the same amount of material each year
      but any stories, short or long, are accepted. The report was moved by
      the Editor and seconded by Marcel Tettamente, carried.

      MEMBERSHIP - at the time of this report there were approximately 250
      regular  members, 8  life  members, 8  members at Mewburn Vets Centre,
      some 32 Lady members and 4 Associate members. There was no count for
      members from our Militia unit. The report was given by Barney 01 son
      and carried.

      MILITIA UNIT - this report was given by Maj J Matthews. He advised us
      that the Regiment is healthy and strong and numbers are in the 150 or
      so range. Soldiers from the unit are constantly on the move to various
      "Peace Zones", etc. in Europe and some are being posted to regular
      army units. There is a more detailed article on unit activities for
      the past year elsewhere in this issue of the FORTYNINER.

      HOSPITAL/LAST POST - given by Bob Hidson. Forty two members who had at
      some time served with our Regiment had passed away since our last Gen-
      eral Meeting and as are listed in the magazine. Another six had died
      since the publication of the magazine. Eight members were in the Vets
      Centre at Mewburn or other hospitals. Bob also advised the meeting
      that he would no longer be in a position to be responsible for the re-
      port, hospital visiting, etc. The report was seconded by Barney 01 son.

      NEW BUSINESS - last year it was suggested that our annual picnic be
      held July 10 and 11, 1993, in order that we might celebrate the 50th



Edmonton General Meeting

   New Business  -  Anniversary of the landing in Sicily.When it came time to
   organize the picnic we could not muster up enough enthusiasm to hold it
   and as a result we had no picnic, held a Museum display instead, as re-
   ported in the last issue of the magazine.
   This year we decided as an item of New Business that we would try and
   hold  a  small  gathering in conjunction with the Militia Unit. It was
   decided on as the path to follow providing satisfactory arrangements
   could be made with the Regiment. Their problem at the June time of the
   year is to have enough members available to hold a picnic due to some
   being at camp or on holidays, etc. The suggestion was made to work on
   it and advice would be sent out later to the membership.

   NOMINATING - The final order of business was the presentation of the
   report of the Nominating Committee, Bob Hidson, as to the members of
   the Executive for the coming year.
   L.E.Stewart had advised the members present that he wished to be re-
   lieved of his duties for the next term

            Members of the Executive for 1994:
                President  -  Wally Ross (two year term)

                     Vice President  -  Lee Ahlstrom
         Secretary  -  Lem Mundorf Treasurer  -  Barney 01 son
         Executive Members  -  Bill Shaw  -  Paul Cote  -  Glenn Jones

               lan Edwards  -  Vince Westacott  -  Roll ie Castagner
                          Past President  -  Ed Boyd

                         Militia Unit  -  LCol W Be'wick
                         Hon Colonel  -    R Chapman
                         Hon LCol     -   R Matheson

It was moved by Gordon Armstrong and seconded by Ralph Craven that the
thanks of all Association members go to those who had volunteered their
services over the past year.

It now being 1630 hours and no other business to attend to it was moved
by Paul Cote and seconded by Vince Westacott that the meeting be now ad-
journed.
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Membership
to

       4@TH BATTALION
THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT

         ASSOCIATION

           Box 501
     Edmonton AB T5J 2K1

           $10.00

        49th BATTALION
 THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT

         ASSOCIATION
          B.C. BRANCH

K.D.F.McKenzie Victoria EC
 824 Richmond Ave V8S 3Z1

           $10.00          '



 1-*@@@@@@-          BANQUET  and  DANCE         @@@@@@@
                               Edmonton Association

    Our afternoon Annual General Meeting and the evening Banquet/Dance were
  held this year in the Kingsway Legion. The last few years the Montgomery
  Legion has always been our gathering place. The Montgomery no longer oper-
  ates from the downtown building, due to heavy overhead expense and dwind-
  ling lack of use. They moved to an address with no banquet facilities and
  recently they moved from there to an office in the Kingsway Legion.

    With this change occuring, everything wasn't just quite the same. The
  blustery weather didn't help any. It was on the cool side, a bit windy. Des-
  pite the weather we had close to a hundred members and guests present. Our
  out-of-town members did not show up in great numbers as you can tell by read-
  ing the list at the end of this article.

    Guests at the head table included Gene and Lorraine Bince, Dept of Vet-
  erans  Affairs; Eileen and Wally Ross, Association President; Peggie and Ed
  Boyd, Past President; Gordon Armstrong; LCol W Bewick, Regiment; the Ital-
  ian Vice-Consul for Alberta, G Imbalzano; Mr T Fabris, Italian Veterans As-
  sociation.

    There wasn't room for our ceremony of 'Marching on the Colours', the Col-
  ours were placed without ceremony. This was the weekend that  the  Regiment
  was out on a scheme, so there weren't enough members around to make up a
  Colour Guard. The space between tables was not very wide, when the Gries-
  bach Sword was marched on the bearers had to walk sideways, but they man-
  aged (The writer forgot to write down their names).

    Following a very good buffet meat there were several short speeches and
  after them some presentations. The Italian guests presented a banner to the
  Association from the Italian Community and it was accepted on behalf of the
  Association by Walty Ross, Ed Boyd and LCol Bill Bewick.

    There was also a surprise presentation, at least to the writer, when LCol
  Bewick and CWO Brian Read presented a Regimental plaque to "Barney 01 son,
  In Appreciation, from the Regiment". A presentation much appreciated,

    With the dinner finished and the speeches and presentations also complet-
  ed it was on with the evening's dance. The dance was wet1 patronized, as
  usual. The band was the "house band" and for once we didn't have to pay ex-
  tra for it. The music was good, the "vets" can still fling a mean leg. We
  were favored by a visit from "Eivis", as part of the music. He entertained
  us with guitar music and song.

    Quite an enjoyable evening. Our 1995 Banquet and Dance wi11 be held at
  the same location. You'll enjoy the evening, warm weather or cold, if you
  can make it. We were hampered a bit by the presence in the same halt of a
  couple of "dinner parties" but we have been assured that on the next occa-
  sion we will have the room to ourselves until such a time as the dancing be-
  gins. We were pleased that several members of the Regiment were able to get

@ away from their weekend manoeuvres to attend the evening's program.

;   Among those present for the evening and not previously mentioned:

       Mike Antonio, Hythe; Sam Atkinson, Goodfare; Alee Burrows, Ottawa;
i      Sid Fry, Vernon, BC; Dave Gaulter, Thorsby; Bob Jardine, Ardrossan;
I      Sam Lenko, Sangudo; W Lukaniuk, Tomahawk; Otto Peters, Prince George;
;      Bob Prowd, Grande Prairie; W D 'Bi11' Smith, Alberta Beach; Barney

       Weir, Two Hills; Bill Thomson, Hythe.



Edmonton Banquet/Dance '94

From Edmonton: Marshal Baydala, Peggy Botinski, Dave Bittman, Ralph
Craven (Who once again won the 'oldest member' prize), Paul Cote,
Angus Campbell, Rollie Castagner, Joe Decoine, lan Edwards, Henry
Funk, Pat Grier, Don Gower, 'Buck' Getschet, Major N Greene, Bob
Hidson, Jim Hodson, Stan Jones, Glen Jones, Jessie St Pierre, Steve
Kmiech, Ron LeBas, Capt D Yeung, Don Matsen, J D Matheson, Major J
Matthews, Lem Mundorf, Dave McAra, Allan Michael, Hugh McKay, Gord
McVee, Watly McVee, Bill Parry, W Preuss, Art Storrier, Bill Shaw,
Marcel Tettamente, Doug Thorlakson, Keith Wakefield, Maurice White,
Vince Westacott, Capt R Weizenbach, Ted Howard.
Capt F Kozar, 7 members L Edmn R Cadet Unit

                                                        B. 01 son

******************************

             Excerpt  -  Article 3  -  ByLaws - Associate Members
Regular Members:

     All ranks, past or present, who are serving or have served in units
     bearing the title or wearing the badge of the 49th Bn The Edmonton
     Regiment and The Loyal Edmonton Regiment or The Loyal Edmonton Reg-
     iment (4 PPCLI) shall be eligible to join the Association as full

                                   members.

Associate Members:
     The widows and children of officers and men serving or who served in
     the Regiment.
     Cadet Officers, Cadets and C I L Officers affilitated with The Loyal
     Edmonton Regiment (4 PPCLI)

     widows of deceased members are automatically placed on our membership
      roll as an Associate Member

     Annual membership fees for Associate members shall be the same as for
      Regular members. They shall have full privileges, no voting powers.

                           ****************************

KITSHOP

Regimental Buckle & Belt  :
Regimental Buckle
Car License Plate, Badge
Regimental Tie
Blazer Crest - large
Regimental T-Shirt

     - Price includes GST

       Mail your order to:

Plaque,hand painted$32,10
Plaque, Bronze36.31
Colours, Prints5.35
Colours,. Framed79.18
Decat.80
Cap Badge6.42
Button, Sm1 Med Lge.54

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Kit Shop
        Canadian Forces Base
        Box 10500
        Edmonton, AB         T5J 4J5

$ 8 .56 Regimental

5

.35 Regimental
12 .00 Regimental
12 .84 Regimental
21 .40 Regimental
10 .16 Regimental

Regimental
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                              TOE SUMMER LUNOIEON

                                                                                i
     Members and guests present numbered approximately forty when we held    |

wr annual luncheon this year, on August 14th, beginning 12:30 noon. As it
terned out we believe we held it too close to the later in the week begin-
ning of the Commonwealth Games. It could also be that the increased age of
ccr members had something to do with the absence of some of them.

     We found our places and in a short time Cpl Kevin Mclntyre played "Bon-
ar.i.e Dundee" on the pipes announcing the arrival of Maj Gen George Pitching,
tcday serving as our guest of honour for the occasion. His brief introduct-
ory remarks were well chosen and appreciated by all present.

     John Dougan, our President, opened proceedings with a few words, then
introduced our Padre, Ken Collison. Ken lead us in a tribute to those mem-
kers who had passed away since our last luncheon meeting.

     Following the Grace, a Scottish one, ably rendered by Jack McBride, we
proceeded with an excellent lunch provided by the Princess Mary restaurant.

     Once the luncheon had been eaten, John Dougan introduced the head table:
Ssorge Kitching, "Budge" Bell-Irving, Christina Sfcraith, Jim Stone, Mr and
*fr-s Ken Collison, Major Mills and John and Mrs Dougan. Introductions being
completed there was a brief dialogue by "Budge" Bell-Irving, relating a few
short stories from WW II days.

     Our President then let us know that with a decision having been made at
one of the recent Executive meetings our next function will be held in Van-
couver in the fall of 1995. EMBERS, present were somewhat saddened by this
announcement but it was agreed we would survive. John also made mention of
seme of the plans available for a return to Holland in 1995 to celebrate the
liberation  of  the Netherlands  from the Nazi occupation. Several members
showed interest in the plans put forward, by the Dutch airlines, KLM.

     Too soon our gathering came to an end and our piper led. us out of the
luncheon area and sent us on our way with "Bonnie Dundee".

     Some of those present on this occasion; Dave PETRIE came along in the
company of his son Charles. In one of his talks, John Dougan paid tribute to
Dave as a staunch member of the 'old guard'. Dave says that now, in his 99th
year, this will probably be his last appearance at any of our functions. We
hope, however, that he will make it out again.

     Others among those present; Doug Rogers; Ed Bradish; Jack McBride; Jim
Musgrove; Jack Rosser; Len Tuppen; Jack Haley; George Geddes; Charlie Lam-
berton; Dave Mundy.

     There were many who wrote in unable to come this year. A number wished
to remain home because of the many forest fires, some would be away on other
trips, some were unable to travel. We heard from; Ray Lewis,Jack Boddington,
D.Grahame, Dr J.McNally, J.H.Quarton, W.C.Smith, Bill Dunbar, Les Duncan,
Norm Fumell, Gord Mclntosh, Sid Fry, Paul Charles, Les Taplin, Ernie Black,
Al Wachter, Bob Summersgi11, Jack Harris, Fred Delyea, 'Pip' Muirhead (now
in his 101st year), D.J.LaRiviere, Jack Delorme, Walter Hollies, Bill Smith,
R.W.Bailey, Wilt Whitlock, R.Cameron, Rev Warren Hill, Harvey Butterworth,
Ralph Paulsen, Tom Huntington, S.Andrunyk, Alee Kohuch, Mel Likes, W.Moreau,
and W.I. Nelson.

Fraternally,
    Ken McKenzie



@@@@@@      FROM THE DIARY OF J.P.MAXWELL. 'B' ECHELON       @@@@@@
                                      ITALY

 MONDAY DECEMBER 14, 1944 - RUSSI(NORTH OF RIMINI, ITALY) - SGT SMART, BN

    ORDERLY ROOM CAME IN THIS AFTERNOON FROM  7 ECHELON. HE HAS RECEIVED

    HIS  AUTHORITY  TO RETURN TO CANADA. THE EVENING WAS SPENT IN A FAREWELL

    WHICH WAS QUITE "GALA" , WITH SINGING AND "SPECIALTY" DANCING.

 TUESDAY DECEMBER 19 - SAN PlETRO EN TRENTO - MOVED AGAIN TODAY, ABOUT 7

    MILES. WE ARE BILLETED IN ITIE HOUSES, PERSONNEL OF ABOUT 25 SPLIT UP IN

    ABOUT 8 HOUSES. WE HAVE A LARGE ROOM FOR THE PAY OFFICE IN WHICH THREE

    OF US SLEEP AND ANOTHER ROOM UPSTAIRS WHERE THE OTHER TWO SLEEP.

 SATURDAY DECEMBER 23 - SAN PlETRO - THE UNIT IS STILL IN THE LINE BUT EXPECT

    TO BE OUT FOR XMAS DAY. I VISITED UP FRONT TODAY BUT WENT MILES TOO FAR.

    EVENTUALLY WE FOUND THE UNIT.

 SUNDAY DECEMBER 24 - SAN PlETRO - THE DAY WAS SPENT IN PREPARATION FOR XMAS

    DINNER FOR "B" ECHELON. WE CLEANED OUT OUR PAY OFFICE ROOM AND DECORATED

    IT WITH EVERGREEN BOUGHS AND ORANGES, USED COTTON BATTEN FOR SNOW AND
    SILVER PAPER FROM CIGARETTE PACKAGES FOR ICICLES. THE BAR IS FIXED UP IN

    THE HALL. SiX PINTS OF BEER PER MAN AND WE'LL MAKE PUNCH FOR THE EVENING.

    HUNG A COUPLE OF SIGNS UP, "XMAS '44."

 SUNDAY DECEMBER 25, 1944 - SAN PlETRO EN TRENTO - THE MORNING WAS SPENT SET-

    TING THE DINING ROOM TABLE. WE BORROWED ENOUGH PLATES, CUTLERY AND TABLE-

    CLOTHS FROM THE ITALIANS. THE BAR OPENED AT 11:50 HOURS, XMAS DINNER WAS

    THEN SERVED AT 1515 HOURS AND WHAT A MEAL. THE TABLE WAS SET AND DECORATED

    WITH SMALL XMAS TREES, PLUS CHOCOLATE BARS, LIFESAVERS, ORANGES, NUTS, DON-

    ATIONS FROM THE SALLY ANN. THE MENU CONSISTED OF TURKEY, PORK CHOPS, POT-

    ATOES, CAULIFLOWER, GRAVY, FOLLOWED BY FRUIT CAKE, PRESERVED PEACHES AND
    COFFEE. THE MUSIC DURING OUR MEAL WAS SUPPLIED BY AN ITALIAN VIOLINIST

    WHO WENT OVER VERY BIG. THE MEAL WAS SERVED BY MYSELF (MAXWELL), SGT

    BANKS (PAY SGT), MASSON AND FREEMAN LEWIS. CAPTAIN NERLANDdN CHARGE OF

    "B" ECHELON) WAS AWAY ON BUSINESS. AFTER DINNER SEVERAL OF THE BOYS SANG

    SOLOS. TWENTY ONE SAT DOWN TO THE DINNER. THE REST OF THE AFTERNOON WAS

    SPENT, SOME VISITING, OTHERS PLAYING CARDS AND THE BALANCE WENT TO A PIC-
    TURE SHOW. LATER, AT 1800 HOURS, THE BAR OPENED AND SANDWICHES WERE SER-

    VED, HOT MINCE PIE, XMAS CAKE AND COFFEE. DANCING AND SINGING CONTINUED

    UNTIL 0500 HOURS NEXT MORNING.

 TUESDAY DECEMBER 26 - SAN PlETRO - GOT UP AT 1200 HOURS AND WENT TO VISIT

    ONE OF OUR OLD AREAS A FEW MILES AWAY. WE BROUGHT OUR ITALIAN FRIENDS

    BACK AND THE EVENING WAS AGAIN SPENT IN DANCING AND SINGING. THE MUSIC
    WAS SUPPLIED BY SALLY ANN SUPERVISOR WES FITCH, ACCORDION, ALONG WITH

    THE DRIVER OF THE PATS PAYMASTER, THE ITALIAN VIOLINIST. I LOST MY VOICE.

 SUNDAY DECEMBER 51, 1944 - SAN PlETRO - PAY PARADE FOR "B" ECHELON AT 0800

    HOURS. THEN BACK TO CATTOLICA FOR PAY AT "X" ECHELON AT 1500 HOURS. PICK-

    ED UP JACK CHILDS AND HIS SAXOPHONE AND GOT BACK TO "B" ECHELON BY 1700

    HOURS. CLEARED OUT THE PAY OFFICE* WENT DOWN TO PSEVEQUIENTA FOR SUPPER,

    BACK TO OUR CASA BY 2000 HOURS. WHAT A NSGHT, BEER, RUM PUNCH, 1 VIOLIN,

    2 ACCORDIONS AND 1 SAXOPHONE. PLENTY OF DANCING AND SINGING.



'@@@@@@@@@               WAINWRIGHT REVISITED                 @@@@@@@@

;i                                  lan Edwards

 On  a Monday, July 4, 1994, members of the 49th Association were invited by
 our Regiment to Camp Wainwright for a barbecue with serving members of  our
 Militia Battalion. It had been raining almost steadily for days and days,
 and the 4th started as no exception. Being a Monday, just before a long
 n'eekend, the rain and alt, attendance of Association veteran members was
 "spotty".

 But a number of us met at noon at Griesbach Barracks  and  were  bussed  in
 comfort to Wainwright. No back of a "deuce and a ha1f"(2i ton) truck this
 time! And we had no more than left the outskirts of Edmonton than the clouds
 'lifted and the weather was pleasant for the remainder of our outing.

 ijpon arrival at Wainwright we were met by a number of strange animals; a
 leopard, grizzly, cougar and assorted other more or less modern armoured
 fighting vehicles. The former is the Leopard I Tank, and Wainwright now has
 12 of them for training on by the Reserve, and another 18 are waiting the
 return of the Lord Strathcona Horse from Yugoslavia. Parked in the middle
 rfas an old M-113 armoured personnel carrier - still in service. Many M-113s
 are over in Bosnia and Croatia with our Loyal Eddies now on attachment. I
 neard Several of our veterans say they wished they could see a Bren Gun
 Carrier again. With its lower profile, I think I would prefer to take my
 chances with the older Carrier than the 1964 version stilt wheezing up and
 down Green Route and criss-crossing the fields of Wainwright.

 It was interesting to notice that the many tarpaper German prisoner of war
 shacks were completely gone. Can't say when they were finally torn down but
 they were stilt there, at the north entrance to the camp, in 1967.

 The barbecue was held in the Sportsmen Halt - a relatively new facility at
 the west end of the PMQs. The Right Honourable Countess of Mountbatten of
 Burma CD JP DL joined us for the meat. Travelling with her son,Lord and Lady
 Mountbatten, and Maj Gen C W Hewson CD, the new Colonel of the Princess Pat-
 ricia Canadian Light Infantry. We had about 50 serving Militia members join
 us from rank and trades school courses being run at the time in Wainwright.
 The troops at1 looked very fit, healthy, and combat ready. Gee, if I was only
 30 years younger and 30 pounds tighter again.

 After the meat we persuaded our kind escort. Major J C Matthews, OC of Head-
 quarters Company, to give us a tittle tour of the base. I was able to point
 out to my wife the "H" hut where I took my recruit training. In 1959 the
 R'rinkte-tin shack was shiny and relatively new, most of the camp having been
 constructed around the time of the Korean War. Now the aluminum has dulled
 to a battleship grey. But the huts are stilt there. Still in use, too.

 We passed by the mess ha'11. Memories were floating back. Like the time at
 breakfast that Cp1 Gerry Giardin thumbtacked. his fried egg to the bulletin
 board. It was his comment on Wainwright's culinary arts. The Wainwright
 cook staff never learned that the Cpt was, on civvy street, a journeyman
 chef. Last heard from, Gerry was Chef de Cuisine of a major Las Vegas hotel.
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Up the hitt to the Officers' Mess. No stopping. We passed by a cottage used
for visiting dignitaries. I remember the night Douglas Harkness, Diefenbak-
ers Defence Minister, was the guest in the cabin. That was the night, back
in the H huts. Lance Sergeant Don Shaw's recruit platoon wouldn't settle
down after tights out. So into PT gear, out of the H hut and form up in
three ranks, ordered Shaw. Double march up the hitt. Stop in front of the
tittle cabin and down for 50 pushups! Then a few choice words from Shaw to
the recruits about the purpose of "corrective training". Not spoken softly
either. Then  back  down  the  hitt  and  back  to  bed. Unbeknownst to the
Militiamen, tights went on in the VIP cabin and questions were asked. Again
in the morning, more questions were asked, but no answers were forthcoming.
I was a Cpt in the next platoon, knew nothing. No names, no pack drill,sir!

Thirty five years ago it started for me. On most visits to Wainwright about
alt I saw of the permanent camp area was a ride through in the  back  of  a
"deuce". Most of the time it was directly out to the field for a weekend or
a week or two. Those are other memories for another time.......

Back out on the highway in our bus, and Keith Wakefietd and several of the
ladies tried in vain to lead us in a singsong. Too much steak and, I guess,
not enough vino. But everyone had pleasant smites on their faces. And as we
reached  the  city  limits it started to rain again. But we had our outing,
and pleasant memories it was,

A not complete list of the veterans who made the trip;
      Jim Foote, Ron LeBas, Steve Kmiech, Keith Wakefietd,Watty McVee
      Stan Chettteborough, Gordon Armstrong, Buck Getschet.

                 A PAINTED LADY

       I travelled a fane of painted trees
            colored by autumn's hand

    On a carpet of gold, of russet and brown,
         which covered the forest land.

   I gathered the leaves which fell at my feet
          and tossed them into the sun,

  And watched them float in the gentle breeze,
             seemingly full of fun.

I stopped and gazed toward the blue of the skies
         through pillars of golden hue,

     And noted approaching ships of the air
        reflecting the gold in the blue.

  It was peaceful and calm in this silent fane
     where the carol of autumn was played...

    And my heart sang out with thanks to God
     for this land which His hand had made.

                                 Everett W Hilt



@@@@@@@@                   A  MUSEUM  REPORT                  @@@@@@@
                                      1994

 It has been some fourteen years since the Museum Foundation was created to
 establish a permanent memorial to the memory of the men who have served in
 our Regiment. The forming of the foundation was as a result of the flooding
 that occured in the Spatt Block, Griesbach Barracks, CFB Edmonton, in the
 summer of 1982. Since 1982 the Museum has had a number of ups and, sadly, a
 number of downs.

 If anyone had told me when I started the foundation that it would take  four-
 teen years for us to build a museum I would have laughed at them. I'm not
 laughing now. For some time we have had space at the Prince of Wales Armour-
 ies but have not been able to raise the necessary money to do the renovat-
 ions required. To resolve that problem the foundation has now decided that
 the project wilt be conducted as a "setf-hetp" task. That is we wilt enlist
 members  from  the Association and the Regiment with construction skills to
 do the framing, electrical and finishing work on the interior of the Museum.
 The display cabinets wilt stilt be constructed by people with expertise in
 their consruction. That wilt ensure the highest possible quality for the
 displays themselves. We expect to do most of the work necessary this winter
 and our Museum should be opening later on in 1995. You wilt be kept advised
 of our progress.

 We had our third, and most successful. Casino in  May, 1994. My  thanks  to
 the ladies and men of the Association and Regiment who staffed the Casino
 for us. Our fourth Casino wilt be held in the second quarter of 1996. It
 seems that the waiting list for Casinos gets longer and longer every year.
 I hope to see the same faces and perhaps many new ones in 1996.

 As a follow-up to our 'Landing In Sicily' display held in the Edmonton City
 Halt in July of 1993, we also put on an "Italian Campaign' display in Dec-
 ember of that year. The tatter display was part of the Italian Communities
 celebration of the liberation of Ortona by the men of our Regiment in Dec-
 ember, 1943. The celebrations and the displays were a great success.

 The Museum foundation had the pleasure of hosting the Director of the Verg-
 hera Military Museum. We were able to make a donation to them of a .38 cat-
 bre officer's pistol, not a pistol belonging to anyone of our Regiment.

 Although you have not heard from the Museum in some time we have stilt been
 very active in the collection of Regimental memorabilia. Just recently we
 received Peter Birmingham's pistol (WW II); Lester Herman's medals, includ-
 ing his Silver Star(U.S.); the medals and uniform of Bill Stainton, which
 includes  his  MC. Bitt  went  overseas with our unit as a 'stow-away', was
 later returned to Canada for Officer Training, and ended up as a Can Loan
 Officer with the British West Riding Division. We also received this year
 from Joe Maxwell's estate his dress "Blues" uniform, a camera, some diaries
 and six pistols. We also finally recived from Finland a Russian Maxim MG
 and mount.

 Finally, after several years of being 'in the works' we have received thir-
 teen colour plates of World War II uniforms as worn by the officers and men
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of our Regiment. These plates have been drawn by Ron Votstad, a renowmed
artist whose specialty is military uniforms, etc. who has done work for a
number of military magazines. The plates should be on display at our next
Annual Banquet in January, 1995.

You wilt be hearing from the Museum in the not too distant future. In one
instance to request your assistance through tabor or cash donations to as-
sist with the construction of the interior of the Museum. And then to encour-
age you to donate any medals, diaries, photos, uniforms, any type of war
souvenirs, weapons, etc. to the Museum. Your donations wilt help form a tast-
 ing memorial to the men of our Regiment. A place where alt Atbertans can
come and see what the men have done for Canada in the name of Freedom.

 If you have anything to donate, if you just have a question that you would
 like answered, please contact us at;

The Loyat Edmonton Regiment Museum
Box 12086
Edmonton, AB         T5J 3L2                          LVJIUUIl^^-"'?'"-'                       .-,-@@                                                        ;

 Fraternatty,                                                               !

    Chris Atkin                                                              ,
      (Deputy Director)                                                      j

                    **************************************                    j
                                                                                   1

                         EDMONTON PICNIC - CAMP HARRIS                       j

 The weather was very good for our gathering at Camp Harris on this Satur-   J
day June 4, 1994. There weren't att that many veterans there, the advance   j
notice wasn't too good, but the Militia unit and families were out in force, j

 Shelters in the way of tents were raised in short order by the Regiment    |
members, older members took it alt in from their place in the shade,         j

 Then white the younger members played bait the older ones did quite a bit  1
of reminiscing over a bottle of pop or beer. There were in attendance a cou- j
pie of veterans who at some time had served with the Regiment, but noone
seems to have taken the time to get their name and address for future picnics.

 It was a nice afternoom. We had hamburgers and alt the trimmings for lunch,
plus a dessert, and it was alt good. The first thing we knew, the day was   j
over and it was time to leave.                                              |

 A not complete list of those veterans and other Association members who    j
were in attendance;                                                         j

      Springy Springsteet, Thorsby; Amby Ambrose, Lake Isle; Shiertaw        |
      Burry Fall is; Ivan Fetdberg, Evansburg; Charlie Swan, Inmsfait;      j
      W D 'Bill' Smith, Alberta Beach; Ed Cox, Spruce Grove;                 j
      And from the Edmonton area; Gordon Armstrong, Ed Boyd, lan Edwards,    j
      Watty Ross, Keith Wakefietd, Roll ie Castagner, Stan Chettteborough,    |
      Marcel Tettamente, Hugh McKay, Bill Craig, Mewburn Vets Centre;        j
      @Buck' Getschet, Barney 01 son.                                         |

                                                               B. 01 son          j



@@@@@@@         THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT MARKS THE        -@@@@@@@
                    50th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE OF ORTONA

                                Capt Frank Kozar
                      The Loyal Edmonton Regt Cadet Corps

  Fifty years ago , this past December, The Loyal Edmonton Regt was involved
 1n a decisive battle in the liberation of Italy. To mark the 50th Anniver-
 sary of this occasion The Loyal Edmonton Regiment recently held a Regimental
 Mess Dinner, exercised its Freedom Of The City and attended a special Church
 Parade at the Italian Cultural Centre.

  Fifty years ago, on December 2, 1943, MGen Chris Yokes took command of the
 right flank of Montgomery's Adriatic battle. His task - to force the tine
 of the River Moro and capture the port of Ortona, a mere two mites beyond.

  It was to be no easy task for the fighting was to be as bitter as any in
 the war. In fact, wrote an Associated Press correspondent, "For some unknown
 reason the Germans were staging a miniature Stalingrad in hapless Ortona."

  The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, Seaforth Highlanders of Canada, tanks of the
 Three Rivers Regiment bore the brunt of the struggle, blasting their way
 through the watts from one house to the next against determined German para-
 troops. The Germans' plan was to compel their adversaries to advance along
 the main thoroughfares to the center of the town where the enemy hoped to
 make it "his kitting ground".

  Thus The Loyal Edmonton Regiment had to prove itself in a new kind of fight-
 ing. The enemy was hunted from house to house, from cellar to toft, from one
 rubble pile to the next as the Loyal Eddies companies advanced. A Canadian
 official historian wrote of the Germans - "The German Paratroopers, fresh,
 well-trained and equipped, and thoroughly imbued with Nazism, fought tike
 disciplined demons."

  Ed Boyd, a mortar platoon commander in the battle, on recalling the events
 of the battle, indicated that his group wore out two mortar launchers in
 just a few days. This is realty explained if one examines the tatty of the
 Loyal Edmontons ammunition expenditure at Ortona;

                         Anti-tank Shells          918
                         Three-inch Mortars      4,050
                         Two-inch Mortars        2,000
                         303 Small Arms Ammo    57,000
                         Thomson sub-machine     4,800
                         No.36 Hand Grenades       600
                         No.77 Smoke Grenades      700

  Ed Boyd indicated that "mouse-hot ing", instead of entering adjoining build-
 ings, was employed as a strategy. Anti-tank gunners blew holes in the watts
 of buildings with armour piercing shells and thereafter sent high explosive
 shells through the same hole to effect an inside burst. Although stow and
 tedious, it proved to be effective.

  On Christmas eve a new draft. Cape Bretoners, arrived to reinforce the now
 depleted numbers of the rifle companies. On that Christmas there was to be
 precious tittle Peace on Earth and Goodwill towards Men here amidst the car-
 nage at Ortona. The battle raged on and the Regiment continued to rise to
 the occasion.

  "Yet, wrote LCot G.R.Stevens, "even those dedicated to the tasks of war
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 "were able to find a breathing space for the Prince of Peace." On Christmas
 Day each Seaforth Rifte Company was relieved for two hours white the men
 ate their Christmas dinner in the Cathedral of San Maria di Constantinopoti.
 "The Edmontons were compelled to dine where they stood, but Quartermaster
 Jack McBride, his company quartermaster sergeants and company cooks, did a
 magnificent job in preparing and delivering Christmas fare." - from "A City
 Goes To War". Then the soldiers went back to the bloody business of clear-
 ing the town.

  During the night of December 27, 28, the German paratroopers, threatened
 by a Canadian thrust towards the coast to the north, abandoned Ortona. And
 so for a time there was a brief period of rest.

  During the battle for Ortona men of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment occupied
 the  Church  of San Tomaso. After the withdrawal the Regiment found that it
 had an attar cloth among the articles in its stores. Somehow this attar
 cloth found its way back to Canada. During the Church Parade on Sunday, Dec-
 ember 5th marking the 50th Anniversary of the Battle of Ortona, the attar
 cloth again draped an attar, this time an attar of drums, in the Italian
 Cultural Centre. (See also article "Ortona-50th, Ed Boyd"). In the presence
 of representatives from the town of Ortona, members of the Italian Military
 and Consulate staff as weft as veterans and members of our Regiment, the
 attar cloth was officially returned to the Mayor of Ortona for installation
 in the San Tomaso church. And so was completed another chapter in the hist-
 ory of Edmonton's Regiment.

  Years after the war, MGen C Yokes was to write; "It was my great honour
 and privilege to have The Loyal Edmonton Regiment as one of the Infantry
 battalions under my command in the Sicilian and Italian campaigns in World
 War II. The achievements of this great infantry regiment were built by the
 blood, sweat and tears of its officers and men in battle. Those who survived
 must ensure that these achievements endure, particularly for the people of
 that part of Canada to which the Regiment belongs and for succeeding gener-
 ations of officers and men of the Regiment. The officers and men have writ-
 ten many glorious pages in the history of Canadian arms."

^ 80th EDMONTON 80 th $

i^
t^*GENERAL MEETING and BANQUET/DANCE ^
^at 3:00 PM at 6:00 PM ^
*^
*xKingsway Legion ^
^10425 Kingsway Ave ^

^Edmonton ^
S"^
IJANUARYS 1,1994 I

                   +
J 80th 80 th |

*f
r,^******************************* @*+-.' -i-i^**^**************************.-'-*-*'
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 The 1994 Training Year has, as usual, been a very busy one for the Regiment.
 Members of the unit are participating in the #1 PPCLI tour in the former
 Republic of Yugoslavia. And for the first time we also have men participat-
 ing with the Lord Strathcona Horse in Croatia. Our soldiers serving with
 the Pats have now just returned home from what was by all accounts a very
 demanding and challenging tour overseas.

 A bit of bad news passed on to us this year, the toss of the Airborne Oper-
 ational Training Tasking that the unit has held for some 12 years. However
 as compensation for the toss we have been ordered to form a Recce Platoon.
 It wilt be a demanding rote to fulfill but the men are looking forward to
 the new training and the courses that wilt become available to them. There
 witt be courses for the much sought after Recce Patrol Leader and Sniper
 courses. Only the sharpest field soldiers will get to attend these courses
 and even then we anticipate failure rates of 50% or higher.

 The C-7 rifle, more familiarly known as the M-16 of Vietnam fame, has now
 been equipped with a 3.4 power scope. Shooting skills and qualification
 scores have "shot" through the roof with this new scope addition. Even our
 unit bandsmen can now qualify as Marksmen with ease. (Sorry for the cheap
 shot, guys).

 The usual range of field training exercises were conducted as in years past.
 However, 408 Tactical Helicopter Squadron did provide troop life for some
 of the patrol exercises in Wainwright. Not only did the use of helicopters
 provide new scope to our training but riding in them is just plain fun.
 (Which Company Commander had to be sedated and dragged away from the 408s
 crew. Something about "What do you mean I can't fly the Huey?")

 Our unit also participated in its first test exercise at the Militia Train-
 ing and Support Centre (MTSC) in Wainwright. Each year we wilt undergo three
 such exercises. The exercise wilt start at the section level and proceed to
 company level by the end. The aim is for MTSC to provide support and an im-
 partial assessment of our unit training standard. The concept is good but
 there are stilt some bugs to be worked out. We did OK on the first exercise
 this fast September.

 And some more bad news! The Federal Government has tightened the Army's fis-
 cal  belt yet again. The down side is a reduction in money for parade days.
 Even worse there are severe restrictions on five and training ammunition of
 alt types. One of the things aft soldiers can relate to is that if training
 is not exciting or realistic then the men will "vote with their feet". And
 rumor has it that things are not going to get any better but perhaps worse
 for the next fiscal year of 1995/96.

 In early July the Regiment with the participation of some of our Association
 members hosted the Colonel-In-Chief Countess of Mountbatten of Burma at a
 B B Q at Camp Wainwright. The weather was threatening, rain in Edmonton, but
 the sun did finally shine and a good time was had by all. Our HCol Bob Chap-
 man presented the Countess with a beautiful colour print of the City of
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Edmonton's skyline.

Accompanying  the  Countess  was  her son. Lord Romsley and his wife. As it
turned out his wife is a native born Canadian, and guess what? She at one
time lived next door to an Association member, Don Matsen (Sgt a few years
back in our Militia Unit), in Innisfait, Alberta.

The unit arranged to have a number of military vehicles on display for the
Association veterans who attended the event. There was a Leopard tank, a
Cougar tank trainer. Bison wheeled Armoured Personnel Carrier plus a few
other post WW II machines. Things have sure changed, they said,, from the
foot slogging days of WW II and Korea.

The possibility of the Regiment moving from Griesbach Barracks to a more
centrally located building is in the rumor stage again. Alt things being
equal - it could happen as soon as September, 1995. A location has not yet
been chosen but it's not too long before a team from District HO witt be in
town to check on what might be available.

A list of the key appointments of our Regiment as of October 1, 1994

                       Cmdg Officer  -  LCol Bill Bewick
                        Deputy CO  -  Major Norm Greene

                    Operations Officer  -  Capt Chris Atkin
                     Adjutant  -  Capt Richard Weizenbach

                      OC  HQ Coy  -  Major Don Ste Croixe
                       OC  A Company  -  Capt Paul Bury

                    Finance Officer  -  2Lt Graham Jackson
                            RSM  -  CWO Brian Read

                       Chief Clerk  @  Sgt Lori Grinham

 If you have any questions concerning our unit please write or phone us  and
if we cannot help you the Adjutant witt find someone who can.

Fraternally                                               Fears No Foe

Chris Atkin   Captain
            &   OPS 0

                          Hi?6?i?i?6?i7I7I76?i?6?6?

- A minister knocked again and again on a parishioner's door, assuming some-
one was at home because he could hear the TV set turned on. He gave up at
last and stuck his card in the door after writing on the back of it, "Rev-
elations 3;20". The verse says, "Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if
anyone will open it I wilt come in."
- On Sunday a woman handed the minister her card with "Genesis 3:10" on the
back. The verse says, "I heard thy voice and was naked so I hid myself."



WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY?@@@@@L9
[      ./^^^^!^ ^en Froland, Cat if - I took advantage of an invitation
|    .^^^^TOU^   sent to me from the Dutch Government to go to Holland
!   /^^^^&|w    for the liberation ceremonies. I stayed with a family in
I' .i^^^^^lf     Lindhoven and was treated tike royalty. They had units

 rit^^^^^-/      frc"rl the USA' lolst Airborne; a British Tank Regiment
IlK^^^^T//       and others- The corridor from Eindhoven to Arnhem and
fe^^^^lr//       Nijmegan was catted 'Hells Highway' and was very nicety
^i^^^U/        decorated. They had a number of parades, parachute drops.

   ^^\'J^^^-    ^e were S1"^1^ by the Crown Prince, a big party at City
      x^^^^-^ Hati, etc. We were presented with a medal, on another
       ^SfOL       day a special luncheon. It was fantastic! I went to Bitt-
       ^7       hoven where we stayed for some time at the end of the war

                 and to try and find the house we stayed in (HQ). I think I
 @@und it but would like to get the address to be certain. Where can I get
 ::? They are having their celebration in Bitthoven on May 5, 1995, as they
 weren't liberated until then. They are planning a big celebration and we
 s-'outd go. I have the name of the man putting it on, a former councilman.
 me went to City Hall looking for the house address and they referred me to
 TH, He has a book he's written and a war diary. I witt be in touch with
 ir'ai and I think there wilt be an invite for a group of 20 or 30 LER's with
 fegimentat Colours, etc. It would be great. You can't believe how sincere
 ':""9se people are. I'm going back!

 Iftetty Rhodes, Edmonton - I enjoy reading the FORTYNINER very much and was
    especially interested in reading the correspondence from Jean Madore.
    We were "near neighbors" in the 1950s but I had tost track of her.

 S.C.'Ford' SCHIILER, Thunder Bay - I joined the Army in Prince Albert, Sask,
    in December, 1941, moved on to Port Arthur barracks for basic training
    and got overseas in December, 1943. I joined the Regiment about May,1944
    about the time of the Gothic Line. I remember crossing the Savio River,
    we got across and were there for three days without any support because
    of the wet weather. We spent a short time around Florence and before long
    left Italy for Marseilles, France, then spent our time in Belgium and
    Holland. Most of the details I've now forgotten, it's so long ago. I
    stilt have a violin that I bought for fifty dollars, "a fine old violin",
    later to find that it had been brought from England by some "unknown
    soldier".

 ll'iotet Kirby, Edmonton - Thank you for sending me the magazine, I appreciate
    1t very much. It brings back many memories, especially of the three years
    I lived at Mitt Barn Cottage in Oxted.

 laiph Paulsen, Ont/Ftorida - I'm now legally blind but manage to get around.
    Thought I should mention that you missed putting my name on the photo,
    fast issue of our magazine, page 45.

 Ed Cox, Spruce Grove - I came back from the "deep south" fast Xmas to spend
    the time with family and had intended to come to the banquet. My memory
    is short so I had forgotten about those "old-fashioned" winters. With a
    blizzard blowing I "chickened out".
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 From the B C ASSOCIATION files, not able to attend the annual February fun-
 ction in Vancouver;
 Jim Musgrove, Victoria - previous committments for Saturday keep me away.

 Ed Bradtsh, Vancouver - makes his presence in Canada unknown at this time
    of the year, this time he is having a marvellous time in the Netherlands.

 George Geddes, Victoria - Sorry, I'll be away on that date.

 George Kitchtng, Jim Stone, Dave Petrie, Victoria - regular and valued at-
    tendees at most B C functions, alt passed on their best wishes and also
    their regrets for not being able to attend.

 Fred Delyea, Thunder Bay - Everything is fine here but I'm not able to get
    to the banquet.

 Pete Ferguson, Nanaimo - Best wishes to everyone. This time around my wife
    and I wilt be visiting the southern hemisphere. New Zealand and Austra-
    lia, until sometime in March.

 Harold Smythe,  Victoria - Unable to travel at this time of year.

 F. Wrate, Penticton - Witt be down south for most of the winter so "I'll
    not be at the winter banquet".

 Lou Smith, Port Coquittam - reports that he is stilt not able to do any
    walking but looks forward to getting around before long.

 Nick Sykes, Surrey - Witt be enjoying three months in California so witt
    not be around to enjoy the meeting.

 Reg Bailey, Vancouver; J H Quarton, Summertand - witt both be down south
    for awhile.

 Tom Huntington, Calgary - count me out, age has caught up with me for that
    time of the year.

 Erme Black, Vernon - Spent a considerable time in hospital in 1993 and I'm
    not yet futty enough recovered to be travelling.

 Les Duncan, Penticton - Witt be taking off for a month at that time so can-
    not make the meeting.

 Jack Delorme, Surrey - I wont be able to make it but hope everyone has a    I
    good time.                                                              I

 Jack Chtlds, Victoria - Sends in his dues and wishes everyone a good year.  j
                                                                               i
                                                                               'i

 Bob Sunanersgill, Vancouver - D D McCulloch, Victoria - Frank McDougall,     j
    Moose Jaw - Wllf Whitlock, Summertand - dues mailed in and we assume thejj
    wilt not make it to the banquet.                                         |
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  Bet Waldriff, North Bay - "I note from a news release that there is a comic
     book, in Italian, portraying the Canadians in Italy and that copies were

 !   presented to those on the Canada Remembers trip to Italy in May of this
 n   year. I understand that you (Editor) were there and I would appreciate

     being kept informed about the availability of the Canadian version."
     I (Editor) wrote back to the effect that, yes, there was a fellow there
     with a comic book having to do with the Canadians. It was in fact in Ort-
     ona, but the promoter was looking for investment money to get the magaz-
     ine on the market and I didn't notice anyone in our party showing very
     much interest in making an investment.

  Annie Walker, Ft Saskatchewan - Enclosed my dues for 1994 and for the 49er
     I donated my last five FORTYNINERS to our local Legion in the Fort. I
     enjoy the magazine very much, there are many names and places that my
     husband Bob used to tett me about att the time.

  A number of our Legion members are now receiving there 50 year Legion Ser-
     vice Medals. We note a photo of Fred Gale, Calgary, in the October,1994,
     issue of the LEGION receiving his medat from Calgary Branch #1.

  This Edmonton member couldn't make our Banquet in January;
    Leslie Tywoniuk, Edmonton - I was looking forward to coming but I had to
     be out of town.

 Bave Boyer, Calgary - I had intentions of making the reunion but hearing
    att about your tremendous amount of snow, the road conditions, I decided
    to stay in the banana belt. Forgive me for being so weak wilted. I'm get-
    ting a tittle old to be digging my car out of the snow. Next year!

 Doreen Whetan, Rycroft - I enjoy the magazine so,hopefully, you wilt continue
    sending it. I wont be at the picnic this year, perhaps next year. I had
    a trip out to BC and enjoyed a visit with the Percy McBratneys. Percy
    wasn't feeling att that weft at the time but is okay now.

 R C Driscoll, Southampton, Eng -.Have been a bit under the weather lately
    plus a bout with the ftu. Enclosed a bit extra for the magazine, I enjoy
    getting it each year.

 Elsie Gill. Spirit River - Leonard won't be able to make it this year due
    to his poor health. I'm sending in his '94 membership dues.

 iiniain  Taylor, Hamilton, ON - Thanks for the opportunity to contribute to
    the FORTYNINER and keep the past alive.

 Bet McPhee, Edmonton - Sorry we couldn't make it to the banquet and dance
    but medical problems intervened and at this stage in our lives they seem
    to dictate what you can and can't do. Plus the weather. Thank you for
    including our trip to Italy in the fast issue of the FORTYNINER.

 B-miam Lukaniuk, Tomahawk - Sorry I missed the Banquet but with alt the
    snow and cold it was just too tough to do any travelling..
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@@@@@@@@                     Wandering    Boy

W H Smith Houston BC - Just a few dollars to cover my dues and a tittle ex-
   tra  to  keep the Association going. I wont be at the Annual Meeting but
   hope some of you will be in Holland in 1995. I think it would be great
   to go also into Berlin and once more march down Kaiser Withelm Street in
   1995 like we did in 1945. I came to the Regiment as a reinforcement just
   south of Rimini, Italy, was wounded about 150 yards from the house that
   the "suicide troop" blew up on us on the Sanio River on January 15, 1944,
   and came back to the Regiment in February, 1945, and then stayed to the
   end in Holland. I stilt feet proud of the smalt part I played with the
   Loyal Eddies.

Betty Belford, Grande Prairie - the local Peace Country 49ers would like to
   thank all you other 49ers for coming this distance and making our summer
    '93 picnic such a success. We wish you alt health and happiness and look
   forward to having you attend our next picnic, we hope to hold it some-
   time in August, 1995.

Tom Hidson, Winnipeg - Wouldn't mind getting to the  Banquet  but  at  that
   time of the year it's a tittle tough weatherwise. Spoke to Frank Eakin
   on the phone and he passes along his best wishes to everyone.

Ivan Feldberg, Evansburg - Couldn't make it to the last Banquet because of
   a bad fall that left me paying visits to my MO. Margaret and I celeb-
   rated our 50th wedding anniversary in England with our four sons and
   their families and att the old neighbors where we used to live-

Bill  Moody, Edmonton  - Sorry I coutd't make it out to the Banquet.My tegs
   aren't treating me aft that well so I don't get around much. Maybe some-
   time next year?

Rowland Butterwick, Brownfietd - Thank you for att the FORTYNINERS and  the
   best to you att. I'm not able to get to any of the functions.

Owen Moses, Fort MacLeod - Had every intention of getting up there but man-
   aged to catch the ftu and I heard it was a bit blustery there as well.

'Springy' Springsteel, Thorsby - We were in Southern California enjoying
   the warm weather so weren't able to make it to the Banquet.

Joseph Zak, Coteman, AB - Am sending along my 1995 dues and a small dona-
   tion. Hope everybody is well and have a Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year.

                                                                               i   Edmonton"s 49th Battalion sailed for home from overseas service on March ;
   3, 1919, World War I.

Ken Coupland, Edmonton - Had a bad cold at the time of the Banquet, and it  J
   was too cold outside as well so I didn't get out. Next year!             j

Ray Lewis, Trait, BC - Sorry, can't make the annual Banquet again this year. J
   Keep up the good work and my best to one and att.  (We note that Ray     j
   turned up at the BC Meeting later on so he's improving heatthwise - Ed.) |



@@@@@@@                 DAVID BARBOUrS                  @@@@@
                             WAR   DIARY  WI

                                    PART III
 i'/EDNESDAY  MARCH  1, 1916  - A NICE FINE MORNING. NOTHING TO DO ALL DAY BUT

    SLEEP. THERE WAS A LITTLE FUN STARTED ABOUT FOUR O'CLOCK. WE STARTED TO

    THROW TRENCH MORTARS OVER AT FRITZ AND THEY MADE SOME BEAUTIFUL SHOTS.

    THEY DROPPED STRAIGHT INTO HIS TRENCHES. THERE WERE SANDBAGS, CLOTHES

    AND DUGOUTS FIFTY FEET IN THE AIR. HE STARTED THROWING AERIAL TORPEDOS

    BACK AT US. HE THREW TWO BUT THAT WAS ALL. OUR ARTILLERY WAS WAITING FOR

    HIM TO DO THAT. THEY LET GO ALTOGETHER RIGHT AT THE SPOT WHERE THE TORP-

    EDOES HAD COME FROM. THAT WAS ENOUGH. HE DID NOT TRY TO THROW ANY MORE.

    OUR BOYS GAVE HIM HELL FOR NEARLY AN HOUR AND THERE WAS NEVER A SQUEAK

    FROM HIM ALL THE TIME. ONCE THEY STUCK A WHITE FLAG UP ON THE PARAPET

    BUT THE ONLY ANSWER HE GOT WAS A TRENCH MORTAR RIGHT ON TOP OF IT.
      I WENT OUT FOR RATIONS AT SIX. WENT ABOUT HALF A MILE, WAS BACK AT

    SEVEN THIRTY. WENT ON SENTRY FROM 8 TO 12 IN THE EVENING AND THEN FROM 2

    TO 6 IN THE EARLY MORNING. A BOMBARDMENT STARTED ABOUT THREE THIRTY AM

    AWAY OVER SOMEWHERE TO OUR LEFT. WE COULD SEE THE GUNS FLASHING AND

    COULD FEEL THE EARTH TREMBLE. AT FOUR O'CLOCK ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE AGAIN

    ALONG THE WHOLE FRONT AS FAR AS I COULD SEE, EACH SIDE OF US, AND WHAT A

    ROW THEY DID KICK UP. I THINK FRITZ RECEIVED THE SURPRISE OF HIS LIFE,

    HE THOUGHT WE WERE COMING FOR SURE. HE HAD FLARE LIGHTS GOING UNTIL IT

    WAS AS BRIGHT AS DAY. I NEVER HEARD SUCH A NOISE. WE COULD NOT HEAR EACH

    OTHER SPEAK. THEY KEPT IT UP UNTIL DAYBREAK AND THEN ALL AT ONCE IT STOP-

    PED. I WAS STANDING ON THE FIRING STEP LOOKING OVER THE PARAPET AND ONE

    OF OUR TRENCH MORTARS  EXPLODED IN FRITZ'S FRONT LINE. A PIECE CAME BACK

    RIGHT INTO OUR AREA, IT MISSED MY FACE BY ABOUT 8 INCHES.

 THURSDAY MARCH 2 - I AM OFF DUTY ALL DAY. I COOKED SOME BREAKFAST AND WENT

    TO BED, SLEPT NEARLY ALL DAY. GOT UP AT FOUR AND COOKED SUPPER. WENT ON

    SENTRY FROM SIX TO EIGHT. THERE WAS PART OF A NEW BATTALION IN WITH US

    TONIGHT TO GET BROKE IN. THEY ARE THE ..... BN. THEY HAVE BEEN IN FRANCE

    ONLY A FEW DAYS. IF THEY HAD BEEN HERE LAST NIGHT WHEN THE BOMBARDMENT

    WAS ON THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN WELL BROKE IN. BUT IT WAS PRETTY QUIET ALL

    NIGHT. THEY ARE STILL RAISING HELL AWAY DOWN ON THE LEFT. RECEIVED A LET-

    TER FROM RAY LAST EVENING SAYING THAT UNCLE TOM WAS DEAD.

 FRIDAY MARCH 5 - A NICE WARM MORNING. COOKED BREAKFAST AND WENT BACK TO BED

    AGAIN. SLEPT TILL FOUR, GOT UP AND HAD SOME SUPPER, THEN PACKED UP READY

    TO BE RELIEVED AND AS USUAL WHEN WE START TO MOVE IT STARTS TO RAIN AND
    IT RAINED ALL THE WAY OUT TO THE BILLETS. WE GOT  SHELLED  ON  THE  ROAD

    HOME AND ABOUT SIX MEN GOT HIT. THERE WAS A FIRE IN THE HUT WHEN WE GOT

    HOME AND A HOT SUPPER WAITING FOR US. WE SOON GOT ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE

    SUPPER AND TUMBLED INTO BED WET TO THE SKIN AND IN BED IS THE ONLY PLACE
    TO GET DRY. HAD A GOOD SLEEP, THE CLOTHES WERE DRY BY MORNING.

 SATURDAY MARCH 4 - SNOWING THIS MORNING. I GOT ORDERS TO PACK UP AGAIN AT 2

    TO GO TO THE BOMBING SCHOOL. THEY'RE NOT SATISFIED OUT HERE IF THEY HAVE

    NOT  GOT  SOMEONE  MOVING  OR MARCHING CARRYING THAT PACK. WE GOT TO THE

    BOMB SCHOOL ABOUT 5 O'CLOCK. NOTHING TO DO IN THE EVENING.

 SUNDAY MARCH 5 - A FINE MORNING. UP AT 7, LISTENED TO A LECTURE FROM 10 TO

    12. WENT FOR A BATH IN THE AFTERNOON. NOTHING TO DO IN THE EVENING.

 '"{ONDAY MARCH 6 - A FINE MORNING BUT IT WAS SNOWING BY SPELLS ALL DAY. WAS
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MONDAY MARCH 6, 1916 - PRACTISING BOMB THROWING IN THE FORENOON, LISTENED TO;

   A LECTURE IN THE AFTERNOON, GOT PAID AND WENT TO A SOCCER GAME IN THE    ^

   EVENING. THEN HAD ANOTHER GOOD SLEEP.

TUESDAY MARCH 7 - STILL SNOWING THIS MORNING, STILL ON THE BOMB THROWING AND |

   LECTURES. SNOWING SO HARD IN THE EVENING THAT I DID NOT GO OUT SO I THINK ;

   IT WILL BE ANOTHER GOOD NIGHT FOR SLEEP. FRITZ GOT CARELESS ABOUT THE WAY

   HE THREW HIS BIG SHELLS AROUND TODAY. JUST ABOUT NOON THERE WERE TWO OR

   THREE CAME PRETTY CLOSE TO THE HUT BUT NOONE GOT HURT.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 8 - IT IS A FINE MORNING. THE SUN IS SHINING AND THERE IS A-

   BOUT 8 INCHES OF SNOW. WE ARE GETTING READY TO MOVE AGAIN THIS AFTERNOON
   GOING BACK FOR A REST. WE DON'T KNOW JUST WHERE BUT I THINK IT IS ABOUT 7

   MILES. LEFT  THE  HUTS ABOUT ONE THIRTY, HAD TWO SHORT RESTS ON THE ROAD.
   ARRIVED AT OUR NEW BILLET ABOUT THREE THIRTY. IT IS A FARM THIS TIME  AND

   NOT A VERY GOOD ONE AT THAT. WE'RE SLEEPING IN THE BARN AND IT IS SO FULL
   OF HOLES THAT YOU COULD THROW A CAT THROUGH THEM. WE ARE STILL LEARNING

   AND PRACTISING BOMB THROWING, LEARNING ALL WE CAN ABOUT OUR OWN BOMBS AS
   WELL AS THE GERMANS. THE PEOPLE AT THIS FARM ARE A LITTLE MORE FRIENDLY

   THAN  SOME  WE  HAVE  STAYED WITH SO WE WENT IN THE HOUSE AND BOUGHT SOME

   SUPPER. THE MRS OF THE HOUSE HAS THREE BROTHERS AND HER HUSBAND AWAY
   FIGHTING AND HER OTHER BROTHER, ABOUT 16, IS RUNNING THE FARM. I WENT TO

   BED ABOUT 9 AND IT WAS THE MOST UNCOMFORTABLE BED AND THE POOREST SLEEP I

   HAVE HAD SINCE I HAVE BEEN IN THIS COUNTRY, AND  I  HAVE  SLEPT  IN  SOME

   QUEER PLACES. I WILL SEE THAT I HAVE A BETTER ONE TOMORROW NIGHT EVEN IF

    I HAVE TO PINCH SOMETHING TO HAVE IT.

THURSDAY MARCH 9 - A NICE FINE MORNING BUT IT IS COLD IN THIS BARN. I WILL

   BE TICKLED WHEN WE GET BACK WITH THE REGT AND C COY AGAIN.

   WE WERE ON PARADE FROM 10 TO 12, STILL ON THE BOMB THROWING. IN THE AFT-

    ERNOON WE HAD A LECTURE FROM 2 TILL 4, THEN IN THE EVENING WE WALKED OVER'

   TO C COY BILLETS FOR SOME SUPPER AND TO SEE IF THERE WAS ANY MAIL, BUT   ^
   THERE WAS NONE. CAME BACK TO OUR OWN BILLET ABOUT 8, THEN WENT OUT AND

    PINCHED SOME STRAW FOR TO FIX UP OUR BED AND DID FIX UP A GOOD ONE AND

   HAD A FINE SLEEP.

FRIDAY MARCH 10 - SNOWING THIS MORNING AGAIN AND IT MAKES EVERYONE FEEL MIS-i

    ERABLE. WENT FOR A WALK AFTER BREAKFAST, THEN THREW SOME MORE BOMBS TILL j

    NOON. THEN  WE  PACKED  UP TO GO BACK TO THE COY AND DARN GLAD WE WERE TO'

    GO. IT WAS ABOUT THREE QUARTERS OF A MILE TO GO, GOT THERE JUST IN TIME

    FOR SUPPER. NOTHING TO DO BUT GO TO BED.

SATURDAY MARCH 11 - A NICE FINE MORNING. RIFLE INSPECTION AFTER 9 O'CLOCK.

    NOTHING ELSE TO DO BEFORE DINNER. IN THE AFTERNOON WE WENT FOR A ROUTE

    MARCH, STARTED AT 2 O'CLOCK. THEY TOOK US TO A TRENCH MORTAR SCHOOL FOR

    TO SEE A TRENCH MORTAR WORKING AND IT WAS SOME WALK TOO, OVER THERE AND
    THEN BACK. ARRIVED HOME ABOUT 6 IN THE EVENING. THERE WAS SOME MULLIGAN

    AND TEA FOR SUPPER. WAS EXPECTING SOME CANADIAN MAIL TONIGHT BUT IT DID

    NOT COME. THE FIRST TIME SINCE I LEFT CANADA THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO MAIL

    FOR MORE THAN A WEEK.
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 SUNDAY MARCH 12, 1916 - ANOTHER FINE MORNING. THE SUN IS TRYING TO COME OUT i

    AGAIN FOR A CHANGE. RIFLE INSPECTION AT 10, CHURCH PARADE IN THE AFTER-  !

     NOON AT 5. THERE WAS A FOOTBALL MATCH AT 2:50 BETWEEN THE 49TH BATT AND  i

@    THE 72ND RFA (PROBABLY ROYAL FIELD ARTILLERY) AND THE 49TH BEAT THEM 5 TO

     2. IT WAS A PRETTY FAIR GAME BUT THE FIELD WAS AWFUL MUDDY.

    WE GO ON A TRENCH MORTAR COURSE IN THE MORNING AT 7 O'CLOCK.

 MONDAY MARCH 13 - A NICE FINE MORNING. UP AT 6 TO GO TO THE TRENCH MORTAR

     SCHOOL. ARRIVED THERE AT 9 OCLOCK. WE HAD A LECTURE FIRST, THEN WE PRAC-

    TISED SETTING UP THE GUNS FOR AWHILE, THEN WE HAD ANOTHER LECTURE, THEN
    WE WENT TO DINNER. WE DID THE SAME IN THE AFTERNOON. ARRIVED BACK AT THE

    BILLET ABOUT 4.

     IT HAS BEEN ABOUT THE FIRST NICE HOT SUNNY DAY WE HAVE SEEN SINCE LAST

     SUMMER AND IT WAS A REAL SUMMER DAY. THE SUN WAS SHINING ALL DAY AND WE

    ARE IN HOPES THAT THE MUD WILL SOON DISAPPEAR. THE SNOW HAS ALL GONE.

 TUESDAY MARCH 14 - A NICE FINE MORNING AGAIN. I WENT TO THE GRENADE SCHOOL

    AT NINE THIRTY. I BELONG TO THE TRENCH MORTAR BATTERY FROM NOW ON.

    THE SUN WAS VERY HOT ALL DAY, JUST LIKE SUMMER. THE AEROPLANES WERE VERY

    BUSY ALL DAY. I SAW TWO FALL BUT I DON'T KNOW WHO THEY BELONGED TO, THEY

    WERE  TOO  FAR  AWAY  FOR  US TO SEE. IT IS AN EXCITING THING TO WATCH, A

     FIGHT BETWEEN TWO PLANES. WHEN THEY GET CLOSE ENOUGH YOU CAN HEAR THE MA-

    CHINE GUNS BARKING. SOMETIMES ONE GETS THE OTHER AND SOMETIMES THEY DON'T

    THE BATL WENT TO A CONCERT TODAY BUT I WAS NOT WITH THEM. THEY SAID IT

    WAS PRETTY GOOD.

 WEDNESDAY MARCH 15 - ANOTHER GLORIOUS MORNING AND IT LOOKS LIKE ANOTHER HOT

    DAY. WELL, THE HOT DAYS ARE WELCOME JUST NOW FOR THEY ARE MAKING THE MUD

     DISAPPEAR AWFUL FAST. STILL AT THE TRENCH MORTAR SCHOOL LEARNING ALL WE

     CAN ABOUT THEM.
     IT IS ONE YEAR AGO TODAY THAT I ENLISTED.

    WE ARE STILL LOOKING FOR OUR CANADA MAIL. I EXPECT IT WILL BE HERE SOON.

  THURSDAY MARCH 16 - ANOTHER FINE SUMMER DAY. THE SUN IS AWFUL HOT. WAS AT

    THE GRENADE SCHOOL TILL NOON.
    WE HAD A FOOTBALL GAME IN THE AFTERNOON BETWEEN THE PPCLI AND THE 49TH

     FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE BRIGADE AND WE BEAT THEM 3 TO 2. IT WAS A

     PRETTY GOOD GAME. AT THE START OF THE GAME THE PPS SCORED TWO GOALS AND

    THEY THOUGHT THEY HAD A CINCH BUT THE LAST HALF OF THE GAME IT TURNED THE
     OTHER WAY AND OUR FELLOWS HAD IT ON THE PPs EVERY WAY THEY TURNED. OUR CO

    WATCHED THE WHOLE GAME. HE WAS TICKLED ALL TO PIECES.

  FRIDAY MARCH 17 - ANOTHER FINE DAY. WENT TO THE GRENADE SCHOOL AGAIN IN THE

     MORNING. WE WERE NEAR THE BATHHOUSE SO AT NOON I WENT DOWN TO WERE IT IS

     AND MANAGED TO GET IN AND HAD A FINE BATH AND A CHANGE OF CLOTHES. SOME

     OF THE BOYS GOT PAID TODAY SO C COY IS EXPECTING THEIRS TOMORROW.

     OUR CANADIAN MAIL ARRIVED TODAY BUT THEIR IS SOME MISSING YET.

  SATURDAY MARCH 18 - AGAIN IT IS A LOVELY SUMMER'S DAY. WAS AT THE GRENADE

     SCHOOL TILL NOON. AT NOON WE WENT TO THE BATH AGAIN. HAD A DANDY SHOWER,

     THEN WALKED HOME. WHEN WE GOT HOME WE GOT OUR PAY. THE BATT WAS INSPECT-
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 SATURDAY MARCH 18, 1916 - ED BY THE GENERAL. WE ARE MOVING AGAIN IN THE
    ING AND I THINK WE ARE GOING TO HAVE A CHANGE FROM NOW ON. I HEAR WE ARE ||

    GOING  INTO  THE  HOTTEST TRENCHES ON THIS FRONT, BAR NONE, WHERE WE WILl||

    LIKELY HAVE TO DO A BIT OF SCRAPPING.                                   H

    RECEIVED TWO LETTERS FROM HOME TODAY. C COY  RECEIVED  SOME  SACKS  TODBJ

    SENT BY THE P E I RED CROSS SOCIETY,                                    j

 SUNDAY MARCH 19 - ANOTHER DANDY DAY AND I THINK THAT SUMMER HAS REALLY BE- |j

    GUN. THE  MUD  HAS  ALMOST ENTIRELY DISAPPEARED. IT IS SUNDAY MORNING

    JUST LIKE A MAY MORNING IN CANADA. IF WE DID NOT SEE AN OCCASIONAL AERO-g
    PLANE AND THE GUNS SHOOTING AT IT, WE WOULD HARDLY KNOW THERE WAS A WAR J||

    ON. BUT WE ARE MOVING TODAY, JUST THE TRENCH MORTAR BATTERY, AND I BELONI^

    TO IT NOW. THE BATT IS COMING TOMORROW, SO PRETTY SOON WE WILL BE INTO  ||

    SOMETHING PRETTY HOT. I DID NOT HAVE TO WALK ON THIS MOVE, THERE WERE
    TOR LORRIES TO MOVE THE BATTERY SO WE RODE ON THEM. WE ARE IN HUTS THIS ||

    TIME. AT YPRES THIS TIME.                                               JJ

 MONDAY MARCH 20 - A FINE SUNNY MORNING. NOTHING MUCH TO DO ONLY A LITTLE   ^

    DRILL ON THE TRENCH MORTARS. WALKED TO TOWN IN THE EVENING. RECEIVED A  ||

    PARCEL FROM RAY TODAY. IT STARTED TO RAIN THIS EVENING.                 JJ

 TUESDAY MARCH 21 - A WET MORNING. IT KEPT DRIZZLING RAIN BY SPELLS ALL DAY Jj

    SO WE DID NOT DO MUCH.                                                  j

    I WENT TO TOWN IN THE EVENING AND SAW MY C COY PLATOON MARCH AWAY ON THE g
    WAY TO THE TRENCHES AND IT IS THE FIRST TIME SINCE I ENLISTED THAT THEY |

    HAVE MARCHED OUT OF BILLETS IN FULL MARCHING ORDER AND  I  WAS  NOT  WIT!l|

    THEM. BUT I EXPECT TO GO IN A DAY OR TWO. I NOW BELONG TO THE DIV TRENCH |
    MORTAR BATTERY.                                                         |

 WEDNESDAY MARCH 22 - WET AGAIN THIS MORNING. IT RAINED ALL DAY SO WE HAD
    THING TO DO. PART OF OUR BATTERY WENT INTO THE TRENCHES.                |

 THURSDAY MARCH 25 - STILL RAINING THIS MORNING BUT IT STOPPED AT NOON. WE  |

    STARTED  FOR  THE  TRENCHES  AT 4. WE RODE THE TRANSPORT WAGON AND IT

    SOME ROUGH RIDE. THE WAGON TOOK US AS FAR AS IT COULD AND A GUIDE WAS   |
    SUPPOSED TO MEET US THERE BUT WE DID NOT SEE ONE AND DID NOT LIKE THE   |

     IDEA OF GOING TO THE FRONT LINE AT NIGHT WHEN THE GUIDE DID NOT COME.
    WENT AND FOUND A GUARD ROOM AND MADE OURSELVES COMFORTABLE FOR THE NIGHT.?

 FRIDAY MARCH 24 - A NICE FINE MORNING. WE STARTED IN TO THE FRONT LINE ABOUi|

    7 AND FOUND OUR BATTERY ABOUT 11 O'CLOCK. IT IS SOME PLACE WE ARE IN THIs|

    TIME. IT IS THE POINT OF Y(?). RIGHT OUT ON THE FARTHEST ADVANCED POINT |
    WHERE FRITZ CAN HIT US IN THE FACE AND WHERE HE SNIPES WITH FIELD GUNS. |

     IT IS A PRETTY HOT SPOT IN SPELLS. WE HAVE A PRETTY GOOD DUGOUT THIS TIMEJ

     IF FRITZ WILL LEAVE IT ALONE, THOUGH NEARLY ALL THE DUGOUTS I SEE AROUNDJJ

    HERE HAVE BEEN BLOWN IN.                                                |

    THE 49TH ARE IN HERE HOLDING THE LINE WHERE OUR BATTERY IS. THEY HAVE HAB|

    A FEW CASUALTIES ALREADY  BUT I DON'T KNOW WHO THEY ARE.                J

    WE ARE IN SANCTUARY WOODS.                                              J

 SATURDAY MARCH 25 - SLEPT TILL 10 THIS MORNING. GOT UP HAD SOME BREAKFAST  |
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SATURDAY MARCH 25, 1916 - AND THEN CLEANED UP THE DUGOUT. OUR DUGOUT IS IN

   THE SUPPORTS AND THERE IS A BROOK HALF WAY UP TO THE FRONT LINE. I WAS
   UP THERE CLEANING MY MESS TIN. OUR ARTILLERY HAD BEEN GIVING FRITZ A LIT-

   TLE  TO  THINK  ABOUT  AND FINALLY HE GOT SORE AND WHAT A SHELLING WE DID
   GET. HE SHELLED THE FRONT LINE AND THE COMMUNICATION TRENCH AND THE SUP-

    PORTS AND THERE WERE TWO PPCLIS GOT HIT RIGHT BY OUR DUGOUT. ONE HAD HIS

   ARM BROKEN, THE OTHER LIVED ONLY A FEW MINUTES. WHEN IT WAS ALL OVER THE
   49TH HAD $5 CASUALTIES AND I HEARD SINCE THAT THE 42ND LOST 77 MEN. ONE

    I SAW CARRIED OUT OF OURS WAS NEIL CAMPBELL OF 9 PLATOON AND I HEAR THAT

   SKITCH AND STEPHENSON GOT SCRATCHED THOUGH NOT VERY BADLY. CAPT BALL, OUR

   CHAPLAIN, AND LlEUT ALLISON WERE AMONG THE CASUALTIES OF THE 49TH. ONE

   SHELL HIT HEADQUARTERS AND OUR CO AND ADJ HAD A NARROW ESCAPE.

   WE WENT TO GO FOR RATIONS ABOUT DARK. WE TOOK A NOTION TO GO A LITTLE

   EARLY FOR SOME REASON AND WE HAD ONLY GONE ABOUT FIVE HUNDRED YARDS WHEN
   FRITZ PUT A SHELL INTO OUR DUGOUT. WHEN WE GOT BACK THE WHOLE END WAS

   KNOCKED IN BUT IT TAKES A LOT OF SHELLS TO DRIVE A MAN AWAY FROM HIS HOME
   OUT HERE. SO WE WENT TO WORK AND SANDBAGGED IT UP AGAIN AND WE ARE STILL

   LIVING IN IT.

SUNDAY MARCH 26 - A NICE FINE MORNING. IT WAS PRETTY QUIET ALL NIGHT. WE

   WERE EXPECTING SOMETHING TO START AT NOON SO WE TOOK GOOD CARE TO BE
   QUITE AWAYS FROM OUR DUGOUT WHEN IT DID START. SURE ENOUGH IT DID. FRITZ

   DROPPED ABOUT TEN SHELLS THE FIRST CRACK AND WITHIN FIFTY YARDS OP OUR
   DUGOUT AND AT THE SAME TIME HE STARTED ON THE CMRs. THEY ARE JUST A LIT-

   TLE ON OUR LEFT AND ON THE SIDE OF A HILL AND WHAT A SHELLING THEY DID
   GET. THE SHELLS WERE DROPPING LIKE HAIL, THE WHOLE HILL LOOKED LIKE AS IF

   IT WAS MOVING AND THERE WAS ONLY ONE MAN HIT. I THINK IT WAS A MIRACLE

   FOR I DON'T KNOW HOW ELSE THEY ESCAPED. THERE WERE TWO RFA MEN HIT IN THE

   COMMUNICATION TRENCH JUST BEHIND OUR DUGOUT. ONE OF THE MEN DIED AND THE

   OTHER THEY DID NOT KNOW IF HE WOULD LIVE OR NOT.
   AT 4 O'CLOCK WE WERE AWAKENED BY ANOTHER BOMBARDMENT ON OUR RIGHT, ABOUT

   HILL 60, AND I HEARD THAT OUR BOYS WERE GOING TO TAKE SOME TRENCHES.

"bNDAY MARCH 27 - THE BOMBARDMENT KEPT UP TILL LONG AFTER DAYLIGHT AND WE

   HEARD SINCE THAT OUR BOYS HAVE TAKEN SOME OF FRITZ'S TRENCHES AT ST ELOI

   AND THAT THEY TOOK A LOT OF PRISONERS.
   WE ALSO HEARD THAT CAPT BALL, OUR CHAPLAIN, THAT WAS WOUNDED, LOST HIS

   ARM AND WAS RECOMMENDED FOR THE DSO AND THAT LlEUT ALLISON IS DEAD.

   I WENT FOR RATIONS IN THE EVENING AND THEN WENT TO BED AS SOON AS WE GOT

   BACK.

TUESDAY MARCH 28 - A FINE SUNNY DAY WITH NOTHING TO DO BUT THROW BOMBS AT

   FRITZ. WE WERE RELIEVED IN THE EVENING, WALKED OUT TO Z@@, HAD A RIDE ON

   THE TRANSPORT FROM THERE HOME AND IT WAS SOME RIDE. WE WERE NEARLY SHOOK

   TO PIECES. IT WAS NEARLY MIDNIGHT WHEN WE GOT TO THE HUTS. WE HAD A BITE

   TO EAT AND A DRINK OF TEA AND TUMBLED INTO BED FOR THE FIRST GOOD SLEEP
   IN FOUR DAYS. NOTHING TO WORRY US NOW FOR WE ARE AWAY BACK IN RESERVE.

tfEDNESDAY MARCH 29 -- I HAD A FINE SLEEP. THE BOYS HAD A JOB TO WAKE ME UP AT

   10 O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING BUT HAD TO GET UP AND PACK MY KIT READY TO MOVE

   AGAIN. WE ARE MOVING OUR BILLETS UP NEARER TO THE FRONT LINE,     COhfT'D



SICILIAN MYTHOLOGY

Agira, Sicily.

Historians in this town catted him the Saviour of Agira, although to this
day Canadian WW II veterans who knew him can't remember why.

 Yet for the residents of this central Sicilian town  south of Mount Etna,
the wartime exploits of an infantry officer from Edmonton have become a
legend.

 As nearly 60 Canadian veterans revisited Agira on Sunday, May 8th, 1994,
for a memorial service, an Italian woman retold the story she had teamed
as a girt about Major W G 'Bitt' Bury, Company Commander of The Loyal Ed-
monton Regiment and the son of a former Edmonton mayor.

 "When Agira was about to fatt, and the Allies were preparing to bomb the
town, a Canadian soldier whose relatives came from near here  was one of
the assault troops trying to capture German prisoners," said Concetta Giunta
a local elementary school teacher,

 According to legend. Bury fired three warning flares to stop the Allied
bomber squadrons from destroying this medieval town.

 "Thanks to him, they didn't bomb the whole town and we always fondly remem-
ber the Canadians because of this," said Giunta.

 Earlier, on Sunday, Giunta and her husband and children visited the ceme-
tery outside Agira, where Major Bury and nearly 500 other Canadian troops
kitted during the Sicilian campaign of 1943 tie buried.

 Bury was 45~years old when he was shot by the German soldiers in Agira. He
was awarded the Distinguished Service Order posthumously.

 Bury was the only son of A U G Bury, who served as Mayor of Edmonton from
1927 to 1929, as an alderman from 1922 to 1925 and as a Conservative MP for
Edmonton East in 1925 and from 1930 to 1935.

 Bury's family had arrived in Edmonton from Ireland in 1912.
 The accuracy of the local legend is doubtful in the eyes of some Canadian

officials.
  "It doesn't appear anywhere in regimental or Canadian Army history books,"

said Colonel Laforge, military attache to the Canadian Embassy in Rome.
 And one veteran. Barney Otson, from Bury's regiment, and also of Edmonton,

couldn't find any mention of the story in his binder of newspaper clippings
and documents from the Loyal Edmonton's archives.

  But whether the story is true or not the people of Agira say they stilt
admire the courage and sacrifice shown by Canadian servicemen who liberated
the town from the Germans.

  "The death of these soldiers was necessary for the development and prog-
ress, not only of Agira, but for Italy and for the rest of the world," said
the Mayor of Agira, Gaetano Giunta.

      This legend came to tight during the civic reception held for our
      party. The  Mayor  even  went to his home and brought back the book in
      which the story is related. - Editor
      This', story is reprinted from a newspaper article of the Canadian Press.

                             **********
 S R "Reg" Watts M M, Barrhead, Alberta, our only Honorary Life Member, and

      a veteran of WW I, is now 102 years old. He is a resident of the Barr-
      head Auxiliary Hospital.



@@@@@@@@         CANADA REMEMBERS  -  Sicily, Italy          @@@@@@@@
                                    May, 1994

                                    B. Otson

   It was a privilege and a pleasure for me to have been chosen as the unit
 "epresentative to participate in a fifteen day visit to Sicily and Italy
 courtesy the Department of Veterans Affairs. A delegation to participate in
 the Canada Remembers program, a program to visit, fay wreaths, place flags,
 etc. at cemeteries in Sicily and Italy where our Canadian soldiers tie bur-
 ied. The occasion was also to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the liberat-
 ion of Italy.

   Our party consisted of 60 plus veterans, a representative from each unit
 :hat participated in the Sicily/Italy campaigns, including the Air Force,
 -the Navy, Provost Corps, etc; also 'Smoky' Smith VC and Mrs Smith; one Nurs-
 ing Sister who had served in that field in WW II. Our Senior Commander was
 @'Gen M Bogert CBE DSO CD. From the Canadian Government, Hon Lawrence MacCau-
 'ay. Secretary of State (Veterans) and Mrs MacCautay, plus some of his as-
 sistants; two Senators and three MPs; a representative from each of the Can-
 adian Legion, Army Navy & Air Force and one from the National Council of Vet-
 erans (formerly War Amps). There were four teenagers representing the Youth
 :f Canada; also the project team of about ten people; a Doctor and a Nurse.
 ^or added colour there were 17 different Canadian flags carried by seventeen
 ,.oung soldiers. Militia and Permanent Force. They also had a Parade Marshall
 ; drummer and a piper, a Colonel in charge of them. Four media people came
 @tong, the only Westerner was one from Winnipeg. When we attended a civic
 '@eception there was an interpreter with us, a Canadian tady from Rome.

   We left Ottawa about 9 PM Thursday, May 5, after having spent most of the
 cay looking for Italian lira and ending up with close to a million of them.
 Cur transportation was an A-310 RCAF Airbus capable of holding some 190 pas-
 sengers comfortably so we had plenty of room.

   We arrived in Catania, Sicily, at noon on Friday. From the airport to the
 Sheraton Hotel, a very modern very nice hotel, probably the best one we had
 on the entire trip, glass elevator, electronic keys, two balconies, etc.Out-
 side it was somewhat different, foot high grass on the boulevards, garbage
 .wherever you looked.

   Saturday morning we left in two buses for the Pachino/Ispica area, that's
 the south coast of Sicily where t Cdn Div made their Sicily landing. The
 natives there built a memorial to the Cdn landing, bought and paid for it
 themselves. We had a short wreath faying ceremony there. In attendance was
 a smatt squad of American sailors, the Americans have a bombing range in the
 area and this was the radar service unit. We were totd to proceed to their
 canteen when the service was finished for refreshments. It was only about a
 nundred yards away. We went there and as soon as we got there, and after
 some of the focal civvies had managed to get hold of a few drinks, on the
 Bimericans, we were told it was the wrong place. We boarded our buses and
 rient atong to a reception held for us in Ispica.

   Sunday morning we left for Agira, two buses, four lane divided highway.
 When we got to Agira the streets narrowed, two small cars wide, so the bus
 drivers earned their pay getting through the town. We had to go through the
 town to get to the Canadian cemetery where we held a major ceremony, a major
 ceremony being one where the flag party paraded, there were short speeches,
 the mayor of the city was present as weft as the Canadian Ambassador to Rome.
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 In Agira a wreath was laid at the memorial to the Italian war dead follow-
 ing which we attended a reception/buffet lunch at noon and then it was back
 to Catania.

    The next day, Monday, we left Catania by plane (Itatia), flew to Rome and
 from there took two buses and moved on to Ortona. We arrived in Ortona in
 the evening and stayed in a hotel just north of the city and about a hundred
 yards from the sea shore. We had a reception at the hotel hosted by the Dep-
 artment of Veterans Affairs.

    Next morning we left for the Moro River Canadian Cemetery for a ten AM
 major ceremony. There are 1375 Canadian graves there of which 109 are from
 our Regiment. It was the only cemetery on the trip where everyone of the
 party laid a wreath and with the Regiment's name on the ribbon. From the
 cemetery we went into Ortona where a wreath was laid at their memorial. We
 then made a long climb up a bunch of stairs for a civic reception. So many
 stairs that several were unable to make it.

    From the reception we went by bus to the Casa Barardi where we had been
 invited by the landlord for wine and biscuits. This is the area where Paul
 Triquet, Royat 22nd, won his Victoria Cross.

    Back to our hotel for a group tunch, no chance at att to took around the
 city for any familiar places. Then on board our buses and on to Rimini. By
 the time we got there we weren't very hungry so we checked into our hotel
 and out for pizza and wine.

    The next day it was to the Montecchio War Cemetery, 289 Canadian graves;
 the Gradera War Cemetery, 369 Canadian graves and then back on board the
 bus and on to Rimini. In Rimini we went to the Piazza Cavour, Italian mem-
 orial, where a wreath was laid and from there back to our hotel.

    Thursday, May 12, we laid a wreath at the Coriano Ridge Cemetery, 427
 Canadian graves; Cesena Cemetery, 307 Canadian graves. Following that we
 bussed on to Ravenna. Friday afternoon a major ceremony at the Ravena War
 Cemetery, 38 Canadian graves; then to Vittanova War Cemetery, 206 Canadian
 graves; then to the Piazza del Popoto in Ravenna for a wreath laying ceremo-
 ny at their civic monument.

    Saturday we were on our way to Rome to spend the rest of our tour. We
 travelled by way of Florence. When we got there we first went to the top of
 the "mountain" where we could took out over Florence (and see the smog). We
 were dropped off downtown somewhere, alongside the Arno River. It was very   ,
 hot and we didn't have a ctue as to where we were. We found eating places,
 had a sandwich, and since we had no one to guide us around many of us went
 and sat in a nearby park beside the river and under some trees until such a
 time as our buses returned and we then went on to Rome.

    Sunday we went to the Cassino War Cemetery where we attended Commonwealth
 commemorative activities. The ceremonies here were sponsored by the British
 Legion. There were two plane toads of New Zeatanders, veterans, they brought
 their own band and without hurrying it took them four days to arrive. There  I
were a number of Polish veterans, I saw a Greek soldier, there was one RCMP  I
 in his "reds". There were also many civic dignitaries, etc., we couldn't get I
 near to the ceremonies which were led by the Duke of Kent. It was hot, we    |
 suffered when we had to wait for awhile after the ceremonies for our bus.    J

    Monday was a 'free day' but the weather was quite hot so nothing much was J
 on the list of things to do. At 5:30 in the afternoon we went to the Canadian!
Ambassador's residence for a reception. Here was another long flight of steps!
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 a tough climb. It's a fair sized but not impressive building, the grass was
 sadly in need of a cut. There was a water fountain and the water was a dirty
 brown in color. I had a beer and canapes, some of those who had a hard liquor
 drink got a futt drinking glass, straight, each time they took a sip they had
 to go back and add water. There were no seats provided, by the time we got
 back to our bus it was good to sit again.

    Tuesday May 17 was our commemorative day in Rome. In the morning we went
 to the Rome War Cemetery. It is a small cemetery, very wett kept, very nice.
 ihe cemetery is enclosed on att sides by a realty old watt. Here I found a
 grave site for a Loyal Eddie, M101948 Private J Tanche, kitted 7 Jan 1944.
 I have found no record of this soldier in any documents I have.

    In the afternoon we were scheduled to go to the Vatican, took around and
meet the Pope. The Pope was on the sick list so that part was cancelled, for
those who wanted to go and visit the Vatican a bus trip was arranged. In the
evening we held a group 'farewell lunch' in the hotel, a couple of days
 early but the only time available for it to be held.

   Wednesday was the day to visit the Beach Head Cemetery at Anzio for those
who wished to go. The others, if they so desired, could go on a short tour
around Rome - without a local guide. I went on the Anzio trip since it was
the only opportunity I would have to visit the grave site of Dick Coteman.
Sam McLeod(Sask.), Dick Coteman and myself joined the Regiment together in
1939. Dick was in "A" Company, was in the Bn Orderly Room for awhile then
when we were stationed in Eastbourne he went back to Canada to attend an Of-
ficers Training Course. On his becoming an officer he joined the Special Ser-
vice Force (joint Canadian/American) and was kitted during the fighting at
the Anzio Beachhead. In the cemetery guidebook his next of kin where fisted
as his mother and dad, I would think that not too many of us who knew him
would ever visit at his grave.

   On the way back to Rome our bus drove the beach road in order that we
snight drop in at the Rome airport to pick up some wheel chairs that were
left there and that we had no use for on the trip. Along the beach, mile
after mite, nothing but apartment buildings, hundreds of them. When we did
get back to Rome itself and on the way to  our hotel, I think the driver got
tost a bit since we passed the same place several times.
 On Thursday, May 19, we were scheduled to spend part of the day back at

Nonte Cassino for an "International Ceremony". This was a gathering to in-
clude alt nations who participated in the Italian front, including Americans,
Sermans, etc. But our officials talked us out of going, the ceremonies were
to be held in a football stadium at Cassino which meant for us to be sitting
on cement for several hours. Then there were very few bathroom facilities,
etc., and we also would not have taken an active part. We stayed home.

   Friday was our day of departure for home. We left on another RCAF Airbus
about noon for a three hour flight to London. We stopped in London to get
some fuel. We also dropped off the Flag party and att their equipment since
they would be staying in England and would take part in the various Normandy
ceremonies taking place in early June. 'Smokey' Smith and Mrs Smith also got
off there for the same reason. MGen Bogert and Mrs Bogert reside in England
so they deplaned to go home.

   We took off after a three hour stop and arrived back In Ottawa later on
@in the afternoon. The next day, Saturday, those who had to catch a plane to
their home did. The tour was finished.
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Odds & Ends - Sicily is stilt hot and dry. We had our first taste of a buf-
 fet breakfast here. The orange juice was red and then I seemed to recall that
 Sicily is the home of 'blood oranges', oranges with portions of red in them.
 I never saw a piece of toast on the whole trip. There was a jug of hot milk
 on the table to mix in your coffee, not for your cereal.                     J

    We could only see the very bottom of Mt Etna, smog covered the rest of it.I
 They still have many orchards, orange, lemon and cherry and stilt all kinds  J
 of vineyards but it was too early for grapes. On the south of Sicily there
 were many acres of plastic used in the fields for growing vegetables.

    Bottled water was available to us on the whole trip, at att meats as well i
 as on the bus. Alt the hotels we stayed in there was a smalt fridge in the
 dresser fitted with liquor, wine, pop. The only time anybody tried using frons
 the fridge, it was so expensive that you only tried once. Coke about $3.

    In Italy hotel rooms were listed at around $400 a night. Hamburgers at
 McDonatds about $3. Gas, regular, about $1.50 per litre. I bought a Kodak
 film in Rome, $7.50

    During the war our money was pegged at $4.47 to the English pound and
 when we got to Sicily a pound was 400 lira. So at that time a hundred lira
 was roughly a dollar and a half of our money. The rate now is over 1100 lira g
 to our dollar, quite a difference.

    Alt the cemeteries are very wett kept, many gravesites are planted with   ;
 perennial flowers. This is, of course, due to the Canada Graves Commission   ;
 paying for maintenance. Each bus had on board a book containing a fisting of !
 alt the cemeteries, aft the Regiments and then the persons grave from each
 Regiment. It was not difficult to locate any grave you wished to find.

    On about the third day I caught a terrible cotd and it tasted the entire
 trip and until after I got back home. Each bus driver had a small fridge on
 board with pop, beer or bottled water in it. We didn't have to pay for the
 bottled water (the government did) and the drinks were not expensive. The
 buses were also air conditioned but sometimes it bothered a passenger so it
 would be turned off. There was also a 'biffy' available but during the tour
 ours was closed being 'out of order'. We found out later the bus driver was
 too tazy to keep it clean so he posted a sign.

    On the war monument in Camrose, Atta, there are four names of men who
 served with our Regiment from the Camrose area and were killed in action in
 the Sicily/Italy front; Cy Craney, buried in Agira; Dick Coteman buried in
 Anzio; Peter Price buried at Cassino; Dick Greig buried at Bari. As an ob-
 jective on the trip I decided to get photos of each grave and teave them
 with the Museum in Camrose. I was able to get three of them but Dick Gregg
 was wounded in the Hitler Line and died of wounds in Bari where he is bur-
 ied. The ctosest we got to Bari was within 300 Ks so I did not succeed in
 getting a photo there.

    On no part of the trip did I see many signs of livestock, inctuding chick-
 ens. Either they had hidden them knowing the Canadians were there or they
 had not yet replenished their stock since war's end.

    Ortona was disappointing in that we weren't there long enough to took a-
 round. At so at the Moro Cemetery when we were att able to fay a wreath, I
 thought the Seaforths, Edmontons and Three River Tanks might be at the head
 of the list when it came time to fay our weath, since our Regiments had
 played such an important part in the area. Instead we were down near the
 bottom.
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    The Flag Party along with the Piper and the Drummer added a nice touch to

 our tour. They paraded at att major ceremonies and on numerous occasions the
 a'iper supplied us with tunes as weft as piping us into our hotel when we ar-
 @"@ived, etc. He was also quite popular with the locals. The Flag Party oper-
 ated separately from our group and usually stayed at military barracks. They
 rrad a small bus of their own as wett as a truck for their equipment.

    We could have quite wett done without the two Senators and three MPs and
 used the money to put an Italian tour guide on board each bus.

    Veterans Affairs have sent along a video of the tour but not being the
 ;roud possessor of a VCR it's difficult to get a took at it. The video is
 some two hours in length.

    My thanks to those responsible for sending me on this memory trip.

                               @@@@@@@@@@

                        Eighteen Is Too Young To Die. . .

                   He was only eighteen,
                   They were often younger than that,
                   They marched on fields, armed and ready.
                   They were soldiers at war,
                   Ready to fight for peace,
                   Ready to save innocent souts
                   But not ready for death.

                   He was only eighteen,
                   Life had not yet begun.
                   They believed in the cause they fought for.
                   They were catted soldiers at war
                   Fighting for comrades and country,
                   Fighting for loved ones and friends
                   But not fighting for death.

                   He was only eighteen,
                   In trenches awaiting news of conquest
                   They witnessed destruction and death.
                   Death to the enemy.
                   Death to their comrades.
                   They were soldiers at war
                   But not witnesses to peace.

                   He was only eighteen.
                   They were often younger than that.
                   Now they fay in fields
                   Beside white crosses and friends,
                   People come to remember,
                   Remember them as soldiers at war,
                   But now they are soldiers at peace.

                   He was only eighteen
                   And eighteen is too young to die

    Robin Prus .... (Granddaughter of Ken McKenzie, BC Association)
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    A total of thirty six participants took part in the trip to Ortona in Oct-
 ober, 1994. From Edmonton they travelled to Rome, from Rome to Ortona for a
 stay of several days, some being put up in homes. From Ortona they travelled
 to Venice for two days, then to Voghera where there is a Military Museum with
 a special corner for the Loyal Eddies. From Voghera the next stop, Venice
 for a day, then to Rome for five days and then back home.

    The travellers taking part in the trip:
    Lee Ahtstrom - Gten Jones - LCot W Bewick - Peggie and Ed Boyd - Amelia

   and Ken Couptand - Blanche and Art Edge - Joyce and Dave Gautter - Albert
   Grandbois - Joe Machtema - Henry Hetfrich - Sam Lenko - Met Likes - Yvonne
   Hutton - Eva and Met McPhee - Watty McVee - At Storrier - Eiteen and Watty
   Ross - Louise and 'Springy' Springsteet - Mayme and Charlie Swan - Maurice
   White  -  Ben Whitmore and
   Italian Vice-Consut G Imbatzano  -  Italian Vets Association Leila and
   Tornito Fabris  -  Alderman Bruce and Phoebe Campbett, City of Edmonton.

                               @@@@@@@@@@

 At a September meeting of the Executive of our Edmonton Association
    "A professionally photographed and framed picture of the mural "An
    Ortona Scene" that hangs in the Prince of Wales Armouries, was pur-
    chased for presentation to the people of Ortona by the party travelling
    there in October of this year. The Executive of the Association voted
    $1,000 as part payment of the picture with the hope that the money
    wilt be reimbursed by the sate of copies to various Officers' Messes."

                               @@@@@@@@@@

                        To The Citizens Of Ortona, Italy

                   We are back again, after fifty one years,
                          It was nineteen forty-three,

                               Remembering fears,
                              And children's tears

                     And destruction that should never be.
                               Our comrades died,
                               And parents cried,

                         For some reason we were spared,
                                Why was this so?

                               Wili we ever know?
                         Is a hereafter for us prepared ?                      :

                                 It is a relief,                              |
                              To have this belief,                            |

                        Visiting with you brings delight,                     |
                           You'It forgive us we know,                         jj

                             We are friends not foe,                          |
                  For the grief that came out of that fight.                 |

                                                                                I

                                          Jack 'Mickey' MacKay  Lt            |
 - Jack MacKay wrote this poem previous to the group going to Ortona and with|

   best wishes from The Loyal Edmonton Regiment. Jack passed away Oct 2,1994, |
                                                                                @
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                                50th Anniversary

                              December 3, 4, 5, 1993

                                  Edgar L. Boyd

      Genius was at work behind the scenes in this superb anniversary celeb-

 ration. There probably would not have been one of us old sweats who could

 conceivably have come up with the idea of involving the Italian community in

 Edmonton. Nor would any of us have thought of inviting dignitaries from It-

 aly and Ortona itself. Engraved in all our minds was the fact, that, at the

 invasion of Sicily, the Italians, under Mussolini, were our enemies. Nor did

 the co-belligerent status granted Italy later in the war, as we progressed

 up the boot, do much to change our attitudes. Thus, when I first heard of

 the proposal to involve the Italians I was not impressed. However, it was al-

 ready a fait accompli. The Italian vice-consul for^Alberta was now into the

 act with enthusiasm and verve.

      To LCol Bill Bewick, OC Loyal Edmonton Militia, and his staff go much-

 credit. Presumably, Major Norman Greene, DCO(2 I/C), was responsible for a

 great deal of the leg work. Without the Italians, we would have had a mere

 Corporal's guard at the City Hall on Saturday, December 3. With the Italians

 the place was alive with spectators and colour. The Freedom of the City cer-

 emony was magnificent, the Deputy Mayor, Alderman Bruce Campbell did the of-

 ficiating.

      But I must go back to Tuesday, November 30th. At 9;30 AM, Her Worship,

 Mayor Jan Reimer, read the Proclamation in City Council Chambers. Present by

 invitation were  the  CO, LCol Bill Bewick, Honourary Colonel Bob Chapman,

 Honourary LCol Bob Matheson and the President of our Association Ed Boyd.

 The Proclamation read  as follows:

                                  PROCLAMATION
      WHEREAS 1993 marks the 50th Anniversary of The Loyal Edmonton Reg-

      iment's victory in the Battle of Ortona, and;

      Whereas in June 1965, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment was granted Free-

      dom of the City in recognition of its longstanding service to our

      city, and to our country, and/-

      Whereas special events will commemorate this significant historical

      battle and remind citizens of the great sacrifices made by members

      of Edmonton's own The Loyal Edmonton Regiment;

      Therefore, I, Mayor Jan Reimer, do hereby reaffirm The Loyal Edmonton

      Regiment's right to exercise its "FREEDON OF THE CITY" on December 4,

      1993, in honour of its veterans and serving soldiers.

                                                  "Jan Reimer"

                                              Mayor of the City of Edmonton

                                                           November 25, 1993

      Next is Thursday, December 2nd. Peggie(Mrs Boyd) and I picked up George

 and. Marg Campbell of Vancouver at the Edmonton Internationi Airport at about
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 4:00 PM. George is my opposite number in the Seaforths, President of their
Association. Earlier that day Dave Fairweather, H/Col Seaforths, arrived
by Service Air while his wife, Bev, came by commercial air. Both couples
 lodged at the MacDonald. Incidently, for the record, George Campbell is Kirn
 Campbell's(former Prime Minister) father.

      Friday, December 3, was the night for our traditional Officers' annual
mess dinner. Having arranged for the entertainment of Marg Campbell and Bev
 Fairweafcher while their husbands were at the mess dinner, I picked up George
 and David and we set off for the Griesbach Officers' Mess. The dinner, at
which the Honourable Gordon Towers, Lieut Gov of Alberta, was the honored
guest, was in remembrance of Ortona. Among the toasts was one to the City of
 Ortona given by the writer. Veterans of the Ortona battle were asked to
 stand and be recognized. There were three, Gordon Armstrong, David Fair-
weather and yours truly. Also it was great to see our Association Secretary,
Lem Mundorf, at the dinner. It was a delightful dinner with the wine flowing
 freely and, after the toast, the "snuff horn".

      Next morning, Saturday, we awoke to a snow storm, but by late morning
the snow had stopped and the weather was again fine. At 2:00 PM City Hall,
outdoors or indoors depending upon the weather, was to be the scene of the
exercise of the Freedom of the City. The magnificent rotunda of our new City
Hall was all set to go well before the set deadline. And on the broad
 stairs leading to the mezzanine the PPCLI Band was positioned. Their purpose
was obvious; their later performance flawless. On either side of the rotunda
were chairs for the spectators and more chairs were available on the mezzan-
 ine level. Below the Band on the floor of the rotunda and facing towards the
main entrance of City Hall were chairs for the dignitaries as well as a pod-
 ium and microphone.

      The weather proving satisfactory, the Regiment, with bayonets fixed,
exercised its freedon outside in front of City Hall and with the precision
of well trained troops. The reviewing dignitary was Deputy Mayor Campbell.

      The Regiment, after that ceremony, formed up inside the doors of City
Hall facing towards the broad staircase and the PPCLI Band. The speeches be-
gan with the Deputy Mayor reading the proclamation. He then went on to com-
ment about our Regiment and its exploits in the battle for Ortona. Then, Dr.
Guiseppe F.Imbalzano, Vice Consul for Italy in Alberta, did his thing which
was lengthy but colourful. Gifts were exchanged between the Italian dignit-
aries, the City and the Regiment. The next speaker was H/Col Bob Chapman.
When he was finished the program called for the introduction of the Presid-
dent of our Association. However, Dep Mayor Campbell started to announce the
National Anthem. I waved my paper as furiously as I could trying to draw at-
tention; this time I was not to be denied! You may recall, some of you, we
were overlooked at the Convention Centre at our 75th Anniversary, this after
I had been asked to take part and spent hours in preparation. I was luckier
this time. Campbell said, "Oh, Colonel Boyd wants to talk." Having been com-
plimented on my address, you must not miss it. Here it is, word for word.

      "Mr Deputy Mayors Colonel Bewick, Dr Imbalzano, Ladies and Gentlemen:

      I speak this afternoon on behalf of the 49th Battalion, The Loyal
      Edmonton Regiment Association. To you young men on parade, I pro-
     mise that I will be brief. I too have had to stand down there and
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     "listen to old men spouting forth through microphones.

     Today is a day of pride. Pride in our gracious Mayor, Deputy Mayor
     and City Council who have honoured us on this, the celebration of
     the 50th anniversary of the vicious battle for Ortona.

     Pride in our sister Regiments, The Seaforth Highlanders of Canada
     and the Princess Patricia Canadian Light Infantry who fought and
     bled with us in Ortona, and like us, left their dead in that beau-
     iful cemetery a kilometer or two south of Ortona.

     Pride in our great city, which has survived, and has been able to
     grow, in part, because of their sacrifice.

     Pride in that little city of Ortona, lying on the coast of the Ad-
     riatic, which has risen from the ashes of war and once again become
     a lovely place to live.

     Pride in our Italian community, a vital and integral part of Edmon-
     ton's culture.

     Pride in our Regiment's founder. Billy Griesbach, a former mayor of
     this city; a great soldier. The traditions he established for Edmon-
     ton's own Regiment have never been forgotten and never will.

     And last, but not least, pride in our Veterans, some of whom are
     here with us today, many damaged in body but none in spirit
      (At this point I asked any veterans of the Ortona battle to stand
     and be recognized.)

     Finally, Ladies and Gentlemen, it is also a day of Thanksgiving.
     We have had 48 years of relative peace in a troubled world. We must
     never forget that it is by strength that we remain free. Our Reserve
     Battalion is a part of that enduring strength."

     The National Anthem marked the end of the formal part of the ceremony
it City Hall. It was followed by tea, coffee, sandwiches and cakes supplied
::y the City. The olives, Greek style, were delicious. An Edmonton Journal
reporter by the name of Adrian Tanner (a young lady) inteviewed me for about
:.5 minutes but nothing ever appeared in that newspaper, although the Edmon-
-:oc Sun ran a pre-celebration article.

     The all ranks dinner and dance was held at the Villa Vesuvius on 95th
Street and 113th Avenue and was called for 7:00 FM. Peg and I picked up the
?5.irweathers and the Campbells, arriving at a time that we thought would be
esrly. As it was, I got the last available parking stall in the spacious
:;E-d<ing lot. The Villa was filled to overflowing and actually the function
-sE-3 oversold. However, there was no shortage of food and fun.

     We were honoured by the attendance of the Commander, Land Forces West,
"fej Gen De Faye. My dinner companion was the Italian Military attache from
"ifeshington, D C, U.S.A. (don't ask me to give you his name), on the one
5:-=e and our Hon LCol Matheson on the other. It made for an entertaining
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dinner, besides  which, the food and the wine (Italian) were superb. I could |
have made a meal of the anti-pasto itself. It was followed  by  a  delicious |
pasta, then there was an excellent entree topped off by dessert. The Villa   |
Vesuvius chefs excelled themselves.                                          |

                                                                                <S      The Italian Vice Consul had hoped to get the Italian Cultural Centre on g
the St Albert Trail for the dinner but it was booked and the hookers would  ys.
not  budge. Perhaps  the Villa  Vesuvius people wanted to show us that they ^
were every bit as good, if not better,                                      -j

      During and after dinner we were entertained by an Italian mixed chorus H

from the community, and after dinner by the PPCLI drum line. The drum line, g
all volunteers on their own time, performed to invisible lighting that re-  |$|
acted on fluorescent markings on drum sticks, etc., creating spectacular ef- if,
fects and sounds.                                                           @@j

      After the entertainment, the speeches and gift exchanging commenced. I H
received, on behalf of our Association, a plaque from "Sezione di Voghera",  j
a region up near Milan where there is a military museum and one of the vis- j|

 iting dignitaries this evening is a Colonel Buccera, museum curator,         g
      All the veterans of the Italian campaign (Ortona) were then called for- ||

ward. There were twenty one. I introduced each of them to the Vice Consul,   g
Dr Imbalzano, and he embraced each one and presented pins from the Church of j|1
San Tomaso in Ortona as far as they would go - he had twelve medals. The vefc-l|

erans were: Gordon Armstrong, Jack Birmingham, Ed Boyd, Angus Campbell/
Castagner, Stan Chettleborough, Ralph Craven, David Fair-weather(Seaforths), g
George Hall(Seaforths), Bob Hidson, Ron LeBas, Mel McPhee, Wally McVee, Roly |||

Mart in(Seaforths), Barney Olson, Bill Polhill, Bill Shaw, Charlie Swan,
Walford, Barney Weir and Mark Wolf leg Sr. Also in attendance, Maurice White @
and Vince Westacott.                                                         13

      Following the dinner and during the dance, about 20 members of the Mil-|||
 itia unit sang all the words to "Bonnie Dundee". It transpired that they    ^

did this on their own; a tremendous example of 'esprit de corps', and some- g
thing, I for one, had never before witnessed. We, as officers, were always  g
expected to have the words by rote but that was generally honoured more in  |@|

the breach than in the accomplishment. It was a great evening, an evening
memory coupled with much enjoyment. At the price of $25 each, a steal.      ^

      Sunday morning we gathered in the Italian Cultural Centre for a Church g
 service. Padre Al Stenson officiating, the Commanding Officer reading the   ^

 lesson. The Drums were piled and overlaid with an altar cloth (in two
 from the Church of San Tomaso. It seems that this altar cloth was appropri- ^
 ated by Jack MacKay during the Ortona battle and used as a pillow. It then  ^
 found its way back to Canada and to Jack's mother who divided it for curtain^
Now, 50 years later. Jack decided it was time it wended its way back to Or- ^
 tona and the Church and, presumably, it is enroute. Coffee and cakes were   ,^
 served following the service.                                              ^

      Thus ended the 50th Anniversary celebrations. Battle of Ortona.        ,^

                     **************************************

 Milestones;  in 1994                                                       f
    50th Wedding Anniversaries: Nargaret and Ivan Feldberg, Evansburg, AB   |?
    and Ruth and Sid James,, Ma-Me-0 Beach, AB.                              ^
    Albert Keen and. Howard Bone, both of Edmonton, birthday #75             ||
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                                        by

                              J. B. 'Bert' McDonald

      Beginning September 8, 1939.
      On that day I went to Edmonton by train from Mayerthorpe (80 mites NE

 of  Edmonton), made  my  way  to the Prince of Wales Armouries. I went into
 this huge brick building, asked where I could enlist in  the  Army, got  my
 directions, had a medical, then I swore allegiance to the King.

      Alt this was for Home Defence purpose only.
      They  issued  me  a  uniform, a World War I uniform complete with long

 puttees. I was allocated a billet in a private home not far from the Arm-
 ouries. The huts at the Armouries had not yet been built, for that reason
 I had a billet. I became Private J.B.McDonatd, M 15649, a member of the
 49th Bn, The Edmonton Regiment.

      It was not long before the huts behind the Armouries were finished and
 I then moved there and my Army training began.

      The only one person I knew locally was John Tunney. And RSM Otdham was
 the Garrison Sgt Major, he was a World War I veteran and had an artificial
 teg, but he was a soldier att the way. I saw quite a few World War 'Veter-
 ans' around the barracks that had joined the Army again.

      We did a tot of training on Kingsway Avenue, just north of the Arm-
 ouries. And I was now a member of 'B' Company with Major Jefferson our Com-
 pany Commander. 'B' Company was the company my dad had served in during
 World War I when he was with the 49th. We went on tots of route marches to
 harden us up. I had no trouble marching having  walked  behind  horses  and
 harrows on the farm for many a mite. I would walk 20 mites with no problem.

      A  couple  of  times  we  marched out to Winterburn for practice rifle
 shooting at the rifle range.

      On September 1, 1939, I had to rejoin the Army, this time for Over-
 seas service. Then we did things tike going to the YMCA for a shower and a
 change of clothes.

      About October 1st, 1939, the first guard was mounted at the Armouries
 and from then on we had guard duties and kitchen fatigues to take part in.

      I was picked to help the Royal Canadian Ordnance Corps check out aft
 the rifles that were in stock. There was another tad and myself with two
 Armourers, we checked out over 800 rifles, then took them down to the river
 valley to fire them checking on their accuracy, etc.

      On October 1, General Pearkes inspected the Regiment and later we were
 issued with our own rifles. By the end of October I transferred to #4 Plat-
 oon in Support Company.

      On November 10, Major Gen McNaughton inspected us and we were in the
 2nd Brigade, 1st Canadian Division. By the end of November I knew I was not
 going overseas with the Regiment, you had to be 19 years old and I was too
 young. So I was put into the  "Diaper"  squad. Corporal  Ed  Tannous, whose
 wife Signe Edtund came from my hometown, Mayerthorpe, invited me to their
 home down by the Dawson Bridge for supper one night. Ed and I became life-
 long friends after that.

      In early December advance parties from our Regiment left to go over-
 seas and on December 15th the Regiment left on two trains. There was quite
 a bunch of us left behind.
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     We kept on training in an almost empty barracks, got our new battle
dress which was much more comfortable than the old uniform with the long
puttees. I spent Christmas at the Armouries, did some more drilling. The
middle of January, 1940, I was posted to Currie Barracks in Calgary.

     Currie Barracks was then the home of the Lord Strathcona Light Horse
Regiment. These were very fine barracks, linoleum on the floors, showers
and baths.

     There  were  three  Permanent  Force  Sergeants from the Princess Pats
there, Sgt Seat, who later became Regimental Sergeant Major of the South-
ern Alberta Regiment; Sgt Stutz, who got his commission and later looked
after Consumer Affairs. The third Sergeant, I can't remember his name. They
alt tried to make soldiers of us.

     In February, 1940, I was catted in for an interview and asked if I
would tike to go to Camp Borden, Ontario, to attend the Canadian Armoured
Fighting Vehicle Training School. "Of course I would tike to go", was my
answer. So one cold night in Calgary a number of us boarded a Canadian Pac-
ific train and headed down east. There were about two dozen of us, among
them Teddy Allan, Ftacon and two McMahon brothers (four trouble makers!)

  These guys got a bit boozed up and when we got on the train there was a
group of artillerymen going east as wett. The artillery Sgt was in charge,
but he didn't have anyone to back him up. Before  long  the  artillery  and
these four of our guys were fighting. And it wasn't long before there were
windows being broken, etc. Noone seemed to be able to bring order to the
place. The trainmen started to let them off the train at Medicine Hat to go
to hospital, the fast one got off at Port Arthur (now Thunder Bay). It was
50 betow zero when we arrived at the Lakehead. Art Suttey, from my hometown
of Mayerthorpe was on the same train but I didn't learn of that until the
end of the war.

     The four in our party arrived at Barrie, Ontario, and were met at the
train and bussed to Camp Borden. The camp was very good, there was a dry
canteen for att our extras. We were joined by soldiers from the Seaforths
and the Pats. There were promotions since each tittle unit was responsible
for its own discipline - Milter became a Corporal, Harvey Farrett and Port-
er and myself became LCpts without pay. F. F. Forthington, an ex Patricia,
was  the  Colonel  and  Camp  Commander.He was supposed to see that we were
trained to operate Bren Gun Carriers, only there were no Carriers. We had
Garden Ltoyds, which in no way resembled a carrier. But they did the best
they could with the equipment they had.

     The cookhouse got a nickel a day subsistence per soldier for extras.It
was the best food I was to eat in my six years in the service.

     White at the camp I managed to get into a jackpot only once. One of
the Seaforths by the name of Webber asked me to drive his rented  car  back
to Barrie and turn it in since I had a pass to go to town. I said I would.
I tried to start the car and it wouldn't go. An RCMP happened to come out
of his office white I was doing this and I had to try and explain what I
was doing. It turned out that the car was long overdue, I tost my pass for
the night. That was the only thing that happened to me.

     When  our  course  was  finished  -  noone wanted us. Cp1 Miller and a
couple of others went on a draft overseas. The rest of us tried to soldier
to pass the time away, then Harvey Farrett went on draft. It wasn't long
after that the rest of us got 14 days leave home, if we wanted it.
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     We had to pay half fare on the train in those days when going on leave
and for me to go home that was $76.00. We only got $1.25 a day - so it took
a tot of saving. I had $70.00 saved and the boys gave me enough to get my
train  ticket  home. I  was off and running. I didn't have any money to buy
meats on the train, there was a tady noticed that I wasn't eating. She
shared some of her tunch with me.

      I finally arrived in Edmonton and then looked up a friend of mine, Rom-
eo McDonatd (no relation). He drove taxi for the Grey Line. Then I went and
met Marjorie, my girt friend. We went along to Mayerthorpe to visit my Dad
and Mother at home. When I got there my Mother had some money for me that a
neighbor owed me so I was in good shape financially. Nothing to do but we
would go to Fort Saskatchewan where Marjorie and I got married.

     By now it was time to return to Camp Borden, this  time  I  had  money
left over so I was able to eat on the train. At Camp Borden we became a
"spare wheel". Our training was finished and we were putting in time until
they knew what to do with us. Finally they sent us back to Calgary and when
we got there we were put on a draft to go overseas. I got an embarkation
leave of five days. When I returned from leave there was nothing to do but
wait. That wasn't bad at the time, it was Calgary Stampede time.

     We left Calgary for Halifax. It was a long ride in those old train
cars. We  got  off twice to go on a route march. After five days we arrived
in Halifax, had another route march, then on to our troop ship Samaria. The
ship was fitted with cabins and there were showers and we went to a  dining
rooom to eat. One of the afternoons it was too rough to go up on deck, a-
nother  time  there  was  a  submarine  scare  but our destroyer escort cut
through the convoy dropping depth charges. Finally we  saw  a  four  engine
plane flying in the distance and it was not long before we sailed up the
river to Glasgow. There we docked and unloaded.

     We got onto one of their smalt trains and were off to Atdershot. When
we detrained here with our full pack we marched to Camp Borden, a part of
the Atdershot Command. It was a very hot day, a Sunday in the middle of
August, 1940. We were allotted our billets and settled in. This was a very
targe camp, no fritts, iron cots with three thin mattresses that were cat-
led biscuits and the blankets were horsehair. There were about 800 men eat-
ing at the camp kitchen. I ran into Harvey Farrett, he was now a Sergeant.
The sheep farmer from Blue Ridge, Alberta, Ctyn Harrington, who was a Corp-
oral with the Regiment in 1939, was the Company Sergeant Major.

     The Tuesday after we arrived there was a flight of German planes came
over  but  they  bombed  a truck depot some three mites away. On the Sunday
following that raid we were att fined up waiting to get our supper and Jer-
ry came over again. There was no mistake this time,  they  were  after  our
camp. We att took off for our allotted air raid shelters, catted Anderson
shelters. The bombs came down and for about twenty minutes there was no let
up. Our Lewis guns were firing, but they were as useless as I would have
been  with  a slingshot. When it was alt over we found our hut was the only
one stilt standing in our row and the huts across from us had att been bomb-
ed. One soldier was kitted in the raid, in no time we found out what one
part of the war was att about.

     I was in training every day. I was a Bren Gun Instructor and also took
Physical Training.

     Camp Borden had the poorest cookhouse that I ever ate in.
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     Before long there was a draft came up to go to the Regiment. I revert-
ed  to  the  ranks  and  went on the draft. When I got to the Regiment they
were at Perrysfietd Farm, near Oxted. It was September, 1940, most  of  the
men were in tents, four men to a tent.

     I joined #4 Platoon, the Carrier Platoon, and Lieut Alon Nichots was
our Platoon Commander. Charlie Swan was the Platoon Sergeant. Charlie left
shortly after for "A" Company. That evening Bill Forster took me out for a
Bren Gun exam. When I finished he totd me I knew the gun as wett as he did.
What I didn't tett him was that I had been a Bren Gun Instructor.

     I was then with Corporal "Sandy" Black's carrier, "Pappy" Andrews was
the driver. He was a WW I veteran, one of four "Vets" in our outfit.

     September of that year was the month the German planes bombed London,
England, non-stop. This was the start of the Battle of Britain. The planes
ftew over us on their way to London and we saw many dog fights. I remember
one day a twin engine German plane ftew right down tow over us and they
totd the men to fire on the plane. There were three or four of us in the
same  slit  trench  and  when I started firing the empty shell casings were
flying out and hitting Len Lipscomb in the back. He hollered out good and
toud so I quit firing. The plane came down but I don't think it was on my
account. There were two or three planes that came down in our area.

     On September 8th we att moved into winter quarters at Oxted. Percy
Kent and I were billeted in a home with a Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Thorpe. He was
a WW I veteran and was serving in the Home Guard. He lived at 59 Cotdshott
Crescent and our kitchen and Company headquarters were at St Agnes Halt.
The Thorpes were my home in England for the remainder of the war.

      It was a peak period for enemy bombs. Oxted had several bombs dropped
on it and I knew a glass factory was destroyed. We saw several dogfights
where the pilots parachuted to safety and were sent on to POW camps, dep-
ending on whose side they were on. I remember Brigadier Potts inspecting us
at the end of September. Then I recall also Sgt A.J.Steeves, a former  RCMP
from the Rochfort Bridge, Alberta, area, and now our unit Military Police.
bringing in our first prisoner.

      On October 12, 1940, we moved to the south coast Brighton area. Our
platoon was stationed at Shoreham and we patrolled the downs in case of
parachute or by sea landings. We patrolled mostly at dawn and at dusk in
our carriers. I was stilt in the crew with Cpt "Sandy" Black and "Pappy"
Andrews was still our driver.

      Before we left Shoreham I received seven days leave and went to Scot-
land to visit with relatives. I got off to a poor start. When getting off
the train in London to catch another train north, I didn't know where I was
and ended up back on the south coast at Brighton! The next morning I went
to London again and this time I had no problem. I got the Underground to
Kings Cross Station then caught a train north for Wavertey near Edinburgh,
Scotland. I arrived in Edinburgh the next morning and took a bus to Aber-
tady. My uncte, John Cockburn, was the village policeman there. He was
married to my mother's sister, Jessie, and they had two children. Bill and
 Betty. I visited with them for a couple of days then I left for Dunbar to
visit with my grandfather Bertram, my uncte Frank (my mother's brother) and
Aunt  Cathie  and  their  two children, David and Frank. They lived in Fern
Cottage, just a short distance from my  grandfather's  Seaforth  Farm. This
was where my mother had been born and brought up. I visited at the farm for
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only a short time and it was time to return to the Regiment.
     So I got back to London with no problems, picked up my gear that had

been stored for "safe keeping'. I got down to Redhitt, south of London, and
was picked up by a truck from the Regiment and went back to the unit now in
Oxted again.

     Christmas came, my first one overseas, we had turkey and att the trim-
mings. It sure wasn't tike being at home in Canada.

     We did war games with the local Home Guard and along with route march-
es we were kept busy. Some of us turned farmer and helped the locals with
their crops. For entertainment, quite often we went to the Red Barn in Ox-
ted and danced with the locals. My landlords, Mr. and Mrs. Thorpe, went to
the local pub, the Diamond, quite often and here we played darts and drank
the occasional locally made ate. So with alt these route marches and dif-
ferent exercises we took part in, with tetters and parcels coming from home,
it att helped keep us busy.

     In the spring of 1941 a few Sergeants from an English Guards unit ar-
rived on the scene and before long they determined we were going to be par-
ade square soldiers. How we loved that. It was teamed that training was
for the presentation of our Colours to the unit by the King on July 1st.

     We bussed to a parade square at Caterham, Surrey, not too many mites
away, it was the Guards home base, and we soldiered on. One incident that
happened there was when a Private Wade, our LCot's driver, was lounging
with his vehicle on the edge of the parade square. A guardsman, six feet
plus tail, and wearing what looked tike a tyre insignia (a tyre is a mus-
ical instrument somewhat in the shape of a harp) on his sleeve asked Wade
to move off and take his vehicle with him. Wade, thinking the soldier was a
bandsman, totd him that no bandsman was going to tett him what to do. The
insignia was actually the soldiers rank, in this case a Regimental Sergeant
Major, so almost at once Wade was safety locked up in the 'hoosegow'. Our
Colonel didn't have a driver for awhile but after several discussions Made
was released.

     July 1 came with att the pomp and glory and we were a welt-trained
unit. We were presented, with our Regimental Colours by King George VI. The
Carteton and York Regiment had been training along with us and they were
presented with their Colours as wett.

      In August 1941, tots of rumors were flying around and our Regiment en-
trained for Glasgow, Scotland. When we arrived there we embarked on to the
Empress of Canada. Since they didn't need carriers on this scheme, most of
the Carrier Platoon stayed behind. We were only needed when there was a
futt-scate operation. And before long most of the unit returned to the Ox-
ted area. Some of "D" Company and a platoon of "C" Company stayed behind on
the boat.

     On August 19, 1941, the Spitzbergen operation took place and those who
had been left behind on the ship took part in it. They landed at Barents-
burg, SDitzbergen, and over the next few days proceeded to destroy the
wireless station there, put the coat mines out of commission, destroyed att
the pigs and cattle, etc. There were a number of Russians on the Island and
they were returned to Archangel, Russia, by boat and the boat returned with
some hundred or so French officers and men who had been prisoners of war.
There were Norwegians living on the Island as wett, they came back with our
troops to Scotland.
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      On September 9, 1941, the Edmonton detachment at Spitzbergen came back
 to the unit. White the detachment was away our tug-og-war team participated
 in and won the Canadian Army championship.

      Then  on September 26, McKenzie King, Prime Minister of Canada, turned
 up and inspected our Regiment at Oxted. We  were  advised  that  it  was  a
 "court martial" offence to boo the Prime Minister as he had been booed at
 Atdershot where he attended the tug-og-war championships. We att fined up
 in  the  area  of  Oxted  near the Hoskins Arms, a pub and lodging inn. The
 Prime Minister inspected us and when the officers gave their three cheers,
 they cheered atone. Some of the civilians in attendance cheered though-

      At the end. of September there was another war games exercise,"Bumper",
 and there were some twelve divisions involved. A war correspondent  lost  a
 teg in this war game. October 3rd we had a new drill and it was catted "Bat-
 tle Drill". General Montgomery was the "high priest", he was going to make
 soldiers out of the Canadians!

      November  24  we  moved to the Portstade area, it was between Brighton
 and Shoreham on the south coast of England. We celebrated Christmas at Port-
 stade and the officers waited on the troops (tradition) and they dished out
 the turkey and att the trimmings. I remember one officer had a very black
 eye, no doubt a swinging door.

      On February  28, 1942, General  Montgomery  accompanied  by  Brigadier
 Potts visited the Regiment again.

      About this time the Regiment began cross-country runs. I took part in
 the second run and placed 4th in the Platoon and 43rd in the Regiment. I
 could have done better but I paced myself badty at the beginning of the
 race, a five mite race, and so didn't do att that weft. johnny Buxton, who
 came from Blue Ridge, and one of our carrier drivers, beat me and he was
 much older than I was.

      The order came down from General Montgomery that att infantry regim-
 ents be able to march 12 mites in 135 minutes with one 20 minute break in
 the middle of the march. This order was met by our Regiment, no problem.

      Next came Exercise "Tiger", a scheme to end alt schemes. It was a
 grueting exercise at playing war games. A big black limousine drove by put-
 ting some of the competing soldiers off the road. They booed the car. Not
 too happy, the 1imo turned around and came back. It was booed again. It
 turned  out  that  the  car contained Gen Montgomery. When the exercise had
 been completed, "B" Company of our Regiment turned out  to  be  the  guilty
 party. One of their platoons was picked out, their NCOs were reduced in
 rank and the other ranks were given CB. The officer involved was reprimand-
 ed. After this incident "B" Coy became the "BOO" Company.

      On another exercise we had to march some 74 mites in one day, complete
 with 40 pounds of equipment, then fight a mock battle when we got there.
 There were a few drop-outs on the way but not bad. It took us three days to
 get back "home".

      On August 8, 1942, we left the Shoreham area and moved along the south
 coast to Eastbourne. On August 19, the raid on Dieppe, France, took place
 and we had to comb the beaches at Eastbourne and its area for returning
 watercraft. We also assisted in looking after some of the returning wound-
 ed who landed at Newhaven.

      When at Eastbourne the Germans showered us with propaganda leaflets.
 It was also when LCot Kitching became our Commanding Officer.
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 And at the time, Rotty Hawkins, Private, received the first award made to a
 member of our Regiment. He received a Mention In Dispatches white a member
 of our Regiment's Security Section and during the time of the Dieppe raid.

j     We had a change of command. Major G.Beaton went to the Postal Corps,
@ Major J.C.Jefferson became Second-in-Command of the Regiment and LCot G.

 Kitching, a "professional" soldier with the Royat Canadian Regiment as well
 as having had British Forces training, became our Commanding Officer. Brig.
 Potts left for Canada and Brig. Yokes took over the 2nd Cdn Inf Bde.

      Cot Kitching was tike a breath of fresh air. He was strict but very
 fair  and even had the officers doing physical training. He was not with us
 very long, left in December for Division HQ, Canadian. He was replaced by
 Major Jefferson, wett liked and eventually the one who led us into battle.

      One day in Eastbourne, late in 1942, white on parade, three of us were
 picked to go to an NCO School. We were John Buxton, Stan Chettteborough and
 myself. This was a very tough school, run by a Brig Jevington and known as
 "Jevington's Jait". The squad I was in had a Princess Pat Sergeant training
 us. Things tike beds had to be made just right, etc., and the parade square
 was ruled by CSM Ed Greene of our Regiment. Stan and John were in different
 squads to what I was. It was a six week course and after five weeks we were
 finally given a weekend pass back to Eastbourne. Three of the quys on the
 course were made Corporals. We were told it would not affect us, but I did-
 n't have any faith in what happened. When we graduated the NCO in charge of
 our squad totd Buxton, Chettteborough and me that we  had "passed. When  we
 ;ot back to our unit at Eastbourne we were totd we had att failed! There
 -as dirty work somewhere and I never did forgive the senior NCO of our Sup-
 port Company. As far as I was concerned it was att "rigged". This was a tow
 .;oint in my fife as a soldier, it was the way it was att done. Eventually I
 :id receive a promotion.

      There were numerous sneak air attacks by enemy single engine aircraft
 =id twin engine fighter bombers. Ron Plant shot down the first of these
 :lanes. On December 18, 1942, the enemy again bombed Eastbourne and caused
 ;:.ite a tot of damage, hitting a department store downtown and also our
 @:ruck area. Sgt Farrett as wett as some of the others and myself were kept
 :::.jsy putting out small fires. Sgt George Hamet received the British Empire
 "edat  for  his  part  in saving the trucks. RSM At an Sachse got on the New
 "sar's Honor Roll for his part in the bombing.

      In January, 1943, we were getting ready to move again. Advance parties
 "eft for Scotland. Then the rest of us followed. We had amphibious  landing
 craft training in assault. This was at Inverary in Scotland on the Duke of
 Argyll's private domain. We were issued with Mark IV rifles and also PIAT
 arrtars, a short range anti-tank weapon.

      We had fresh mutton but this was no treat as our meat was usually mut-
 @:3n. We did get the odd deer off the estate, caught a few salmon from a
 i'i'earby small river.

      The weather was terrible, the Nissen huts we stayed in were cold and
 MB?. Often we had to wade ashore from our assault craft and got soaked to
 fie skin. We also went on board the ship, then went over the side by way of
 a "et and in futt gear. We had assault course to attend, att of this kept
 AS o-ut of mischief.

      We  went  back to Eastbourne in March, 1943, then on to Newhaven. Here
 @.@ relieved the Hastings,Prince Edward Island Regt so they could do some
 trr'ning. They returned, we left. They got hammered by enemy planes.
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     On another time we relieved the "West Novas" at Peacehaven and did an-
other exercise catted PAST. We were beginning to think we were "past" hav-
ing exercises.

     Then  came  a  memorable  day, a payday, when a pay increase which had
been granted to other ranks, to $1.50 per day, came into effect.

     Sgt Sandy Black returned from North Africa where he had been for four
months with the Royal West Kent Regiment(British). The 2nd Brigade got re-
inforcements from the Edmonton  Fusiliers  when  they  were  disbanded. Ray
Major, from Mayerthorpe, and who I knew, was among them.

     Then we were on the move again back to the camp at Inverary for more
assault training. We had a change in command, Maj Gen Salmon was kitted in
an aeroplane accident and Maj Gen Guy Simmonds took over. Then on May 13,
1943, the war in Africa was finished.

     After being on two different ships we went ashore in landing craft
and got soaked as we had to wade the last 250 yards to shore. There we en-
trained for Hamilton, Scotland, near Glasgow. On May 22 we received new
equipment such as new gas masks with the canister on the side. Alt the men
had hair cuts, no more than one inch of hair to remain. The Regiment board-
ed the Durban Castte with British Commandos and some Artillery personnel.
Several from our Regiment, including myself, remained behind again as "full
scale" personnel were not yet needed.

     On June 28th the main part of our Regiment sailed away. A few days
after they had gone those of us that had been left behind moved to Gatash-
iets, in Scotland, and took up quarters in an old woof mitt. There were a
number of Polish soldiers living there at the same time.

     I got a pass to go to Edinburgh to say goodbye to my Uncte John and my
Aunt  Jessie. I  almost  didn't  get to my destination since three ATS(Army
Territorial Service) girts got off the train as wett and I think were look-
ing for company. One came to me, a very good looking and friendly girt, but
I resisted and had to tett her I was going on to Edinburgh.

     By this time we knew the Regiment had landed in Sicily. During this
period we were allowed leave on a number of occasions  so  I  was  able  to
visit with my relatives several times.

     Before long we were put aboard a ship and left England. I forget the
name of the boat I was on, it was now a troop ship with no comforts of home
We were in a targe convoy, I don't remember how long we were on the sea. I
do remember when we got into the Mediterranean it was hot. One day I took
off my shirt, fay down on deck and felt asleep. When I woke up I ended up
with sun stroke and was quite iff for several days. No tan, just burned!

     Eventually we landed at Siracussa, Sicily, We disembarked into tank
landing craft, they held about 800 men with their kit and standing up. We
got to shore with no trouble, the Service Corps loaded us on to trucks with
att our gear and we finally caught up to the Regiment when they were in a
rest period at Mititetto. Here we were in pup tents and it was hot and dry.

     When I got to the Regiment I finally got caught up on att the news,
much of it bad. John Buxton had been kitted on July 21, he was a carrier
driver and came from Blue Ridge. Later on I met with his wife and family.

     Then Harvey Farrett had been wounded, Chitds from Hines Creek had been
kitted. Stan Saxby was wounded, also Ray Major. Sgt Cheshire and John Low
had received Distinguished Conduct Medals. John Low was from the Rochfort
Bridge area.
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;     The Sicilians were not very friendly with us. We had to be careful as
 a'eTI as to what we ate and drank because of the dysentry that was around. I
 ""ad to have a tot of practice before I was able to drink their wine.

      There were some new faces came to the Regiment from the Calgary High-
 landers, John McLean, Richard Duquette and Garth Taytor among them. It took
 some one hundred men from the Highlanders to reinforce the Regiment. One of
 the Calgary men totd me that they took the heart out of the Highlanders.
 3-ir Regiment then took off for Messina and on to Italy and once again I re-
 @B.ained behind as a "futt scale" member of the unit.

      On September 3, 1943, the Regiment crossed the Strait of Messina and
 they were now on Italian soil. Before long the carrier section crossed over
 and we were on our way proceeding up the Adriatic coast. We were able to go
 swimming almost every day. There was a coral reef out from the shore, we
 mould spend time watching the fish swimming below us.

      I don't know how it happened but on one occasion a cow got in the way
 of our advance, the cow died a sudden death. There were some Indian troops
 in the area and they helped us with getting the animal "dressed" and eaten.
 The Indians took the front quarters, we took the hind quarters. We made a
 big oven out of hard tack cans and some of the armour plate off the anti-
 tank guns. The Italian tady who had owned the cow got the British Red Caps
 (Police) after us but nothing came of it.

      Soon we loaded our carriers on to railway flat cars and moved up the
 coast to a port, Bartetto. Here we unloaded and about October 12 we had
 caught up with the Regiment. They were at San Bartetemeo. When we got to
 the unit we learned that Cpt Jim Frew had been kitted and Giesbrecht had
 been wounded. These carriers had been some distance ahead of the Regiment
 and it took close to four days before Giesbrecht could be evacuated. Along
 about this time we changed our summer drifts for serge, it was getting coot-

      I remember going on patrol with about four carriers, me as a gunner.
We passed a burned out carrier with three crosses beside it, to us a grim
 reminder that this was the real thing. Later on the same patrol we stopped
 at a bend in the road and came under 88 millimeter fire. We alt scrambled
 for cover, Sgt 'Sandy' Black got wounded. Corp Ted Atten was leading  a
 patrol through a small village and when he tried to open a gate with the
 butt of his rifle, the rifle discharged and the bullet narrowly missed me.I
was covering him at the time.

     We came across some Engineers who were putting up a bridge at a cross-
 ing. We patrolled the woods around the road and the area but found nothing.
So we returned to our base.

      Later on the same evening we loaded our carriers with suppties,enough
to supply two of the rifle companies. I was the lead carrier and we came a-
lonq to where a bridge had been blown up. Bitt Kirkpatrick, carrier driver,
said that his carrier being heavier he would go around the diversion first.
He didn't get far, the carrier hit a mine. It went up in the air, then
landed upside down. We managed to get "Kirk" out, unhurt, but he was sure
scared and covered with dirt. We then got hold of some mutes and transfer-
red our toad onto them.

     We returned to our base after that. Then Sgt Sam Hatety took a patrol
out to check on an enemy out post. Captain Brian Taytor was in charge of
the patrol. They had a "shoot out" and were forced to retire. When it was
att over Capt Taytor was severely wounded. Ron LeBas and another soldier
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got the Captain out but he died of his wounds shortly after.
     Our Air Force bombed the next town we were to take. The Scout Section,

who had gone into the town to took around, brought back four prisoners and
two South African officers who had been prisoners of war. The South Afric-
ans had escaped from the Germans and were in hiding and were now glad to be
in friendly hands.

      "B"  Company  went  across  the Biferno River and attacked the town of
Cotte d'Anchise. There was no good crossing to get over the Biferno so sup-
porting tanks weren't able to make it across. When they finally found a
spot, three of them were destroyed by the German Panzers and the remainder
bogged down. The Regiment was driven back but we got tank reinforcements so
the day was saved. "A" and "D" Coys were also taking part in this action.

     One of our scouts came back to get a stretcher bearer party to bring
out the wounded. Sgt Sam Hatety was in charge of the party, Richard Duq-
quette and myself were scouts. I had a German semi-automatic 8 MM rifle. We
hadn't gone too far when 'Duke' had picked up a German and I must admit I
had not seen him. Then our guide got tost and we spent the night on the
bank of the river.

     When daylight came we got into the town and picked up the wounded. One
fellow had a sore wrist so I became a stretcher bearer. There were four of
us to a stretcher, seven wounded. I packed out a Pte Rich but he didn't re-
main alive for long. There was a Capt Gentles, six feet tatt and about two
hundred pounds. He complained when we brought him out because we weren't
keeping in step. He had been wounded in a knee. In a later battle he was
kitted. When we got to the Biferno it took eight of us to carry a loaded
stretcher across. The water was waist deep, cold and swift. We didn't have
far to go and then the Seaforths took over. When we had finished I was wet,
cold and real tired. I just sat down, finished off a can of butty beef.

     Another time we were out with the carriers and the one that 'Pop' Mor-
gan was driving slid off the road and turned upside down. Sgt At Cheshire
got pinned underneath the carrier and when we were able to lift the car-
rier up 'Ches' had two broken tegs and the flesh had been peeled off one of
his legs where our Bren gun had scraped it. Sgt Cheshire DCM never returned
to the Regiment after that.

     On another occasion I was taking Lieut Otito up to his company and on
the way we came under enemy fire. The road we were on was rocky and what
happened but one of the tracks got "thrown". I don't know where the Lieut-
enant disappeared to but I had to put the track back on by myself.

     By now it was October, 1943, and our unit was in a rest period and we
were staying in Baranetto, the brick yards. Here we got caught up with our
parcels and tetters from home. I also got quite sick and Cpt McCtoy insist-
ed I go on sick parade, which I did. I  had  malaria, yellow  jaundice  and
also desert sores, the sores from our living conditions. So I was away in
hospital for awhile. During my time away Cot J.L.Ratston, Minister of De-
fence, had catted in. He was not impressed with our living conditions or
the tack of reinforcements. Shortly after, on his return to Canada, he re-
signed from McKenzie King's Liberal Government.

     When I left the unit for hospital, my first stop was at an advance
dressing station. I was allotted a stretcher to sleep on, got an apple for
dinner and in the morning an egg for breakfast. Food didn't mean anything
to me then, my temperature was 104.
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      A couple of days later I was transferred to a New Zealand advance
 hospital. There were two beds, the rest of the patients were on stretchers.
 A British soldier with pneumonia and I got the beds. I can not say enough
 good about the nurses and staff of the hospital, they did alt they could
 for  us. This  hospital  was near Bari and from there I was sent to the 5th
 Cdn General Hospital in Catania, Sicily. The first night I was in a ward
 with the wounded. The officials didn't approve of this so the next day I
 was in a ward for the sick. I wasn't able to get my desert sores treated,
 the treatment for the jaundice and the malaria didn't agree with the desert
 sores treatment.

      In a few days I was on the move again. Out to the airoort  and  loaded
 on to a DC 3 plane. There were eighteen stretchers placed along both watts
 of  the  plane  and  there  was  a nurse in attendance. We took off but the
 flight was aborted. Something to do with the plane's magneto. They worked
 on it for awhile, soon we were on our way to Tunis in North Africa. We went
 to a British hospital but it wasn't for long. We were put on a train for
 Phitipvitte and there I was admitted to the 15th Cdn Gen Hospital.

      Just before Christmas I received my discharge from the 15th, they were
 moving. So I went to a convalescent camp in Phitipvitte.. I don't remember
 how I found out that Sgt 'Sandy' Black was in the 101st British Hospital
 but he was and I visited him there. He seemed to be doing OK at the time.
 He totd me that CQMS Robertson had tost a teg when they moved him to the
 101st.

      Soon I was posted to a Holding Unit there in North Africa and I spent
 Xmas and New Years there, no mail, no nothing. The middle of January, 1944,
 a bunch of us were loaded on to a smalt ship headed for Italy. Something we
had eaten turned out to be not so good. There was one bathroom  for  us  on
the ship. We would tine up and when it came your turn you used it then got
right back to the end of the tine. We landed in Naples, then went on to
Avettino where our Holding Unit was.

      Here I ran into a few familiar faces. Harvey Farrett arrived after his
session with being wounded in Ortona. I got caught up on att the latest
from the Regiment. Avettino was a targe Holding Unit, a former Italian bar-
racks that had been bombed by the Americans, part of the Salerno landings.

      During my stay I made friends with two Italian families. One family
that  was  just  outside  the  barracks gate took in washing and also had a
small fruit stand. Their mother had been kitted when the bombing of the
barracks took place. There was the father and his three daughters, one
daughter was married, had a baby, her husband was a prisoner of war. One
daughter was older and the youngest was fourteen. The other family I knew
was downtown and there we could drink wine and eat spaghetti with eggs.

      I tost my army boots, someone  stole  them. The  only  replacements  I
could get were British made and they had a different kind of toe cap which
I couldn't wear comfortably. So I was put to work in the storeroom since I
didn't have proper boots. It was a real break and I tried to make the most
of it. Since I was stilt a tradesman and getting trade pay as a carrier dr-
iver they couldn't use me at the Regiment so I wasn't put on a draft. That
changed. I was asked if I wanted to take a test as a motor mechanic and
when I totd them "no" they cancelled my trade pay, 25<f per day, and it was
only a short time after that I was on my way back to the unit at Piedmonte,
east of Rome. It was a nice area, we were in pup tents.
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      Rome had been freed and the invasion of Mormandy had taken place on
the "Western Front". The Regiment had been in two major battles, .Ortona and
the Hitter Line. Many casualties were suffered in both of those battles.
The Hitler Line took place over the Victoria Day holiday, end of May, 1944.

      We went into a rest period and then at the end of July we were on the
move again. This time we took off att our flashes, anything that identified
us as Canadians came down. Our first stop was Spoteto and we made camp
there. A small creek ran by this place and so we took advantage of the oc-
casion and did a bit of swimming or bathing. To our surprise the local wom-
en came along and got our clothes and washed them. We were confined to the
creek white our clothes were being washed. From this area we moved on to
Lake Trasimeno, a rather targe take. This was a Brigade stop, tots of sol-
diers in the area. We would shop for vegetables from the local farmers,
good corn on the cob, good tomatoes and eggptant. For entertainment there
was movies.

     The next stop was Castettina. Every country that was on our side was
here and flashes and other identification was put up. Then on August 5th we
were moved up to where the action was, at the Arno River and on the out-
skirts of Florence. Here we relieved an Australian Maori battalion but only
for a few  days. On August 8th we were relieved by an Indian Regiment, the
6th Bengal Lancers. Florence was being held by the German 4th Paratroop
Division. The Indian Regiment was apparently to be seen, identified, per-
haps have a few prisoners of war taken, then move out. The idea was to make
the enemy think there were more armies than there were.

     Then it was back to Siena for the Regiment where we stayed for the
night. It was near the Tiber River, the upper part. I was able to say that
I had swam in the Tiber, but I was not a good swimmer. Then our flashes,etc
alt came down again. No fraternizing with the natives, couldn't even self
cigarettes to them.

     On the night of August 23, a 1000 gun barrage from our side opened
fire and the attack on the Adriatic front was on. We had 1200 tanks in our
support. We crossed the Metauro River, almost dry this time of the year,
the Engineers had put up tape for us to follow. At first everything went
wett, no enemy contact, until the Seaforths apparently ran into trouble.
Our Regiment was ordered to take Monte San Giovanni. Capt Washburn and
Lieut McGregor organized six carriers from the mortar platoon. I was lead
carrier with Capt Washburn. We were to take an observation post held by the
Germans. I stayed with the carriers, the reminder went ahead on foot. It
wasn't long and I saw movement on my left, "A" Coy of our Regiment was com-
ing along. The carrier party returned with two POWs so we went back to our
original area. On the way back I drove lengthwise into a stit trench that
we didn't see and got stuck but good. I had to spend the night there with
the carrier by myself. German heavy artillery shells came across during the
night, I could hear the shrapnel rattling off the sides of my carrier. In
the morning a Churchill tank came along, putted me out and I went back to
my platoon.

     Our next objective was Monteciccardo but the bridges had att been
blown up in order to stow us down. The evening before the attack we tried
to drive through where the road had been blown. Our carrier got stuck, the
artillery said they had to get through on the road. The Engineers came a-
tong and fitted the road in, carrier and att. A couple of days later the
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 carrier was retrieved, a bit worse for the burial.
      On August 28 the Regiment was to take Monteciccardo. "Boom Chain" Boh-

 emier and I were the two supporting carriers. There was a church on the top
 of  a  hitt  overlooking our position. The tanks opened fire on the steeple
 and before long two Germans jumped out of the church and beat it.

      "A" Company, under Capt Roxburgh, attacked in the morning. They made
 good progress but two German tanks came along so "A" Coy had to give ground
 "C" and "D" Coys joined "A" Coy then. The church was wett fortified. To-
wards evening a third attempt was made to advance. "Boom Chain" and I were
 very busy evacuating wounded and as the advance dressing station fitted up,
the further we had to drive our carriers. One young soldier insisted  on
taking his rifle with him. We assured him he wouldn't be needing it for a-
wh i t e.

      I would put the Red Cross flag up when I was taking the wounded out,
then take the flag down on the return trip and haul in ammunition. I think
there were some ten kitted and around eighty wounded on that deal.

      Then an assault on the town in the evening found the town evacuated by
the enemy and we were now in control of it. Lieut  H.G.Field  asked  me  to
take water up to the troops, this was around midnight. We entered the town,
and since we couldn't drive with tights on it was very dark. Before long I
had driven into a place where the road had been blown out and we couldn't
move. We managed to let the troops know that we had water for them but they
were too tired to come and get it. Lieut Field and myself shared my bed
roll that night. It was the first steep I had for over thirty hours.

      In the morning the 5th Division relieved us, I think it was the Cape
Breton Highlanders. I remember one of the soldiers playing with a phospho-
rus bomb tike a yo-yo. The pin came out, he got badty burned. I doused him
with a pait of water and it helped relieve the pain a bit, stopped the
burning also. In the 1st Div we didn't use phosphorus bombs, they were too
dangerous.

     A carrier came along and in the daylight there was room for him to
drive  around  the  blown out road and our stuck carrier. He didn't get far
before he hit a mine. A tank came along before long and so once again we
managed to get our carrier putted out. We were stopped for a minute when a
soldier hatted us and let us know that they had found Capt Roxburgh kitted.
This place was also were CSM Ed Morris was taken prisoner. And on  the  way
out I remembered that I was to pick up a wireless set but we were too far
away now so I couldn't turn back.

     Our unit went into rest for a couple of days. On August 30, 1944, the
Regiment was on the move again. We were in reserve, the Pats and the Sea-
forths were in the lead. Our tanks were having a problem with mine fields,
wire and the natural terrain. We were stilt in reserve but were about to
swing to the left and make an assault on a high peak there. Our support
came from the 21st British Armoured Brigade. The infantry climbed on the
tanks and went into the attack. The Germans were afraid of being cut off,
Me were only four mites from the ocean,and in danger of being encircled, so
they putted out. During our move I was totd later that I had driven right
by some of the enemy. Some of our troops took five prisoners. One thing I
did notice was that the Germans used a tot of horses, a number of them were
along the roads kitted by shell fire.

     On one assault by our tanks and infantry we were able to watch some of
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 the American Typhoon aeroplanes  soften up a position with their rocket bombs
 and machine guns. I was glad they were on our side.

      A section of our carriers stopped at a small town for the night. The
 house we were in was occupied by the people who owned it. They were living
 in the cellar and I remember them sending up for milk. The mother had been
 kitted during this round of fighting. Duke Duquette and I took over a bed-
 room that was upstairs. It was the first bed we had seen for sometime and
 I'm sure we didn't take off our clothes. In the morning when we got up we
 saw two German dead tying in the street. I asked the Italians to bury them,
 one of them said to me in Italian he was very sick. I totd him he would be
 very dead if he didn't. The bodies were buried.

      The Regiment continued on to Cattotica, a beautiful town on the Adria-
 tic. There was tots of housing there and once the land mines had att been
 cleared away we were able to go swimming. It wasn't long though before we
 were on the move again, we were, however, in reserve.

      I was replaced at the front tines about this time, they believed I had
 been up there too long. So I went back to one of the Echelons. The first
 thing they did when I got there was put me on kitchen fatigue. This annoyed
 me some since I thought maybe I could have had at least one day's rest.
 However I got too familiar with some wine and so Danny Hicks, Sgt Cook, a
 WW I vet and a fine fettow, totd me he didn't mind me having a drink but he
 didn't want his cooks doing the same thing. So he sent me back to my tent
 and I had my rest.

      During my stay there we went one day to the seashore for a swim and a
 bit of relaxation. Our transportation was a 60 cwt. I was let off at a
 smalt town to do some shopping white the remainder went swimming. So I man-
 aged to buy a demi of wine, 32 litres, and some eggs. I had dinner there
 with an Italian family and the father of the house brought out a bottle of
 wine which he said was twenty five years old. The meat was good and so was
 the wine. He had a redheaded daughter, but she was "out of bounds".

      The truck stopped for me on the way back in the afternoon and picked
 me up with my groceries and the wine. On the way back to our base we had a
 bad accident. Another truck, loaded with petrol, hit our truck right behind
 the cab. Three of our guys were standing right behind the cab, they att
 died of their injuries. Myself, I was knocked unconscious. When I "came
 too" a doctor was there. He looked after the most serious cases first, the
 only ones who weren't injured where the drivers. They sent me along to a
 forward dressing station, much against my wishes. However, the next morning
 I was gtad I had gone since I was realty stiff and sore att over. I stayed
 there about a week, then rejoined the unit at Cattotica. They were now in a
 rest period. There was a dry canteen (no liquor), tots of movies.

      One bunch of live entertainers we watched were Canadian and were cat-
 ted the "Kit Bags". They were good. One of their crew. Art Cherhitt, was an
 ex-Edmontonian. We had a good visit when I saw him, he was a neighbor of
 mine at home. I managed to get a gallon of rum from John Low, also a form-
 er neighbor, and a thirty two litre of wine from somewhere. Art wasn't able
 to drink since he was in the early stages of jaundice. I had a German P-38
 pistol that Art tiked and he had a tot of kit that I liked so we exchanged
 goods.

       At the time we were getting a five day leave to Rome and I was one of
 the lucky ones. Sgt John Low DCM went on leave at the same time. We spent a
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 tot of time together on our leave and we had a room right next to Atex Pur-
 vis, another carrier driver. We weren't too far away from some of the ruins
 that  Rome  is  famous for so we were able to visit them. There was a place
 that sold wine just around the corner from us, and Canada  House, where  we
 could eat and dance was only a couple of blocks away. So we thought we were
 wett off. I managed to dispose of alt the extra kit that I had accumulated,
 at a price, so I enjoyed my leave.

      When we returned to the Regiment at Cattotica we had a new Commanding
 Officer, LCot Jim Stone.

      Around the middle of October we were on the move again. Replacements
were very scarce, I believe the Atgonquin Regiment was broken up and used
 as reinforcements. We got some of them, as wett as some recycles. Not much
was being said by the men about what were catted the "Zombies" at home. but
 I guess the thoughts were there.

      We were a few mites west of Rimini when we stopped for the night. The
 Regiment came under heavy mortar and artillery fire. In the morning tank
 support got across a creek there and two scouts led the tanks up to support
our unit. Mo Mather, a very good friend of mine, died when his vehicle went
over a mine. And "Boom Chain" Bohemier was awarded the Military Medat for
his work in evacuating the wounded. On October 20 the Princess Pats passed
through our position. In turn we crossed the Savio River to the left of the
Pats where the enemy was waiting.

     The Germans opened some dykes in the area and poured oil on the water
as well. It was a real mess with half of the Regiment on the other side of
the river. This was the area where Smokey Smith of the Seaforths won his
Victoria Cross. It was a terrible fight, there were no communications, no
river crossings. It was "close in" fighting. We had a saying "Just one more
river to cross".

     Unknown to us the British had secured a bridgehead and could cross the
Savio River with tanks as wett as transport. They were encircling the enemy
and  the  Germans  were  being forced to withdraw. Some of our guys who had
been prisoners of war were found and they were happy to be back with us.

     The next river was the Savanno, about 2500 yards ahead of us. It was
not defended on our front so we had a pause in the attack. On November 3,
1944, we went into reserve. The front was narrowing and so we were "squeez-
ed" out. We did some training, there was teaming to use some new weapons
and we also formed a flame thrower platoon.

     We were at rest in Riccione and there were showers available, clean
clothes, cook houses, movies to see. There was also a plan to send soldiers
who had been wounded twice and had three years continuous service, back to
the United Kingdom or Canada.

     Maj Gen Yokes left us to take over 4th Div in North West Europe. Maj
Gen Foster was the 1st Div Commander. We returned to the front at the end
of November.

     The German Army was realizing by now that their war in Italy was tost.
But they decided to make us pay for every foot of ground. It took us  about
a  month  to  cross  over the Lamone River. 1st Brigade got across but were
driven back. The Hasty Pees and the RCRs made an attack but were repulsed
with heavy tosses. Their Brigadier was not impressed and we heard that some
heads rotted.
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      After the disastrous attack across the Lamone by the 1st Brigade with
the  Hasty  Pees  taking  a  severe  pounding, the PDLGs or Plugs, Princess
Louise Dragoon Guards, were disbanded and used as 1st Div reinforcements,
most of them to the 1st Bde. The Plugs were a reconnaisance regiment and
were equipped with Bren Carriers and Staghounds, the tatter a tight armour-
ed car with big tires that were able to withstand machine gun or rifle fire,

      Because of heavy rains the Canadians did not renew their attack until
December 10 with both the 1st and 5th Div on the move. The enemy withdrew
behind the Navigtio Canal, a dry water course with very high dykes. There
were fierce battles of small groups that  made  fife  very  interesting. On
December 13th "C" and "D" Companys supported by Canadian Armour crossed the
Canat and regained ground previously tost by our 1st Bde. This time the
Hasty Pees brought forward a hot meat for the troops. Then with some splash
and glory the British Columbia Dragoons were piped along swinging their 17
pounder anti-tank guns. We also received word from up ahead that Pavety of
our Carrier Platoon had been kitted. It turned out that he was the last one
in our Platoon to be kitted in the war.

     Alt the previously tost ground was now regained. "C" and "D" Coys were
harassed att night long but held fast. Two Brigade continued facing stiff
resistance from the enemy and the Loyat Eddies took control of part of the
main road. On December 17 the Royal 22nd Regt took over from us and we went
behind the Lamone River. Then on December 19 we passed through the 5th Div
and cleaned up a few small pockets of resistance. "A" and "B" Coys were or-
dered to continue on with the attack but "B" Coy was down to such few men
available they did not have the strength to attack.

      I believe it was about this time that I took a hot meat up for the two
companies. CQMS  Renotds(T')  and  CQMS  Harry Zotmer went along with me. We
weren't too sure where we were going but did find one  rifle  company. They
were  fed  and their rum ration of 2 oz per man was issued. When we finally
located the other company they had been ordered to go in on attack again.
The Company Commander totd us there was no time for them to eat so we re-
turned to our base.

     On the evening of December 23 the tine was "tidied up" in the area of
Granorota. Cot Stone sent "Fuzzy" Fessenden and myself out to see if we
could locate some wine for the Xmas holiday. We decided on two casks that
we had spotted in a tocat farmyard. There was noone home when we stopped to
check on the wine so we had no problem getting it.

     The Regiment moved to a small town just north of Rimini where we spent
and enjoyed Christmas. Shortly after the holiday I happened to be back at
the 'wine' farm. The man and his wife had by now moved back. When I stopped
to talk with them they brought out some wine and during our conversation
they totd me that someone had taken two casks of wine white they were ab-
sent. I made no mention of where the wine had gone but fett embarrassed.

     About this time Harper Prowse was in the running as a soldiers' repre-
sentative for the overseas soldiers. We were also totd that the "Zombies"
were being ordered to go overseas. The reaction amongst the troops was that
if they weren't available in 1944, it was now too tate in 1945.

     The Italian offensive was down to where it was mostly "cleaning up"
and we were holding the tine around the Senio Canal just outside of Bagno-
vacatto, a small town just short of what was the main front tine. "B" Coy
was on the extreme right. There was a jog in the canal where "B" Coy was
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 holding and the dyke was the only barrier between us and the enemy."B"Com-
 pany's headquarters was a three story house that had been sandbagged. It
was  here  that  our carrier section operated machine guns again. Our other
two sections had Vickers machine guns, our carrier had two Brownings.

      On January 15, 1945, our Battalion attempted to barbwire the top of
the dyke but the Germans objected and we were forced to abandon the attempt
 I quote from our book "A City Goes To War", about January 15. "On the night
of the 15th an attempt was made to wire the foot of the flood bank,"B" Com-
pany providing two covering platoons and Support Company six wiring parties.
The covering force seized the outer slope of the flood bank without diffi-
culty, picking up two prisoners. The enemy showered the area with rifte
fire and grenades. They sprang up over the tip of the dyke and raced for a
small house which held the forward section of "B" Company. Two of the enemy
were shot down, the other two dived into cover of a blind watt and blew up
the structure and themselves with it. They died shouting slogans. They were
perhaps the first suicide squad encountered by the Loyal Eddies. Casualties
in this fracas were two kitted and sixteen wounded. At 2300 hours the at-
tempt to wire the flood bank was abandoned."

      During this time we were on duty at our positions upstairs in the
house. We received mail, I got cigarettes from the Mayerthorpe Legion which
I gave out to those who smoked. I didn't smoke and I also didn't trade or
sell Canadian cigarettes.

      Some of our wounded soldiers were coming back to HO and so I with the
carrier were sent along to help with the evacuation. The carrier was in a.
shed out of sight so I went and got it, loaded two stretcher cases and two
walking wounded on it. On the way out to the road to Bagnacavatto the Ger-
mans sent up a Very Light. It tit up the whole area. Then they fired ma-
chine gun tracer bullets over the carrier. Then some mortar bombs fell just
in front of us. Alt of a sudden I fett as if someone had hit me on the side
of my head with a baseball bat. I had been wounded. The first thing I did
was to spit out some loose teeth. Into "B" Company HQ I went where Major
Armstrong asked me if I had turned the carrier motor off. The stretchers
were unloaded and when I had cleared my mouth of fragments, I baited out.
The fettow who had been helping us to get on the road was wounded again but
the stretcher cases were OK. The night was pitch black. I went upstairs in
the house, gathered some of my personal belongings together and went back
down and waited for the rest of the wounded.

     Shortly "Boom Chain" Bohemier came along with his carrier.The stretch-
er cases were packed down the road a distance where it was thought to be
safe to toad them. Ely Yez and myself walked down amd climbed aboard.

     Our first stop was the Regimental Aid Post. Here the Doctor checked me
over and said he "didn't know why my jaw wasn't fractured!" My wound was
dressed as best they could, then into a Jeep driven by Eart Cutter, an or-
iginal 49er. We were driving along the road out when the next thing I knew
our vehicle rotted over into a ditch fitted with water. I went in head
first and tots of thoughts went through my mind, this was not my night!

     After a few minutes I got straightened out a bit and heard a commotion
in front of me. I reached down into the water, found someone there, grabbed
him by the shoulder and hauled him out. I hollered out for Eart, the driver
to locate him. The fellow I had hauled out said, "Bert, it's me, I'm Eart."
Very few knew me as "Bert", I was "J.B." to most everyone.
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     The water was very cold, there was a skim of ice on it. Garth Taytor,J
 ex-Catgary Highlander,and a few more fellows came and lifted the side of the|
 Jeep up. I turned Eart over to the helping hands and he was out. He hadI
 been pinned under the water by his feather jerkin and couldn't free himself,|
 It was back to the RAP, I was soaking wet and very cold. Eart got me a|
 change of clothes and my bandages now very wet were changed as wett. The MOI
 gave me a shot of rum, very much appreciated.|

     Almost two years later I was advised that I could wear the Oak LeafJ
 Cluster, Mention In Dispatches, for saving Earl's life white I was wounded.J

     I remember Garth Taytor coming back to where I was, he slipped me aj
thousand lira note to help me on my way. So on to an advanced field stationj
where a MO looked me over, decided I was not an emergency, so down the tine|
again. "Taffy" Trowbridge, Pioneer Platoon, came by on a stretcher cursingJ
a blue streak. "No goddam horse doctor is taking my feet off!" He had step-|
ped on a Schu mine, an anti-personnel mine made mostly of wood and not de-|
tected by a metat detector. I heard later on that he kept his feet.j

    For me it was into a 60 cwt truck on a cold night. I didn't have a|
greatcoat and almost froze by the time I reached the 101st British Hospitalj
at Rimini. There I was put into a "holding pen" to await my verdict. In thej
afternoon I was X-rayed and that evening I was in an operating room. They|
found that my jaw had been fractured. Alt the stubs of my teeth were re-J
moved, the good ones straightened out, then my jaws were wired shut.|

     In the morning I woke up in a hospital bed in a targe ward and I felt|
terrible. Alt atone and nobody cared! I had no pyjamas, no uniform that IJ
could see. My mouth was wired shut and with a mouthful of saliva I wasn't|
able to spit. Breakfast was oatmeal porridge, I wore more of it than I ate.J
A doctor came along and totd me I had infection in my jaw. An old "battle|
axe" of a matron made her appearance, a swagger stick under her arm. She|
used it to maintain the proper distance between beds.|

     I stayed in this hospital for three or four days and I was then backJ
on a stretcher and on the move again. I asked about my uniform, got no an-I
swer. They loaded me on a DC 3 aeroplane and I ended up at the 101st Main|
Hospital at Bartetto, just outside of Bari, Italy. It was fate when I gotj
there. Sometime after I arrived a very good looking nurse brought me some|
Ovattine, did it ever taste good. I never saw the nurse again, it must havej
been a mirage!|

     I had trouble talking because of the saliva buitd-up in my mouth but|
after a week I was OK. The hospital was for burns and face wounds. EveryI
nationality you could think of, except Americans, was there. There wereJ
Germans, Greeks, Italians, even a couple of partisans from Yugoslavia. Thej
Greek had been burned by a flame thrower. He was a mess and they were doingJ
skin grafting on him.|

     There was a tatt German soldier who I catted "Goebbets", he catted me|
"Hess". We att talked to each other in poor Italian. There was only one|
other Canadian there, a Sgt Smith from the Canadian Signals.|

     Soon I was up and walking around but there was nothing for me to do. ItI
was in the middle of April, there was no mail. My three weeks of having myJ
jaws wired shut came due and when it came time to "unwire" me everyoneI
gathered around to see if I could open my mouth and talk property. I didn't|
open it too far but at least now I could eat solid food.,|

     My bandages came off and I could see how badly my face was scarred.|
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 They had taken quite a tot of the flesh away from where the shrapnel had
 entered my cheek. I was totd that the impact of the shrapnel kitted the

I flesh around the hole and it had to be removed. Sgt Smith and I would get a
i pass to go down town, but there was very tittle to do there. Then we heard

 the Canadians were moving out of Italy to Europe and also heard they had
 crossed the Seine Canat.

       By now I had become a nuisance around the hospital so they let me help
 in the room where they made dental plates and att the gadgets that are need
 ed to do that kind of work. It was very interesting and the English Sergeant
 in charge was very patient with me. I had been issued an English uniform
 which I hated. However, I was leaving this place so the uniform didn't mat-
 ter much. I was put on a train and the destination was unknown but I event-
 ually arrived at a convalescent camp on the seashore just south of Naples.

       I had to chew gum att the time, this way it helped to loosen the
 splinters from my gums as they worked their way out. The new camp was a
 nice place, but again there was nothing to do. I hitchhiked to Avettino and
 visited with my Italian friends. Then it wasn't long before I was transfer-
 red to the Holding Unit at Avettino. I visited the family who lived across
 from the barracks who used to do my laundry. The garrison now brought Ital-
 ian women in to do the washing. I think they thought we might sell some of
 our washing.

      The Italian family downtown put on a fiesta for my birthday in early
 April. It was a seven course meat. I don't know where they got att the food
 but it was one of the best meats I had in five years.

       I wasn't in the Holding Unit long and my name was catted to go and
 work in the Post Office sorting mail. I finally got a tot of my own mail,
 the  others  working  there  did as well. It was refreshing to finally hear
 from home and also from Scotland.

      Once again my name was catted and this time I was on my way back to
 England. We were bussed to Naples where we boarded a ship. My home for the
 trip was above one of the propellers, but at least we were on our way. I
 don't remember the name of the ship and there was no convoy until we reached
 Gibraltar. The ships were flying their flags at half mast. President Roose-
 velt had died. And a separate peace with Italy occured on the same day.

      The ships picked up a convoy and we were on our way again. The night
 before we were due to arrive in Glasgow depth charges were going off aft
 night. I thought so close and yet so far! The Germans were using two man
 submarines. We finally got to Glasgow, disembarked, then boarded a train
 heading for the Atdershot Command.

      The train took a route on the East side of the UK and as we approached
 Dunbar, in Scotland, I coutd see down the street where my Uncte Frank and
 Aunt Cathy lived. Further down the street, at the end was Seafietd Farm.
 This was my Grandfather's farm when I came for a visit at the age of six.

      Finally we arrived in Atdershot, probably the worst place in England
 for a soldier. But I was allocated a bittet and settled in.

      In the next few days I had a medical and I came out with a P-2. This
 meant no more combat for me. There was another Loyal Eddie in the camp as
 wett, Bruce McPherson, a former "A" Company member, a tatt good looking
 soldier.

      I tried to get leave to go to Scotland but no tuck, I  had  only  five
 days leave in the last two years. We coutd get a weekend pass att the time,
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 but London or the surrounding area was as far as I coutd go. I spent quite
 a bit of time at Oxted. But it was very monotonous kitting time with noth-
 ing to do. On May 8th, 1945, the end of the war in Europe came about. We
 had a good drunk that day!

      Finally B.J.McPherson's and J.B.McDonatd's names were catted out and we
 were totd we would be going back to Canada. We got five days embarkation
 leave and I was off to Scotland. I went to Glasgow to see my girt friend
 Isa and stayed with her and her parents white I was on leave. One day we
 took the bus to Edinburgh and on to Abertady on the coast. We met my Uncte
 John and Aunt Jessie (my mother's sister). Then that afternoon Uncte Frank
 and my grandfather came over. We had a short visit, but so many questions
 were not answered with so tittle time. It was time to get back to Glasgow.

      The evening before we left, Isa's grandparents had a nice supper for
 us. There were two Australian soldiers who had been prisoners of war and
 also a navy fellow with us. We had a very enjoyable evening but it was soon
 time to say goodbye. I caught a train at Glasgow back to Atdershot.

      There we waited for our orders to leave. In due time we went to South-
 hampton and boarded the ship Louis Pasteur for home. The boat was really
 crowded. I slept in a hammock at night. They towered the "stop" buckets
 twice a day for us to eat. The trip took only five days and we were in Hal-
 ifax. It sure looked great to see Canadian soil again. It was now almost
 five years since I had left.

      We boarded a train at Halifax for home. It was quite a change from
 what we were used to. Everybody had berths with white sheets and pillows.
 We went to a dining room for our meats. Some things we got for the first
 time since we left home, tike ice cream. Before long we were in Calgary. They
 gave us a 30 day pass and a hundred dollars and we were on our way north.

      It was now the end of June when I got to Edmonton and got past the
 news reporters. The first thing I did was to go and see Frank, now working
 at Loveseths on Jasper Avenue. He didn't recognize me at first, we had sup-
 per together. I stayed in the city until Friday, then I took the train to
 Mayerthorpe. When I arrived there my Dad, Mother and sister Betty were
 waiting for me. There were quite a few people I didn't know there now. We
 had coffee at the Blue Room Cafe, then took off for home. I missed the July
 1st picnic by about a week, but there were other activites to take up my
 time.

      At the beginning of August I took the train to Edmonton and then on to
 Calgary since my leave was now finished. On the train I met Sheita Ade and
 Anne Evasiuk. Anne was on her way back east. Back at Calgary I stayed at
 Mewata Barracks on the Bow River.                                           ,

      I didn't get my discharge papers in time for the weekend, but on Aug-
 ust 14th, 1945, V J Day, I became a civilian again.

      My friend, Richard Duquette, was in Calgary so we "tied one on" again.
      In the morning the world was at peace and I was at peace with myself.
      So it was back to the farm!                                            ;

                                                                               ;
              A**^*^*^^**********************-********                                           |

                                                                               I

     Remember how the (torfcness    Kow Springtime Joltows Winter       |
       Is Jottouwd by the light.     And the rainbow cloaks the rain:      |

     9tow warm and sunny days In. the same way life's swi moments    |
      Come ajter each @ong nigfafc.         Soon fcurn to joy again.           I

                                                                               s
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 Bilsky, James - M10273, passed away May 23, 1994, at age 79, a resident of

    the Rocky Mountain House area.

Blomberg, Stanley - M 16363, passed away January 21, 1994, at age 90. For a
    number of years a resident of the Mewburn Vets Centre. Stan came from an
    area just north of Camrose, Alberta, was a member of "A" Company. Some
   wilt remember him as a worthy opponent of Harold McMaster in the squared
    circle when we were stationed at Morvat Baracks,Atdershot, England.

Cumniings, George  Mtdler  -  M 15601, passed away November 23, 1993, at the
   age of 75, a resident of Edmonton and the fast couple of years at the
   Mewburn Vets Centre. He was a member of "B" Company, served in Sicily
   and Italy having gone overseas with the Regiment in 1939.(See article
   elsewhere in this magazine issue)

Dahl, Andrew - M 16176, at age 94, a resident of the Mewburn Vets Centre.
   Andy went overseas with the Regiment in 1939, "A" Company. He enjoyed
   spending his time at the downtown Montgomery Legion, was also a frequent
   winner of our "oldest member" prize at our annual banquet.

Decoine, Antoine Joseph - M 16099, "Joe", Corporal, passed away March 27,
   1994, at age 73, a resident of Edmonton. Another "A" Company member, Joe
   went overseas with our Regiment in 1939. He served a term on our Assoc-
   iation at one time, was a regular attendee at many of our functions.

Dombroski, Ted - M 16614, passed away February 16, 1994, at age 75, a res-
   ident of Edmonton. Ted was a regular at att our functions.

Cobble, Adam - Bandsman, passed away January 10, 1994, at age 81,a resident
   of St Albert, Atta. Nursing Home. Adam was associated for 25 years with
   our Loyat Edmonton Regiment band following WW II, retired with the rank
   of Staff Sergeant.

Ousseaults Joseph A - M 15967, passed away November 23, 1993, a resident of
   St Albert, Atta. Joe went. overseas with the Regiment in 1939, served in
   Sicily and Italy as a member of the "I" Section. He remained in the Army
   for a short time after the war and was stationed in Yettowknife, then
   following his retirement he moved to St Albert.

Qavidson, David - M 16698, passed away December 1, 1993, at age 88,residing
   in the Penticton, BC, area. He spent some time in the Canadian Scottish.

Oryer, William E. - M 17191, passed away November 2, 1993, Grande Prairie
   at age 73. A member of our Regiment, also took part in the Korean War.

Evans, Frank - M104072, Sgt, passed away December 5, 1993, age 89, white a
   resident of Mewburn Vets Centre. No other information.
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Ferguson, Barry - M 30817, passed away March, 1994, a resident of the Ket-
   owna, BC, district. No other infonmation available. Barry was a longtime
   member of our Association and a frequent visitor to att our functions.

Fossen. Leonard - passed away September 23, 1994, a resident of Kittam, AB,
   at the age of 72. Believed to have been in "A" Company and also believed
   to have served in Sicily and Italy.

Goodine, Ralph - M 37240, Private, passed away December 4, 1994, at age 72,
   a resident of Plaster Rock, New Brunswick. No other information.

Garvie, Clayton H. - M 16524, passed away February 12, 1994, at age 86. He
   was also a member of the RCASC. A resident of the Ketowna, BC, area.

Hately, Sam  MID -M 16246, Sgt, passed away February 12, 1994, a resident
   of Madeira Park, BC, at age 81. Sam went overseas with our Regiment in
   1939, served in Sicily and Italy, Support Company, until June of 1944
   when he went back to England on course and from there went to the Cal-
   gary Highlanders. Many of the stories carried in our magazine over the
   past years have at some time or other carried one that mentioned some of
   the exploits that Sam was known for. He was a life member of the Edmon-
   ton Association.

Holloway, Frank - M 16013, passed away January 1, 1994, at age 85. Frank
   went overseas with our Regiment in 1939, and it is believed transferred
    to the R C Engineers. He was a life member of the Grande Prairie Legion.

Hradec, Frank - K 11096, passed away October 9, 1993, age 78, a resident of
    the Prince Albert, Sask, area. No other information available.

Hughson, James 0 - M 16439, passed away November, 1993, at age 74. He went
    overseas with our Regiment in 1939, later moved to the RCEME. He was a
    member of our BC Association and a resident of Parksvitte, BC.

Jones, Sidney B. - M 15599, passed away August 21, 1994, at age 80, a res-
    ident of Edmonton. Sid was an "A" Company member, went overseas with our
    Regiment in 1939, a long time member of our Association.

Lambert, Arthur - M 50187, Private, passed away at age 74, November 14,1993
    a resident of the Calgary area. No other information available.

 L'Hirondelle, Mitchell - M 17243, passed away December 4, 1993, at age 89,
    for many years a resident of the Mewburn Vets Centre. A former resident
    of the Edson, Atta, area.

Morgan, Robert R. - M 8198, passed away October 2, 1994, at age 70, a res-
    ident of the Grande Prairie, AB,district. Robert was a member of "B"
    Company, was wounded at Fortunate Ridge(Gothic Line).

 Murray, H.A. - L 13415, CSM, passed away September, 1993, resident of the
    Regina, Sask, area. A long time member of our Association.
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 MacKay, Jack - Lieut, passed away October 2, 1994, at the age of 75, a res-
    ident of Athabasca, Atta. Jack served with the Regiment in Ortona and as
    noted elsewhere in this magazine the possessor of an at^erctoth from the
    San Tomaso Church in Ortona. As wett he was a poetry writer and it is
    believed a nephew of Gen Griesbach.

 MacQuarrie, Rev Ernest - Army Chaplain during WW II in the Cart ton Yorks
    and served also in the Korean War. Padre to our B C Association for a
    time. Passed away July, 1994, a resident of Victoria.

 McKeage, Vern E. - Passed away August 5, 1994, a resident of Victoria, BC.
    and a member of our B C Association. No other information.

 McMahon, "Bernie" - passed away February 12, 1992, a resident of the Park-
    svitte, B C, area and a member of our B C Association.

 Olson, Raymond L - M 12226, passed away October 25, 1993, a resident of the
    Calgary area and listed as a former member of our Regiment.

 Paysh, Michael - M 15615, passed away December8, 1993, at age 93, a resid-
    ent of the Mewburn Vets Centre and formerly of the Lamont, AB, area. He
    went overseas with our Regiment in 1939, served also with the Forestry
    Corps and the Ordnance Corp.

 Paulsen, Ernest C - passed ^a^October 6, 1993, at age 77, and a resident
    of Victoria, BC. A member oW?n^B^'^l<ociation.

 Plamondon, Albert - M609444, Private, passed away October 30, 1993, at age
    78, a resident of the Lac La Biche, Atta, area. No other information.

 Rosser, lorwerth - passed away December 9, 1993, at age 73, a resident of
    the Ashmont, Atta, area, brother to Jack of the B C Association.

 Russell, Albert J  - M 16780, Private, passed away February 9, 1994, at age
    75, a resident of the Victoria, B C area. No other information.

 Russell, Gerald J -  M 15685, Sgt, passed away May 15, 1994, at age 76, a
    resident of the Salmon Arm, B C, area. Listed in our records as Jack L,
    went overseas with our Regiment in 1939, a member of Support Company.

 Schmitz, Norman - M104466, passed away July 15, 1994, at age 77. A resident
    of the Hanna, Atta, area. No other information,

 Seagrave, Irving - M 45504, Private, passed away December 19, 1993, at age
    74, and a resident of the Ponoka, Atta, area. No other information.

 Stocki, Jacob - M 17108, Private, passed away March 30, 1994, at age 89, a
    resident of Vancouver and a member of our B C Association.

 Styles, Kenneth D - L106059, Private, passed away December 9, 1993, at age
    70, in the Regina, Sask, area.
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Statham, John W Jr - Major, passed away April 12, 1994, at age 51, a resid-
   ent of the Fort Saskatchewan, Atta, area. A Major in our Militia battal-
   ion, he served in the mid-1970s.

Thompson, Alfred T  - M 16279, Private, passed away October 14, 1993, at
   age 82, a resident of the Surrey, B C, area. Known as "Atfie", he went
   overseas with our Regiment in 1939 as a member of the Regimental Band.
   Was known to many as 'Benny Goodman'.

Threadwell, Barney - P27225, Private, passed away in August,1994,formerly a
   member of the Militia Unit, #2 Loyal Eddies, a resident of Calgary.

             Thanks to those members who have been able to attend
             the various services for our departed comrades and in

                   many cases to participate in the service.

                            ++++++++++++

These ladies have passed away during the past year, wives of present/former
members:

   Mrs S 0 Bigetow, February, 1994, wife of S 0 Bigetow, deceased
    Iris Lotoski, April 20, 1994, wife of Steve Lotoski, Alberta Beach
   Irene Watford, November 12, 1993, wife of Cart Watford, Edmonton
   Marie Baydata, July 3, 1994, wife of Marshal Baydata, Edmonton

Mail for Mrs Kate Wittson, MrstfBlQW
                      marked "deceased'

has been returned to us and
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Service Medals - for WW I or WW II, write: Honors and Awards Section,
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      Korean War, Peace time medals: National Defence HO,
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i                                 Wandering Boy                    @@@@@@~~
I                               GEORGE  CUMMINGS

                         "George Was A Downtown Fixture"

       Hundreds of people knew him only as George.
       He was a familiar downtown face to police, prostitutes, taw court work-

 ers, inner-city residents and downtown office workers. Judges, cabbies, bus
 drivers and firefighters also knew him.

       For 32 years, George Cummings sat with his dogs outside his home on 96
 St and 102A Avenue and watched the world go by and talked with passers-by.

       "He always had a nice smite for everybody. He was tike a fixture. He
 was part of the downtown world", said his son. "He always had a sparkle in
 his eye for kids and dogs.

       I couldn't get him out of the downtown. That was his world - the hook-
 ers  and  police  and cab drivers and office people who used to park beside
 his house."

      Born in Edmonton in 1918, George was the only boy among five sisters.
 He left school about Grade 8, played hockey, and served as a forest ranger
 at Jasper Park.

       In 1939, he joined The Edmonton Regiment and served as a rifleman for
 six years in World War II. As an infantryman, he slogged his way through the
 mud , snow, cold, and heat of battle in Sicily and Italy and helped free Hol-
 land from Nazi occupation.

      He was seriously wounded in the chest, arms and tegs and drew a life-
 long veterans' disability pension.

      When he was overseas, George married an English war bride and brought
 her home to Canada.

      George was discharged from the army in Edmonton in August, 1945. He
 worked as a carpenter and bricklayer for several years until he felt three-
 floors from a scaffold at a local hospital and broke his back.

      He later worked as a caretaker of an apartment block beside his inner-
 city home. He installed fireplaces in houses, and did odd jobs.

      George and his wife had two sons. But she left and returned to England
 in the 1950s and took one boy with her. George raised the other son by him-
 self. He hired housekeepers for short periods to took after him and depended
 upon his sisters for child-rearing advice and stints as a baby sitter.

      Friends were always standing around outside his house visiting. He gave
 inner-city residents drinks of water, cigarettes, and maybe the odd dollar
 for a beer if they asked. He tent them his shovel so they coutd clean side-
 walks to earn money. He let people use his bathroom and also to come in and
 get warm in the winter. He had friends in for coffee.

      As he grew old he became crippled with arthritis, friends and inner-
 city residents shovelled his walk for him and exercised his two dogs.

      After a bad fall George became a resident of the Mewburn Vets Centre
 in May of 1990 where he passed away in November of 1993.

      -Reprinted from the Edmonton Journal, Dec 5,1993, Bob Gitmour,writer
                                  ******

      It is believed George was a member of B Company. Oftentimes we have
      wondered how we coutd miss not having a veteran such as this in our
      Association. Then we have always had someone visiting our members in
      Mewburn, the staff have always let us know if there was a Loyal Eddy
      as a patient there. We don't know how come we missed him.  Editor



NAMES and ADDRESSES

Bob Adair
Lee Ahtstrom
E T Allan
G F 'Bud' Allan
'Amby' Ambrose
Gordon Anderson
Jim Anderson  18
Mike Antonio
Gordon Armstrong
James Ashmore
Chris Atkin  Capt
Georgina Atkin
Sam Atkinson

        EdmontonAssociation
  20 Ranchridge Way NW Calgary AB
  7 Courtenay DrSherwood Park AB
  1231 Hyndman rdEdmonton AB
  Box 513Kittam AB
  Box 1Lake Isle AB
  11 East Gten AveSE Medicine Hat AB

Southdown Ave, Lower Wittingdon,Eastbourne,Sussex
  Box 364Hythe AB
  11139 54A AveEdmonton
  Box 23Blue Ridge AB
  13125 27 StEdmonton
  13125 27 StEdmonton
  Box 101Goodfare AB

Sherwood Park  i
Edmonton  AB
Kittam  AB
Lake Isle  AB
Medicine Hat AB

Frederick S Bath
Marshall Baydata
Malcolm Beaton
Mites Beaton
Ed Beaudry
Danny Beauregard
Tom Benson
W Bewick   LCot
Jack Birmingham
David Bittman
Howard Bone
Jim Botsford    Me
R Bower
Ed Boyd
Dave Boyer
Fred Brien
Bill Brinton
G G Brown
Met Brown
Daniel J Burke
James Burndred
At ex Burrows  ^251
Shiertaw Burry
Rowland Butterwick
John Bowen

   Heritage Manor1613 5A Ave Wainwright AB
   12771 118 StEdmonton
   4612 GreenviewDr NE Calgary
   12311 105 StEdmonton
   Box 2, Site 201, RR #2 Tofietd AB
   12082 58 StEdmonton
   Box 1501Edmonton
   8623 152 AveEdmonton
   4312 105 aveEdmonton
   12015 133 AveEdmonton
   12908 78 stEdmonton

Mewburn Vets Home11440 University Ave Edmonton
      #4  11327  95 St
      5904 Fulton Rd
      5003  1 St  N W
      54 Put ton Ave
      5525  46 St
      844 Oakside Circle
      5024  54 St
      206 Young St
      6211  18 St  SE

^2512 641 Bathgate Dr
      Box 279

no address

    Edmonton
    Edmonton
    Calgary
    Ottawa ON
    Barrhead  AB

SW  Calgary
    Yettowknife NWT
    Ottawa  ON
    Calgary
    Ottawa ON
    Fattis  AB
    Brownfietd AB
    Edmonton

Angus Campbett
Rod Campbett
Rotty Castagner 12
R V Chapjnan H/Cot
Joe Chenger
Stan Chettteborough
E J 'Jack' Childs
Art Cot beck
R C Coteman #1002
Paul H Cote H403

4512  109 Ave          Edmonton
8736  89 Ave           Edmonton
Cliff Cresc, Maple Ridge Park, Edmonton
14008  90 Ave
2028  19 St  S

 12014  105 St
2539 Shakespeare St
no address
3468 Drummond St
11230 St Albert Tr

Edmonton
Lethbridge
Edmonton
Victoria
Calgary
Montreal Pi

AB

Edmonton
PQ

 T3G 1Z9
 T8A 5K7
 T5A 4N7
 TOB 2LO
 TOE 1HO
 TIB 2Z4

BN20 9PS
 TOH 2CO
 T6H OW3
 TOE OBO
 T5A 3Y9
 T5A 3Y9
 TOH 1TO

 T9W 1R8
 T5E 5K9
 T2E 5R6
 T5G 2P2
 TOB 4JO
 T5W 3X3
 T5J 2N7
 T5E 5V7
 T6A OZ9
 T5E 1E8
 T5C 1G5
 T6G 1Z1
 T5G 1L2
 T6A 3T2
 T2K 0X7
 K1S 4Y6
 T7N 1K6
 T2V 4P7
 X1A 1W5
 K1Y 3R1
 T2C OM4
 K1K 3Y3
 TOE OVO
 TOC ORO

T6A 1R5
T6C 1N7
T6P 1B6
T5R 4T6
T1K 2C4
T5G 2N5
V8R 4G6

H3G 1Y4
T5M 3P2
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Bitt Craig
Bill Craik
Ralph Craven

Bitt Dewitz
Ron Dmetruk
John Drake
R C Driscott
Jimmy Duncan
R R Duquette

              Edmonton Association
      12103  107 St          Edmonton
      115 Wellington Cresc   Spruce Grove  AB

 #4   101 Grove Dr           Spruce Grove  AB
Mewburn Vets Home  11440 University Ave  Edmonton

      1917  9 Ave N          Lethbridge  AB
      4116  126 St           Edmonton

      Box 4795
      10971  92 St
      7914  77 Ave

130 Bettemoor Rd,Shirtey
      Box 114

#16   10160  119 St

Frank Eakin  #1601
E Gordon Edey
Art Edge
lan G Edwards

30 Humbert ine Dr
19366  121B Ave
9319  70 Ave
104 Village Downs

    Barrhead  AB
    Edmonton
    Edmonton

Southampton, Hants, England
    Ctairmont  AB
    Edmonton

    Rexdate  ON
    Pitt Meadows  BC
    Edmonton
    Sherwood Park  AB

Ivan Fetdberg       Box 536                Evansburg  AB
H G 'Gig' Field     14018  100 Ave         Edmonton
Reg Flowers   Mewburn Vets Home  11440 University Ave  Edmonton
Jim Foote   #403    11020  53 Ave          Edmonton

Ken Frotand
Sid Fry
Henry J Funk

Fred Gate
Fred Gaschnitz
Cliff Gates
Dave W Gautter
Cart Geeraert
A H 'Buck' Getschet
Leonard Gilt
Henry Giesbrecht
Jack Goruk
M A Goutd
Don Gower
Albert Grandbois
N B Greene  Major
Pat Grier
John W Guay

Warren Haney
Geoff Harris
C V Harrop   #706
Michael Hawrytuk
George Henderson
Bob Hidson
Tom Hidson
Jim Hodson Sgt  #5

2675  Nottingham Ave
2840 Lardeau Place
9738  71 Ave

634  25 Ave  NW
12832  127 St
12210  123 St
R R #1
1020 Nicota St

 #705  8610 Jasper Ave
Box 302
3212 Carol Drive NW
5040  41E Ave
Box 69
143 Oeming Rd
Box 694
13 Beaverbrook Cresc
9241  52 St
Box 23

Box 2210
266 Stanley Dr
15424  84 Ave
2811  31 St  SW
225 Sun Canyon Cresc  S
6424  84 St
885 Renfrew St
25 Rocque Rd

Los Angeles
Vernon  BC
Edmonton

Calgary
Edmonton
Edmonton
Thorsby
Kami oops

CA USA

  Thorsby  AB
  Kami oops  BC

s  Edmonton
  Spirit River  AB
  Calgary
  Taber  AB
  Consort  AB
  Edmonton
  Westtock  AB
  St Albert  AB
  Edmonton
  Perryvate  AB

  Dawson Creek  BC
  Waterloo  ON
  Edmonton
  Calgary

 SE   Calgary
  Edmonton
  Winnipeg  MB
  Ft Saskatchewan  AB

T5G 2S8
T7X 1K6
T7K 3H7
T6G 1Z1
T1H Ul
T6J 2A4

T7N 1A6
T5H 1W2
T6C OK9
S01 2QY
TOH OWO
T5K 1Y9

M9W 6K8
V3Y 1J4
T6E OT8
T8A 4L6

TOE OTO
T5N OJ3
T6G 1Z1
T6H OS4

  90027
V^T 7V7
T6E OW6

T2M 2A9
T5L 1A7
T5L OH6
TOC 2PO
V2C 2S1
T5H 3S5
TOH 3GO
T2L OK6
TOK 2GO
TOC 1BO
T6R 1M3
TOG 2LO
T8N 2L3
T6B 1G3
TOG 1TO

V1G 4K9
N2L Ul
T5R 3L4
T3E 2N9
T2X 2V7
T6E 2W9
R3N 1K5
T8L 2N3



Edmonton Association
Edmund Howard
Henry A Howard
Pat Ireland
Sid James
Bob Jardine
G R Jones
Stan Jones

Steve Kmiech

Gerald Lacombe
Len Lamoureux
Vie Lawrence
F J Leach
Ron LeBas
Sam Lenko
Ray Lewis   #206
Jack Lidgett  #101
Steve Lotoski
Witt iam Lukaniuk
Met Lund    #25

Jack Mackie
D J Marquardt  MCpt
C G Marshall
At ex Matheson
Don Matheson
R Matheson  Hon LCot
Don Matsen
J C Matthews  Maj
Allan Michael
George Milter
R A Monaghan
Bitt Moody
Ed Moore
Ed Morris
Owen Moses
Lem Mundorf

13847  25 St
101 Centennial Court
Box 1199
Box 100
53334 Rge Rd 213
13 Garland Cresc
10603  128 Ave

7012  92A Ave

Box 7007
Gen Del
Box 84
4425  5 Ave E
6915  92B Ave
Box 294
3560 Highway Dr
Grace Garden Copurt,
Box 125
Box 13
8930  99 Ave

  Edmonton
  Edmonton
  High Prairie  AB
  Kittam  AB
  Ardrossan  AB
  Sherwood Park  AB
  Edmonton

  Edmonton

  Bonnyvitte  AB
  McLennan  AB
  Spirit River  AB
  Edson  AB
  Edmonton
  Sangudo AB
  Trail  BC

6303 104 Av  Edmonton
  Alberta Beach  AB
  Tomahawk  AB
  Ft Saskatchewan  AB

17936  57 Ave
561 Keniston Btvd
536 Woodbridge Way
Box 305  Sunset Manor
10324 Vitta Ave

  #54  303 Twin Brooks
4931 34A Ave
43 Sterling Rd
8813 99 Ave
10435  104 Ave
218  3rd St
11227  126 St
Box 932
9519  140 Ave
Box 247
12719  93 St

At ex MacDonatd
Jack MacKay
John A MacLean
Dave McAra
Art McCormack
Angus McCrimmon
J B McDonatd
Vern McGee
Douglas McGowan
Mark McKain
Hugh McKay
A McLaren
Ed McLean

#504  1315 Cardero St
    Box 3537

#116  9711  101 St
    11215  53 St
    no address
    R R #1
    Box 179
    7924  98 Ave
    515 Twin Brooks Bay
    8727  77 Ave
    11603  122 St
    7304  76 St
    14 Rosewood Pt

Edmonton
Winnipeg  MB
Sherwood Park  AB
Hinton  AB
Edmonton
Dr   Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Ft Saskatchewan  AB
Grande Prairie  AB
Morden  MB
Edmonton
Dawson Creek  BC
Edmonton
Fort MacLeod   AB
Edmonton

Vancouver
Athabasca  AB
Ft Saskatchewan  AB
Edmonton
Edmonton
Priddis  AB
Mayerthorpe  AB
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Sherwood Park  AB

T5Y 1B1
T5P 4H5
TOG 1EO
TOB 2LO
TOB OEO
T8A 2P3
T5E OJ2

T6B 5T8

T9N 2H4
TOH 2LO
TOH 3GO
T7E 1B7
T6B OW1
TOE 2AO
V1R 2V1
T6A 0X9
TOE OAO
TOE 2HO
T8L 3L1

T6M 1X4
R3N 1V9
T8A 4G9
T7V 1X2
T5N 3T9
T6J 6V3
T6L 3B7
T5X 4C2
T8L 2Y4
T8V 1G1
R6M 1P2
T5M OR3
V1G 4H9
T5E 5Z9
TOL OZO
T5E 3S9

V6G 2J2
TOG OBO
T8L 1V3
T5W 3K8

TOL 1WO
TOE 1NO
T6A OB4
T6J 6W6
T6C OL6
T5M OB6
T6C 2J6
T8A 2H3



F Sam McLeod
Met McPhee
Watty McVee  #706
Gord McVee

Lome Napier
James Negrey
Atvin Nelson
Alan Nichotts

Barney 01 son

Bitt Parry
Otto Peters
Jesse Pittman
Bitt Pothitt
W Preuss
Bob Prowd     #7
Bitt Purves

Art Quinn     #33

F B Read   CWO
H 'Buster' Reay
Fred K Reesor #1109
Art Robinson
B Robitaitte
Ken Rootes  #702
W H Ross
L Ryan

Max Savitte
Matt Sawchyn
G C Schitter
Ronald Scott
W G 'Bill' Shaw
George Smart
J G Smith
W D "Bitt' Smith
Wittiam H Smith
E R Springsteet
Tony Stark
Frank Stefaniak
Doug Stewart
Ken Stewart
L E Stewart  #402
At an Storrier  #503
Joe Sutler     Mewbi
Chart ie Swan

        Edmonton Association
Box 783                Grenfett  SK
8703  52 St            Edmonton
11230 St Albert Tr     Edmonton
11916  51 St           Edmonton

Box 223
511 Wilderness Dr
Box 3394
9027  138 St

11223  56 St

9615  159 St
4480 Urquart Cresc
53 Oatway Dr
5503  109 St
16309  112A St
9508  100 Ave
Box 23

10 Grange Dr

Site 3, RR #2, Box 11
R R #2
2400 Virginia Dr
239 Grandin Village
5611  124A Ave
10160  115 St
9603  142 St
361 Isack Dr

    High Prairie  AB
S E Calgary

    Spruce Grove  AB
    Edmonton

     Box 164
     Box 634
     1144 Mountdate
     Box 117
     8723  93 Ave
     1012  16 ave
     Box 454

h    Box 332
     Box 246
     Box 13, Site 3,
     Box 664
     R R #1
     7815  148 Ave
     12115  129 St

02   10950  82 Ave
#503 8920  100 St
Mewburn Vets Home, 1

     5312  39 St

Edmonton

Edmonton
Prince George  BC
Stony Plain  AB
Edmonton
Edmonton
Grande Prairie  AB
Hythe  AB

St Albert  AB

Spruce Grove  AB
Red Deer  AB
Ottawa  ON
St Albert  AB
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Windsor  ON

G F Tackaberry #704  10015  119 St
William G Taytor    64 Rifle Range

        Erickson  BC
        High Prairie  AB

Ave     Thunder Bay  ON
        Ashmont  AB
        Edmonton
        Cold Lake  AB
        Athabasca  AB
        Alberta Beach  AB
        Houston  BC

 RR #1  Thorsby  AB
        Enderby  BC
        Evansburg  AB
        Edmonton
        Edmonton
        Edmonton
        Edmonton

1440 University Ave Edmonton
         Innisfait  AB

        Edmonton
        Hamilton  ON

SOG 2BO
T6B 1E8
T5M 3P2
T5W 3G4

TOG 1EO
T2J 2W6
T7X 3A7
T5R OE5

T5W 3S3

T5P 2Z1
V2M 5H4
TOE 2GO
T6H 3A7
T5X 2B5
T8V OT1
TOH 2CO

T8N 5Z2

T7X 2T5
T4N 5E2
K1H 8L3
T8N 2J3
T5W 5E9
T5K 1T6
T5N 2M8
N8S 3V9

VOB 1KO
TOG 1EO
P7E 3A1
TOA OCO
T6C 1T7
TOA OV4
TOG OBO
TOE OAO
VOJ 1ZO
TOC 2PO
VOE 1VO
TOE OTO
T5C 2T8
T5L 1H3
T6G 2R9
T6E 4Y8
T6G 1Z1
TOM 1AO

T5K 1Y7
 L8S 3B4



Edmonton Association

Bill Teteske
Marcel Tettamente
Louie Thadei
P J Thiesson

9749  71 Ave
11820  61 St
Box 3058
moved

      Edmonton
      Edmonton

Ketchikan, Alaska, USA

Donald Thomson #1104 9649 -94 Ave
W J Thomson
D Thortakson MCpt
P J Tobolsk!
L Tosczak
Joe Turions
L J Tywoniuk  #102

Don Wade
Keith Wakefietd
Ftoyd Watdren
Detbert G Watdriff
Cart Watford
Barney Weir
Vince Westacott
R N Weizenbach Capt
C F White
Ernie White
Maurice White
B Whitmore   #108
Bob Witson
Judge J S Woods
Geoff Wright   #39

Ely Yez

Joseph Zak

 Box 413
 149 Cornett!Court
 Box 38
 Site 51  1133 Findtay
 Box 352
 9203  144 Ave

 2012 Bonnevitte Court
 14424 86 Ave
 9635  72 Ave
 450 Lakeshore Dr A#6

   moved
 R R #1
 12127  53 St

;  26 53310 Range Rd 221
 Box 144  .
 12128  94A St
 5208  109 Ave
 3811  54 Ave
 8750  78 Ave
 164 MacEwen Ridge Vitt
 34 Mission Ave

 Box 339

 Box 414

 Grande Prairie  AB
 Hythe  AB
 Edmonton
 Banff  AB

Rd  Ketowna  BC
 High Prairie  AB
 Edmonton

 Sherwood Park  AB
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 North Bay  ON

 Two Hi Its  AB
 Edmonton
  Ardrossan AB

 Spirit River  AB
 Grande Prairie  AB
 Edmonton
 Red Deer  AB
 Edmonton

as NW   Calgary
 St Albert  AB

Alberta Beach AB

Coteman AB

                               Associate Members
lan Burrows  #2512 641 Bathgate Dr         Ottawa  ON
Dan Henry           Box 1612               Vermilion  AB
Peter Murray        Box 1570               Vermilion  AB
Mitchett Turions  #206 435 Beaver Dam Rd  N E  Calgary

Margarette Atkinson
Betty Betford
D Bigetow    223
Doreen Btakety
Peggy Botinski
Esther Bowen  #712
Mary Dack
Hazet Davies
Cecitte Dupuis
Florence Game
Violet E Kirby #720
Marg Maxwell #406

S E

  Box 306
9812  91 Ave
860 Midridge Dr  S E
11719  125 St
9720  80 Ave
Crescent Place,  1391
Box 132
2912 University Place
9342 154 St
6907  94 Ave
11020  53 Ave
3285 Pembina Highway

Lady Members
            Gibbons  AB
            Grande Prairie

 Dr  S E   Calgary
t          Edmonton

            Edmonton
ce,  13910 Stony Plain Rd

            Enderby  BC
ity Place  N W   Calgary

            Edmonton
            Edmonton

3          Edmonton
 Highway   Winnipeg  MB

T6E OW5
T5W 4A7 ;
99901

T8V 6H3
TOH 2CO
T5C 3C3
TOL OCO
V1X 5A9
TOG 1EO
T5E 2H7

T8A OY6
T5R 4B3
T6E OY7
P1A 2E1

TOB 4KO
T5W 3L8
TOB OEO
TOH 3GO
T8V 5C3
T6A 1S1
T4N 4L8
T6C ON6
T3K 4G3
T8N 1H8

TOE OAO j

TOK OMO I

K1K 3Y3
TOB 4MO
TOB 4MO
T2K 6J9

          TOA 1TO i
AB       T8V OG2 |

          T2X IKlj
          T5M ON?!
          T6E 1S7J

Edmonton T5N 3R?l

          VOE iva|
          T2N Ai-BJ
          T5R 1T?|

          T6B
          Jw os'^
          R3V HiS



Edmonton Association

Joan Moisey
Isabel Morgan
Betty Myers   #301
Margaret Papirnick
Doris Pettey
Ethel Poutton
Edna Squarok  #515
Betty Rhodes
Queenie Ross

        Lady Members
31 Spencer St
Box 54
12406  112 Ave
#901  11503  100 Ave
3212 Lancaster Way  S
12009  38 St
13805  75 St
12224  80 St

Queenie Ross3740 Kerrydate Rd SW
Jessie St Pierre #207 2604 139 Ave
Pat Swanson2318 2 Ave N W
Jane Todd10743 107 St
Dot Turner8735 77 Ave
Annie Walker9913 109 St
Loreen Whet anBox 133
Edna Wismer #271779 Parkview Manor

cont'd
Red Deer ABT4N OB3
Rochester ABTOG 1ZO
EdmontonT5M 2S9
EdmontonT5K 2K7

 CalgaryT3E 5W4
EdmontonT5W 2H7
EdmontonT5C 3H8
EdmontonT5B 2P3
CalgaryT3E 4T2
EdmontonT5Y 1A1
CalgaryT2N OH2
EdmontonT5H 2Y9
EdmontonT6C OL6
Ft Saskatchewan AB T8L 2K3
Rycroft ABTOH 3AO
Lacombe ABTOC ISO

 #313
#17

B C ASSOCIATION
 Lady Members

Rd
'313 1575 Begbie St
7   3968 Cedar Hilt Rd

     3838 Epsom Dr
     1920 St Ann Street
     R R #4  Site 97  Comp
     2239 Amherst Ave
     Box 132

.on  #102   3160 Irma St
'201 1840 Argyll Ave

 B  2800 Attwood
e   1563 Stevens St

     R R #1  Site 1  C 6
     Box 714
     Box 1306
    Douglas Manor  657 Ni
     15823 Essex Place

@O   3051 Shetbourne St
    685  Niagara St
    11803 Harper Dr

    459 Balsam St
    1869 Daht Cresc
    Box 226

08  341 Sunset Btvd
     10636 120 St

7   13725 72A Ave
#225  1111 Gtenmore Tr  S'

    3158 Wessex Close
    1711 Tudor Apts  955 I
    Box 935

Alice Barbour #3131575 Begbie St
Mary Beaton #173968 Cedar Hilt Rd
R Beaudry3838 Epsom Dr
Garry Browne1920 St Ann Street
I S CtarkR R #4 Site 97 Comp
Elsie Craig2239 Amherst Ave
Mary DackBox 132
Phyttis Darlington#102 3160 Irma St
Bessie Gibson #2011840 Argyll Ave
A L Gracie #41 B2800 Attwood
Katherine Guthrie1563 Stevens St
Merle HatetyR R #1 Site 1 C 6
Danica HayterBox 714
E Irene JacksonBox 1306
Mary JeffersonDouglas Manor 657 Nia
Etten Jones15823 Essex Place
Mary Jones #4303051 Shetbourne St
Joan Key #310685 Niagara St
M Littey11803 Harper Dr
Mickey Macdonatd4'59 Balsam St
Jessie Middteton1869 Daht Cresc
Iris MorozBox 226
Peggy McEwen #308341 Sunset Btvd
Tina Oakey #22310636 120 St
Vera Paupst #12713725 72A Ave
Eteanore Purvis #225 1111 Gtenmore Tr S'a
Phytt Rempte3158 Wessex Close
Dorothy Rowtatt1711 Tudor Apts 955 V
Gwen RussettBox 935
Marjorie Sheldrake#129 1680 Poplar Ave
Nettie Stocki8120 Osier St

     Victoria
     Victoria
     Victoria
     Victoria

imp 13  Summertand BC
     Sidney  BC
     Enderby BC

.    Victoria
     Nanaimo  BC
     Ctearbrook  BC
     White Rock  BC

i    Madeira Park  BC
     Two Hilts AB
     Chemainus  BC

Niagara St  Victoria
     White Rock  BC
     Victoria
     Victoria
     Vernon  BC
     Quat icum Beach  BC
  Abbotsford
   Sheho  SK
   Perth  ON
   Edmonton
   Surrey  BC

iW   Calgary
  Victoria

Marine Dr W
  Chase  BC

'  Victoria
  Vancouver

BC

sw

Vancouver

V8R 1L2
V8N 3B8
V8T 3S5
V8R 5W1
VOH 1ZO
V8L 2G5
VOE 1VO
V9A 1S8
V9S 3K7
V2T 3R9
V4B 4Y4
VON 2HO
TOB 4KO
VOR 1KO
V8V Ul
V4A 5L2
V8R 6T2
V8V 4X7
V1B 1B9
V9K 1H9
V2S 4B3
SOA 3TO
K7H 3H8
T5H 4L5
V3W OS4
T2V 4C9
V8P 5N2
V7T 1A9
VOE 1MO
V8P 4K6
V6P 4E2



NAMES and ADDRESSES

       B C Association

T N Adamson
Steve Andrynuk  #7

R W Bailey
Hon H P Bett-Irving
Cliff Bitou
Arthur S Bird
C E'Ernie' Black #12
Jack Boddington
Ed Bradish    #101
W A 'Doug' Burns
Harvey Butterworth

R S Cameron
Paul Charles
E J 'Jack' Chitds

Jack Detorme
Fred Detyea
Eart C Dick   #7
John A Dougan
DC 'Del' Dreger
Witt iam Dunbar
Leslie Duncan  #104

T E Fontaine
Sid Fry
Norm A Furnett
G Geddes
D I Grahame   #175
A A Greene

427 Hansen St
34 Johnson St

4936 Chancellor Btvd
  #42   2236 Fotkstone

8468  13 Ave
3937 Lauder Rd
3603  27 Ave
R R #1
3377 Capitano Rd
2322 Hottyhitt Pt
5914 Ratston Dr

Gen Del
R R #2  White St
2539 Shakespeare St

Rev W Halt
Dr J F Hatey  #11
John Harris
Steve Henke
W G Hotmes   #703
Tom Huntington  #3
At on M Johnson  #4
G Kitching
Alee Kohuch   #301

Penticton  BC
Barrie  ON

Vancouver
Way   W Vancouver
Burnaby  BC
Victoria
Vernon  BC
Naramata  BC
N Vancouver
Victoria
Nanaimo  BC

Yate BC
Summertand
Victoria

BC

8897  158 St
R R #1  Site 6  Comp
129 Meridian Way
6701 Welch Rd
2850 Richmond Rd
112 Cheryt Place
157 West Green Ave

6709 Griffiths Ave
2840 Lardeau Place
428 Heritage Cresc
1850 Chandler Ave
27111 Zero Ave
1325 Rocktand Ave

  Surrey  BC
17  Thunder Bay  ON

  Parksvitte  BC
  Saanichton  BC
  Victoria
  Nanaimo  BC
  Penticton  BC

  Burnaby BC
  Vernon  BC
  Okotoks  AB
  Victoria
  Atdergrove  BC
  Victoria

   Box 901Gold River BC
1 300 Ptaskett PlaceVictoria

   335 Harwell RdNanaimo BC
   13 Coto Close, Mountain Creek, Australia

i3 4221 Mayberry StBurnaby BC
#306 710 16 Ave NECalgary AB
#4 608 St Charles StVictoria

   3434 Bonair PtVictoria
01 35 Newcastle AveNanaimo BC

Charlie Lamberton   420 Strang Dr  R R 2
Dave J LaRiviere    975  E 41 Ave
E 'Duke' Lengtet    284 Drysdate Btvd
Gordon S Lewis  #26 1160 Shell bourne Btvd
R P 'Ray' Lewis  #206  3560 Highway Dr
Met R Likes         Box 72
Archie S Logan #208 11 Cooperage Rd

Ladysmith  BC
Vancouver
Ketowna  BC
Campbett River  BC
Trait  BC
Madeira Park  BC
Victoria



B C Association

William D LowdenWW I 725 Ingtewood Ave
Mike Markowsky4238 Granvitte St
J G MitnesR R #1 Box 1 Site
Witf A Moreau3731 Fir St
P P 'Pip' Muirhead WW I 32073 Sherwood
Dave B Mundy130 Mariner's Lane
J W Musgrove4039 Etise Place

E M Keith MacGregor
Pat McBratney
Jack McBride
J At ex McConnett
Frank McDougatt
Gordon Mclntosh #40
K D F 'Ken' McKenzie
Dr  J A McNatty

W I Nelson

 126 Ave  J South
 699 Buck Rd
 21065  56 Ave
 2730 Claude Rd
 720 Keith St
 15875  20 Ave

?  824 Richmond Ave
 2833 Parkside Dr

 1619 Augusta Ave

Ralph C B Pautsen   2513 Glengarry Rd
David A Petrie  WW I  2315 Mitts rd  #118
J H Quarton         R R #2  Site 80C

'  W Vancouver
  Vancouver

6 Boswett  BC
  S Burnaby  BC

Cresc  Ctearbrook  BC #114
  Salt Spring Island  BC
  Victoria

  Saskatoon  SK
  Ketowna  BC
  Langtey  BC
  Victoria
  Moose Jaw  SK
  Surrey  BC
  Victoria
  Lethbridge  AB

  Burnaby  BC

  Mississauga  ON
  Sidney  BC
  Summertand  BC

Douglas Rogers #5
Jack Rosser

Lou Smith
Wm Smith
Harold Smythe #822
Dan S Spicer
Fred Stepchuk
James R Stone #425
Bob Summersgitt
T Swan
Nick Sykes

Les Taptin
Len J Tuppen

A A Wachter  #100
Jack R Washburn
Witf T Whittock
F J G M Wrate  #10

4300 Stoneywood Lane
474 Eagtecrest Dr

Victoria
Quat icum Beach  BC

 1650 Westminster Ave   Port Coquittam  BC
 Site 15  Comp 1  R R #3  Penticton  BC
 440 Simcoe St          Victoria
 2080 Okanagan Ave      Salmon Arm  BC
 2499  15 Ave           Port Atberni  BC

Somerset House  540 Dallas Rd  Victoria
 2434 Mathers Ave       W Vancouver  BC
 975 Linkteas Ave       Victoria
 18177  59 Ave          Surrey  BC

2434 Mathers Ave
975 Linkteas Ave
18177  59 Ave

11721 Cascade Dr
2030 Hornby Place

375 Newcastle Ave
5516 Ocean Place
Site 31A  R R #1
999 Burnaby Ave

Delta  BC
Sydney  BC

Nanaimo  BC
W Vancouver
Summertand  BC
Penticton  BC

 V7T 1X5
V6H 3L5
VOB 1AO
V5G 2A4
V2T 1C1
V8K 1S6
V8X 4K1

S7M 2A1
V1W 1N6
V3A 3Z4
V9B 3T6
S6H 5R2
V4A 2B1
V8S 3Z1
TU 1M8

V5A 2V6

L5C 1Y1
V8L 2C3
VOH 1ZO

V8X 5A5
V9K 1E8

V3B 1E2
V2A 7K8
V8V 1L3
VIE 1H4
V9Y 2Z6
V8V 4X9
V7V 2H8
V8S 5C4
V3S 5R8

V4E 3C3
V8L 2M5

V9S 4H9
V7W 1N8
VOH 1ZO
V2A 1G7

5IOVEW
-^ Let us know

 when you know.



- --@@ -@@@           Lady Members - Edmonton Association           @@@@@

 Cecilia Dombroski   7624  83 St            Edmonton                 TOC 2Y6
 Hetene Dusseautt    20 Alpine Btvd         St Albert AB             T8N 2M7
 Mrs B ferguson      #306  1441 Sutherland Ave   Ketowna BC          V1Y 5Y4
 Lillian Jones       10342 145 St           Edmonton                 T5N 2X7
 Bessie-Ann MacKay   Box 3537               Athabasca  AB            TOG OBO

                         ******************************

 SOME ADDRESS CHANGES:
    H Smythe  to  #822, 440 Simcoe St, Victoria, BC
    Art Quinn  to  #33, 10 Grange Drive, St Albert, AB
    F Stan Bath  to  Heritage Manor, 1613 5A Ave, Wainwright, AB
    Len Lamoureux  from Barrhead to McLennan, AB
    Richard Palmer  to  2472 Smid Road, Westbank BC

 New Member - Atex MacDonatd, #504, 1315 Cardoro St, Vancouver

                         ******************************

                                    Last Post
 Forster, William H - CSM, M 16052 - passed away end of October, 1994, a

    resident of Peace River, AB. Bitt was a longtime Company Sergeant Major
    of Support Company.

                         *******************************

                                     1995

                          THE 80TH YEAR OF OUR REGIMENT

                    THE 80TH YEAR OF OUR FORTYNINER MAGAZINE

                        THE 79TH YEAR OF OUR ASSOCIATION

                         *******************************

    To the many of you who have contributed stories, news, etc. to this is-
    sue of our FORTYNINER, Thanks. It's your material that makes up each
    year's magazine, without them there would be no magazine.

    There is, of course, need for new stories, newsy tetters, etc. for the
    next issue of the magazine, #98. This material is accepted at any time,
    and the sooner the better and preferably before the end of August, 1995.
    Send your contributions to my home address or to our Post Office box, ad-
    dresses as fisted betow:

                                      Many thanks   and   Fraternally,

       The Loyat Edmonton Regiment Association       Barney 01 son. Editor
                        Box 501                       11223  56 St

                      Edmonton  AB                    Edmonton  AB
                         T5J 2K1                           T5W 3S3


